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Rates of Advertising; One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.’*
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75cents per week
after; three Insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,** and “Auction
Sales,** $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or lets $1.80.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press’* (which has a large circulation in
every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first
insertion,
and 50 cents per square lor each
subsequent nsertion.
Address all communications to
PUBLISHING Co.

ner

A

Mortgage.

88 MIDDLE
(in Canal

practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Count-

For Sale

of

JOHN JAMIESON, eldest Bon of William Jamiosod, of Glasgow, Scotland, merchant and manufacturer, was bom 10th Dec., 1793, and emigrated in
early life, it is supposed to Canada. It alive, he is
entitled to succeed to property ia Scotland of considerable value. Information wanted regarding him, or

House

his

ag6eod&wtf

cbildien

descendants,

and

if

Address

any.

CROSS, DUNN & DAVIDSON, Advocate., Montreal, Canada.
oo9dlm

AT

F.

UPHO LSTEREK

money

Parlor

Saits, Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
McDonough Pntent Bed Lounges, Enameled Chairs, Sec.
rS'-All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture

STEPHEN

No

Dissolution of

name

Ojeda

WATER

PIPING.

■ecuted, and
ai>22

work promptly and
at the lowest prices

a

cc27

and one large
Also accommodagentlemen at 52 Free St.

few single

YSIDORO J. OJEDA.
oc9tf

rooms

dlw*

Boarding.
at

223*-Cumberland st.,

undersigned having taken the stand of Harlow & Huut, will continue the business at

Boarding
Wilmot, Also table board.

128 and 130 MIDDLE ST.,

Rooms to Let With Board.
pleasant unfurnished rooms with board,suitable for gentleman and wife. Also two single
gentlemen and a few table boarders wanted, at house
Street.

WITH

aul2

ww vwjt

sm.

DR. E. W. BROOKS,

mWO Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
X single gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street. oc7tf

0.

P.

413
DR.

BABCOCK.

furnished
ONEStreet.

VIA CHI NETWORKS
Makers and Blacksmiths.

RLE STEAM ENGINES.

HOUSE

BER, 220 Commercial St.

CROSS

islwttf

A

PORTLAND, MAINE.

six Rooms Gas and Sebago
AtoTENEMENT
water,
Spruce Corner of Emery Street. ApJ.
FICKETT

Song
new

Monarch!

on

ply

TO

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
DOR.XLA.>rD, MAINE.

THE

oc2dtf

A

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Counsellor at Law.

new

Per dozen, 97.50.

ONE

197

G

MAY

Bookseller, Bookbinder,
and dealer in

Articles, Ac.

254 CONGRESS STREET,
Under Consrcmti IBnll.
Sold on Instalments.
jy2tf

J. B. RI.4THEW8 A CO.,
Wholesale Dealers in First Quality

State of Maine Roofing Slate,
NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET
PORTLAND, MIC.
J.

B.

MATHEWS.

S. G. DORMAN.

JAMES

L.

FOGG.

STORE
eel5dtf

No. 33 Plum Street.
Apply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
No. 27 Widgery’s Wharf.

Cotton yarnsT
Bates

Recently made extensive

„„„„

Commissioners’ Notice.

THE

appointed 10 o’clock in the forenoon of the second
days of December, February and April next, and the
Law Office of William M. Sargent, No. 33 Exchange
Street, Portland, as the times and place of our meeting for the aforesaid purpose.
LINDLEY M. WEBB,
1 Commissioners.
WILLIAM M. SARGENT,}
Oct. 24,1874
ocfc28dlaw3wW

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
To Merchants and Shipmasters.
on and after the first
the new regulations
Government of the Republic ot
prescribed by
Spam in regard to Consular fees will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:
are

Mass.

For Sale.

One Thousand Cider Barrels
ot

beet quality, in good order.

HENRY T.

CARTER, INS

Fore St.

«e1___tf
FOR sale,
PINE
in lots to

SOUTHERN
BOARDS,
closo consignment

to

a

my28

FLOORING and STEP
suit purchasers, tor sale low

RYAN & KELSEY,
No. 181 Commercial Street.

notified that

YOUday ofhereby
September,
the

CO.,
PUBLISHERS, Boston,

Cider Barrels

addition to

aujldtf

Undersigned having been appointed Commissioners, oy the Judge of Probate for Cumberland County, to receive and decide upon all claims
against the estate of Hiram F. Ricker,late of Portland,
in said County, deceased, except those ot the Administrator, hereby give notice that they have

For

oc 28W&S3w

Manufacturing Co.,

tiicii
machinery, with a view to the manufacture ol
Yarns ior the market, and are now prepared to furnish Cotton Yarns, in numbers from 10 to 30, or
Beams, Spools, Cops and in Skeins, both white and
colored. We rnako a specialty of REPELLEN1
WAKPS, which we are prepared to furnish at short
notice, in quantities to suit our customers. We believe that our fectities for the manufacture ot yarn art
now unequalled, and purchasers will do well to communicate with us before purchasing elsewhere. As wt
have always a surplus of yam on hand, orders can Ik
filled with the utmost promptness. Orders should b<
BATES MANUFACTURING CO.
ax 1 dressed to
Lewiston, Me.
C. I. BARKER) Agent.
dim
0Ct2C

HAVE

&
L. PRANG
ART
FINE

and

BOLLIS,

Retailers of

MEN’S

FINE
FURNISHINGS,
47 Temple Place, Boston,

their very large and complete
stock of selected goods, imported expressly for their
retail trade. The limit of this notice will not allow
a detailed statement, but we have endeavored to obtain the best goods of the best manufacturers in
England, France, and this country, of

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY
AND GLOVES,
and to have, also, the best possible assortment of all
the minor articles that make a well appointed wardrobe.
Prices will bo as low as good articles can be sold.
Orders by mail solicited.

Carefully Made to Order

dewinsTIeiollis,
MEN’S

FUBNISHING

of

GOODS,

47 Temple Place, Boston.

law4w

I

Burnham,
oct5tf

PALMER’S

0,000.

CHICHESTER PATENT

JACQUELINE

uiucicm

$650,000.

Assets

PERFECT-FITTING CORSET
Ever Offered to the Public !
The peculiar style of cutting gives sufl'cient fullat the bosom, without folding at the
top. gradand closely fitting to, and over the hips, is longer front and hack than ordinary
Corsets, and In fact,
is the only Corset corset cut n this form.

HOFFMAN
OF

NEW

ness

ually

YORK,

§350,000.

Assets

(^Particular attention i. called to the
method of fastening Bones in this
Corset,
which is acknowledged superior to any

ATLANTIC
OF

other.

PROVIDENCE,

Assets

Merrill, Prince & Co.,

§300,000.

Jobbers of Fancy Goods,

WESTERN

PORTLAND,

TORONTO,

OF

Capital

$900,000,

Sole
au27

should have one. Name “Chievery cradle. Beautiful, Cheap and
Durable. Chichester Toy Chairs to match. This
Cradle cannot he equalled for a present to a little girl
on

Agents

ALSO
The Great leading Life Company of
MUTUAL
LIFE
the World, the
of
NEW York, assets nearly $70,000,000all cash—having issued nearly 169,000
Policies.
Raring the past THIRTY YEARS
have paid every claim for loss in
we
onr Agency (to nearly a MILLION ROEEARS) promptly and satisfactorily (as
we
believe), and onr friends may rely on
onr endeavors to do so in the future.
Thanking them for their patronage in
the past, we solicit a continuance of their
favors.

W. D. Little &
GENERAL INSURANCE

Ev»»ry little girl

chester**

THIS IS THE MOS1

850,000

Co.,

for the State of Maine.
_dSm

Cheney Brothers5

AMERICAN SILKS
For Fall and Winter Wear.
Attention is called to the choice stock of these
Black and Colored Gros Grain Silks, which may now
be obtained from leading dealers throughout the
country.

goods

made in the most approved manguaranteed to surpass in
weight, finish and durability, any that
ean be obtained at corresponding prices.
These

and

AGENTS,

are

are

OFFICE
sale to the trade only by

For

49 1-2 Exchange Street.
oc22

3w

or

Holiday Gift.

A. P.

It will hold a doll 20 inches long. For sale by all
toy and furniture dealers. If your dealer does not
have them, ask him to send;, for catalogue, aud take
none but the “Chichester.**

SWING CRADLES.
Mothers

you should have a Chichester Swing Cradle.
Mothers who try them will have no other.
Mothers save your time by using a Chichester.
Mothers buy no other till you see a Chichester.
THE CRADLE AMONG CRADLES.
No rockers to wear out carpet.
No rockers to turn tile over.
No rockers for child to fall upon.
No squeaking treadle to get ont of order.
No cradle equal to Chichester Swing Cradle.
Dealers send for catalogue, to
GEORGE T. COMING,
North Street, Boston, aud
393 Pearl Street, New York.
oct28
d3m

FULLER,

ocl3

MANUFACTURER OF

VARNISHES
V-

AND

!

DEALER

Dry Air Refrigerators
In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.
Largest
combining all
The

Salesroom *5* Fore St., 3. F.ItIFIlItll, I,,
Rear of No. 10 Crow St.
PORTLAND, «A!NE.

We Sell for Cash

IN

OILS.

Cauncd Goods of all kinds.
Sugar, Coffee and Teas,
Spices. Kaisius, Starch, &c.
It ice, Soap, &c.«
Flour and Crackers of all kinds,
Brooms, Cheese.

Washing made easy, put up by H. II. Dow, the
best thing, labor saving, and will not damage the
finest article.

203 FORE STREET.
dGni

octl7

Goods

delivered to any part of the

City, without charge. Produce bought

nud

sold.

Notice.

O’BRION &

stockholders of the Central Wharf Steam
are hereby notified to meet at the
Sawyer, No. 123 Commercial Street,
on Tuesday, the tenth day of November current, at
2 o’clock j>. in., to act on the following articles, viz:
First. To choose a moderator to preside at said

Tow Boat Co.
THE
office of Charles

meeting.

Second. To choose seven directors for the ensuing
year.
Third. To choose other officers.
Fourth. To see if they will authorize tho further

issue of stock.
To act
Fifth.
come

on

before them.

any

YARNS!

lm

RICHARDSON & CROSS.
LUMBER
Commission Merchants.
Special attention paid

Southern

The property known

as

Corner of Fore nnd Cross Streets.

Portland, consisting of Engine, Boiler, Shafting,
Saws, planers, &c., all in good running order anu
doing a good business, together with a lease of the
building, with oyer 8 years to run, and at a very low

AND

—

Timber for Ships,

furnishing

Lumber

—

Bridges, Facto,

ries, Railroads, Ac.,
either at mill or delivered.

the

FOREST CITY BOX FACTORY,

to

Pine

2w

FOR^ALE!

CO.,

No. 57 Commercial Street.
oclO

other business that may
C- A. VICKEKY, Clerk.

Portland, Oct. 24.

Saxony, heavy
Germantown, Country and
Factory Yarns of every description at Lowest prices.

Only

TRUST IS DEAD.

BURNING & WOOL

may201tf

Fine Skunk

—

IN THE CITY.

SPERM, LARD,

Best Assortment in the State,
the latest Improvements, called

Manufactory,

AND

—

MACHINERY,

and

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of NIuun^cxncnl. Durability, Dryncw and Parity
•f Air aud ECONOitlVof ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

Cheapest Grocery

FLOUR STORE

—

JAPANS,
AND

The

West India and Sontli American Cargoes
furnished to order.

No. 1 1-3 UNION WHARF
POBTIiAND, MAINE.

au1S

Owen &

Moore,

Congress St., Cor. Brown.
d2w

Fennels with Cargo*

Manifest.. $15.00
Certifying
Bill of Health...
4.00—$19.00
For Fennels without Cargo:

Certifying Manifest.$7.00
Bill of Health... 4.00—$11.00
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul.

the subscriber

have
hereby given,
beeta duly appointed Executor of the Will of
NOTICE
is

No. 531 Congress Street,
M. &. A. PJOARLIAG
have received

Fall and

that

RUTH WHITMAN, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as
the law directs. All persons having demands upon
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
THOMAS H. HASKELL, Excutor.
ocl9dlaw3wM
Portland, Oct. 6,1874.

new

Winter Trimmings,

LYON'S SILK VELVETS IN ALL COLORS,
Silks in every Shade,

on

the

Bins,

Malta, Thread and Yak Laces,
Bel Ornaments anil Fringes, Buttons in
every variety, Jet Beads, rich
Hearts,
Veils and Buttles, Bnll Fringes, I,ml if s’
Bats nnd Bonnets, rich Flowers nnd
Wreaths, Ac.
Be30dlwteod4w

YERMONT_COPPERAS.
BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.
A.r,WA.-Srs
—

HOWE &

Islwttt

BY

ly

10 per

cent,

Water Bondi*.
Coupons
January and July in New York, or at this office,—
$500 each: also other seven, eight and ten i*r cent.
Municipal securities. These represent the first claim
on the entire property, and the combine t wealth of
Cities, Towns and Counties; well selected; no loss:
security absolute. Bought and sold by GEORGE
WM. BALLOU, 72 Devonshire Street, Boston. Write
for particulars.
ocl3cod2m

payable

twenty year

Winter Board tor Horses
near the city.
Address
E. C. O BRION,
Box

1514 Portland P. O.

on
—

Montreal to Richmond
45,000
Richmond to Boundary Line
21,000
Boundary Line and Portland
20,000
At Portland
20.000 to 40,000
Specifications and Forms of Tender can bo had on
applications to
F* L* WILLIAMS, Tie Inspector, Danville,
J* Y. LLOYD, Assistant Engineer, Richmond, or,
E. P.
Chief Engineer, Montreal.
Tenders will bo received up to Saturday, 14th
November, 1874.
Addressed to
JOSEPH HICKSON,

HANNA.FORD,

Montreal, 20th

~

October,

1874

General Manager.
oct284teod

Locust Treenails.
J??’!®.®
150.000

Rift Locust Treenails,
best Hawed While Oak do.

—

Canada Knees

L-

TAYLOR,

ITS COMMERCIAL STREET,
POBTLASP, WE.dtf

Cheapest Book Store
In The World.

119

OF

—

—

Shades,

Window
oc2d

Tassels,

Ac.
lm

NEW!

SOKET1IIAG

F ARK AMD’S IMPROVED

Tucker and
ble Hemmer.

Self-Folding
The most

Adjusta-

useful attachment ever Invented for Sewing Machines.

one which has n Folding Slide,
keeps Ihetuckor hens perfectly even,

Thaonly
which

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
band, thereby making a great saving of time and
labor. It will tuck any thickness of goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth. The Hemmer attached will
hem any desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appreciated.
JRetluoetl Price $2.50,

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,
Sole Ageut for Portland,
ju30tl

WO. >3T

OXFORD STBKET.

CIDER AND WINE MILLS,
PRESS. SCREWS,CiRINDERS, &

hand.

ALBERT COLBY & SOWS,
Publishers and Bookselleis*
ag5tf
PRINTING
executed
JOB
office.
at this

of every

description neatly

—

FOR SALE

BY

—

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
Send for a circular.

»»

IbU

scl7d&wtt

YV11U

UIU3L

UtUUi

UUUllllul vlcll

all salts

in demand

way, for unlike most active manurial substances, the soil has no power at a’i to combine with it and hold it for future use. It is
liable to be washed by rains into the subsoil
and lost. Leachy, gravelly soils can hardly
hold it long enough for a single crop. As a
general rule too, both are used to best advantage for the small grain crops, because plants
with so narrow and scanty leaves, aud of so
brief duration from germination to maturity
as these, have smaller facilities and shorter
opportunities to obtain nitrogen for themselves than do plants with larger foliage aud
of longer duration.
To compost muck with bone meal would
be better practice and may be commended,
for if the heap warms up well the animal or
nitrogenous portion of the bone would evolve
its nitrogen in the form of free ammonia
which would act in the crude vegetable matter as a free alkali and greatly benefit the
muck, while the earthy or phosphatic portion
would become more finely divided and more
easily assimilated by the plants.
A barrel or two of bone meal may be composted with a cord of muck to decided ad-

vantage.

Labor in composting muck
better

than

advantage

can

be used to

by incorporating

fish chum with it, provided, however, that
the chum be really good. But remember
there is no other manure of so variable quality as porgy chum. By taking it before decomposition has set in, and sent off more or
less of its nitrogen, and mixing it well with
thirty to fifty times its weight of muck, and
allowing the heap to become well decomposed, we not only securely retain the full

fertilizing efficacy

ALSO—

Cords,

as

being little

of

tbe

fish,

but we also

convert the muck into an excellent manure.

Whoever buys fish chum should look well
to its quality. I have seen hundreds of tons
the present season which would be cheaper
at $40 per ton than other that I have seen
would bo at $10 per ton. The latter, however, would best please those who ignorantly
suppose that the more offensive a manure is
the more efficacious it must be. No greater
error was ever entertained than that offensive odor is a necessary accompaniment of
manudal virtue.
Nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia
are as free from offensive odor as table salt.
Culture of tbe drape.
The following is an extract from an able
and exhaustive paper read at a recent meet-

Michigan Bornological Society by
Mr. Sigler, upon the culture of foreign grapes:
In preparing the soil before setting the
vines it has been my practice to spade the
earth about two feet deep and pulverize well.
If the soil is reasonably rich, I use no maing

of the

nure

Exchange Street.

Old and new books bought and sold by the piece or
by the poinni. Over one hundred thousand volumes
now on

full Supply

n

—

GrF^VDILS.

best

(A0,000Mbcst quality

Hand
OF

PAPJERSo

ROOK

TENDERS

AT LOWEST CASH PRICES

TEN PER CENT INTEREST.
city of litchfield,

ocG

Grand Trunk Railway Ties.
are invited for the
supply ol the following Railway Ties :
Point Levi to Richmond
100,000
Chaudiero to Rivere du Loup
25,000
Arthabaska to Doucet’s Landing
25,000

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges

GOODWIN,

ILLINOIS.

Keep Constantly

—ALSO—

—

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

BRUNEL & CO.,
150 Exchange Street,

IUrilitrU

containing nitrogen are;
except for other
uses in the arts, they are not
commonly kept
for sale in agricultural districts. Their prices
are quite variable, sulphate of ammonia in
large quantities ranging from six to nine
cents per lb., and nitrate of soda from three
or four to six cents per lb.
Bone meal brings
from $40 to $60 per ton according to purity,
fineness &c. Some is sold as pure, but really
far from being so, for $30 or less.
As a general rule sulphate of ammonia is
applied to best advantage directly to the soil,
and near the time when the plant needs it,
aud only enough for one season’s use. Nitrate of soda should always be used in this
aud

no

0€23__

FOR, SALE

OC24

dl*in nnn

Any person wishing to engage in the Box fflak.
ine business will find this a desirable property,
Apply to or address
D. B. RICKER, 185 Fore Street,
J .It. LORD, if Union Wharf,
DANIEL WINSLOW, Union Street.
dtf

1

manures,

NEW YORK AND BOSTON.
cod2m

UC12U

which existed in the muck in a locked up, inert, unavailable condition is liberated and
rendered active and assimilable by plants.
Now as there is in this operation no loss of
potash, it is evident that the mixing or composting is useful, because it has resulted In a
positive gain—and much more and more
quickly than if the same muck and ashes
had been applied separately to the soil.
Substantially similar improvement would
follow if we compost muck with stable manure and allow the heap to warm up sufficiently to develop ammonia, which acts upon
the inert vegetable matter and renders it
readily assimilable by the plant. Not so is it
if we mix sulphate of ammonia with muck,
for here the ammonia (its alkaline constituent) is already saturated with sulphuric acid
and would not act upon the muck as ammonia alone would. It remains a mixture only.
If nitrate of soda be so mixed it would remain
in mixture, for its soda is already neutralized
by nitric acid, and would not re-act upou the
muck, as soda in a free state would. These
mixtures would consist of so much sulphate
of ammonia, or nitrate of soda diluted,
mingled or extended with so much muck.
It might be thus a little easier to spread a
small amount of these active salts evenly
over a large surface, but this
advantage
might hardly pay lor the labor.
Both sulphate of ammonia and nitrate of
soda are enegetic manures. They are costly,
wmpuitu

BROTHERS,

CIIENEY

oUUSuiLU,t3 UUVti

entirely different properties. Just as real
changes and involving new chemical combinations take place, although much more slowly,
whenever a heap of compost is left to ferment,
or a fallen log in the woods is left to decay, or
a neglected farm implement is left to rust.
Such is always the case when combination,
takes place.Wheu a man mixes muck with unleached ashes and allows the heap to lie u util
the potash from the ashe3 reacts upon the
vegetable matter, new combinations are
formed and the result is, that plant food

CORSET!

MILWAUKEE,

DOLL S CRADLES.

1874.

se2dtf

bination.Gunpowder is purposely socomposed
that a large amount of gases shall be suddenly
formed and the larger space which these require gives the explosive force. Neither sulphur, nitre nor charcoal can be directly recovered from these gases—because new and

PATE NT

ner,

on

Free Street.

wo

application.

on

Importers

oc26

2d floor. Also
LET, two unfurnished rooms
soveral furnished rooms, at No. 4 Cotton street,
TOdoors
from

"They diffuse a love of art, increase popular appreciation ot it, add beauty to homes which without
them would be bare and bleak, and tlins add to the
simple and tasteful influences which should be gathered about the home life ot our people. We welcome
every fresh addition to Mr. Prang’s list of publications, and are especially proud that in a work requiring such dexterity of manipulation and such loving tenderness aud patience of toil an American establisnment has thus far been able to lead the
world.”—[New-York Tribune,
As unscrupulous parties arc known to be offering
Chromos of all sorts under the fraudulent representation that they are of our make, purchasers should
invariably demand to see the trade mark on all pic
tures offered to them as “Prang’s American
Ciiromos,” and should see that they are marked
with the firm name on the front of the picture.
Prang’s American Chromos are tor sale at all
Art Stores throughout the world.
Illustrated Catalogues mui.ed free to any address

dtt

jn9

The

j

Mabel

rent.

To Let.

American Chromos.

STREET.

T. P. MeGOWAIV,

DHL 8

rUA,

To Let.

|y!7__tf_

Pictures, Religious

tx

dtf

d&w2w

PRANG’S

Portland Me.

Catholic

juaxiuuivo

Luijmiuui

pp24

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
oc9

Newbury

Street.

HOUSE

NO. 833 CONGRESS STREET,
RESIDENCE

J. W. & 0. 0. MCOUFFEE, Cor. Middl
& I' nion Sts.

ing.

a

House to Let.
No. 62 Pine Street {Hull Block), recently
occupied by Robert I. Hull, long or short lease.
Possession given immediately.

All books and music sent post-paid, for retail price.

FAINTER,

FRESCO

dtf

se29tf

<5fcwGw

Franklin Family School
Topahum, Me,
Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar L
Billings, B. A., liector. Send for circular. oclOtf

Streets.

A

For your next Sunday School Song Book, send for the
Hiveu of Life. By Perkins and Bently. 35 cts.

KEILEB,

L.

Stair Builder.

TENEMENT containing 8 rooms, pleasantly located.
Rent $250 per year. Also, 5 rooms,
about $140 per year. Apply to
W. W. CARR,

Classes.
most successful composers,

dti

W.

OF

F. LlBBV,Lo. 252 Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in Releno’s Mill.
G. Ij. HOOPER, Cor. York & Maple

To Let.

and excellent collection of Music for

Prepared by those
Palmer oi Chicago,and L.O.Emerson of Boston.
Price, $1.3S, or Ilii.OO Per Das,

80 MIDDLE ST.

half of

M., Principal.

St. Augustine’s School for Roys,

HARTFORD,

Ja5dly

THE PEERLESS.

To Let

Cnonts, Conventions, and Singing

All collections promptly attended to by E. A.
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.

Tuesday, December 15tt>, 1874,

N. Western National

IS.

LET !

double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street, No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Beal Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland, Sept., 30,1874

LEADER!

H. E.

dtf

ocl2

A most attractive Piano Piece:
SOUVENIR De LIMA, MAZOURKA,S1.00.
One of the “Posthumous Works of L. M. Gottschalk.”

STREET,

Fore Street.

Exchange Street.

sisted by L. 0. Emerson.
Price 75 ct*.

1ST

Room in the Second Story of the
Primers’ Exchange, with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill

Songs, all easy and perfectly adapted to a Singing
School Course, but at the same time forming a collection well suited for tho use ot College and other
Choirs. Singing Societies, &c. By H. R. Palmer, as-

Law,

&Oo.,

and most interesting book for

Full of melodious Songs, Duets, Glees and 4-part

Sylvester,

B,

oct2l

SINGING CLASSES.

aplttt

Let

of

The

on

Removed to

SATE THE ADVANCE ON ICE !
To

FOB SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse
power, built to order.

my9

oc24tt

To Let.

o

aul8

215 Commercial street,

84 MIDDLE

oc291w*

House to Let
NO. 142 Oxford Streot, containing two
tenements, of eight rooms each, with modern
improvements. For particulars apply to F. H. W1D-

Office 11-2 Union Wharf.

Alcott’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

Counsellors at

To Let.
Street, containing 18 rooms
families.
Apply to E. CO-,

HOUSE

jy9dtt

have removed

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTA-

tf

No. 4 Alder
arranged for two
BURN, No. 8 Dow St.

A. CLARK
Congress Street. Office hours

RICHARDSON &

MAKUFACTCBEBS OF

Lower tenement 140 Oxford St., near Elm all of
the modern improvements. Inquire on the

oc29_

REMOVAL.

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler

O’Donnell &

G

Street.

CHICHESTER PATENT.

premises.

REMOVAL,
DR.

chamber in house No. 48 Spring
oc31ood2w

To be Let

A

17,

Students taken by the
and pleasaut

and continue eleven weeks.
For further information, address
G. M. BODGE, A.

$750,000.

Assets

Sign and Awning Hanging.

Birthday

To Let.

augldtf

d&wly

has removed to 536
from 2 to 4 P. M.

THEmence

xur

CHARLES A. RING has removed to No.
Congress, Corner of Chestnut street.

PORTLAND

myt9dtf

TO LET.

REMOVAL:

ME.

can

Street.

tf

WILLIAM

Mophlcal Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,
56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,

myl9

or a

BOSS, Treasurer or the Portland,
Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,has removed hia Office from 179 Commercial Street to ltailroad
Wharf at the landing o£ the Co’s Steamer.
mar23
dtf

MANUFACTURERS OF

PORTLAND,

Gentleman and his Wife
TWObe Gentlemen
accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown

Removal.

dvvam,

Watch and Chronometer Maken’R Toole,
Mathematical, Optical and Philo-

C. F. WOODFORD,

former residence of Dr. French.

oc8

mh3dlf

November

Tuesday,

Term or Year, and a good School
Home provided.
For Catalogue or Circular address

ORIENT

—

ocl2

Board.

365 Congress St., Corner of Pearl,

MODEL MAKERS & JOBBERS,

ST.se23dtf

Rooms To Let.

Las removed to

HOLYOKE’S WHARF.

Roofers.
CO., 28 Spring

VO CIVtJ. No. 103 Fore Street.

8.

of

corner

REMOVAL.

—DKALEB IK—

COMMERCIAL STREET.

J. N. McCOY &

Fine Shirts

Suil of Rooms
with boari at 152 PEARL

TERM

Teacher ot Singing.

HARTFORD,

OF

Importers and Retailer*

REMOVALS.

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber,
Masts and Spars. Deck Plank and
all kinds ol Hard Wood sawed to
Order

oc5

octldtf

To Let.
BOARD, a suit of rooms at 37
HIGH & SPRING ST.

carefully

W, H, SIMONTON,

comer

TWO

No. 4 Locust

85

Assets

Invite attention to

suite of
BOARD,
WITH
room, suitable lor families.
tions for

Baker & Co.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Every Description of

o?7tf

rooms,

To Let.

Where the public will find New and Second Hand
Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds, Mattrasses,
Book Cases, Ac.
Looking Glasses,
Repairing of all kinds neatly done.

& Job Printer

OF

Street.

of

THE

MARKS

EXCHANGE ST.,

lOtf

corner

one

recipes of the sort
above indicated going the rounds of the papers, and whoever tries them will very likely
find some of them prove efficacious and possibly in rare instances he may find them profitable.
But we do not recommend such
mixtures to be made, for the simple reason
that little or no gain would be realized above
that from using the same substances without
previous mixing; and labor is too valuable to
throw away. The farmer should be the last
man to permit any wastes about his
premises,
and the demands upon his muscular powers
are so large and so constant that he will do
Wisely to avoid all unproductive labor. “Mixing” or composting is to to be recommended
when improvement or increase of value can
be fairly counted upon,greater than the worth
of the labor involved in the operation. This
occurs only when new and useful combinations take place.
It is of great importance
here to bear in mind the wide difference between a mere mixture and a combination.
The first is a mingling together by mechanical means, as when you mix sand with sugar.
It is only sand and sugar still Gunpowder
is an intimate mixture of sulphur, nitre and
charcoal. By suitable mechanical means its
component parts can be separated but,put fire
to it, and its component parts enter into com-

commence

and continue eleven weeks.

L. Coodale.

SI,

It is not unusual to see

Seminary.

Order, left at StecUbridite’H.

CONNECTICUT

Real Estate Agents.

HE WINS &

To Let
good

Reply by

|3P*Tickets of admission must be procured of the
Janitor at the rooms, 557J Congress Street.
sc30
dlwtoawlm

HARTFORD,

OF

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

GENTLEMAN desiring board in a private family can learn where by applying at this office.
oclldtf

day dissolved by

Portland Oct. 8,1871.

ap21a

Book, Card

style

accom-

oc22ti

good rooms, connected, to let, with board, at
203 Cumberland St.,
TWO
of Franklin. Also
other

mutual consent.
John Massure is to collect all
claims due the late firm and will pay the copartnership liabilities. He will continue the business at the
store occupied by us, No. 381 Congress St.
JOHN MASSURE,

3 Doers East of Temple St.,

M.

A

between the
and

Also

Board*

Copartnership.

Partnership heretofore existing
THE
subscribers under the firm
Massure &
has been this

FEDERAL STREET,

WM.

Street. Terms reasonable.
21J
modations for a few Table boarders.

THURSDAY—Rook-keeping and MeFRIDAY—Geography and Uanguagca,

Mrs.

$1,600,000.

Assets

AHSEB LOWELL, 135 Middle Street.

Rooms with Board*
and wife, or single gentlemen in
search ot board can find good accommodations

Portland. Oct. 13,1871.oc!5d3w

CLARK,

AND

BOARD.

WE

PORTLAND, ME.
0C126tf

GAS

a
Beau. The finder will please leave
this office and he rewarded.
oc291w*

GENTLEMAN
Free

Will the Press give a recipe for mixing
muck, sulphate of ammonia and nitrate of soda, hone meal &c., giving the quantity of
each, with the price and manner ot mixing,
and any other remarks?
L. Y., Starks.

and

chanical Drawing.

will

Ma-

follows:

as

MONDAY—Grammar,
Writing
Drawing.
TERN «*AY—Mathematics,
WEDNESDAY—Reading.

Gorham

and Commercial
nures.

“—--IT

NATIONAL

Silver and Plated Ware.

at

The order of classes will he

ocl9deod5w

OF HARTFORD,

171 Middle nnrt

Muck-Composts

Stevens Plains, Me.

$4,000,000.

Assets

reopen

Winter Term ot tills Institution will com-

PHOENIX

KEITB.

Evening School will

The

MONDAY, OCTOBER 5th.

WESTBROOK SEMINARY.

$2,500,000.

Capital,

CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
A. H. I. AMSON, 153 Middle St.,cor. Crow>.

YERY

oc15d3w

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

NEW FORK.

OF GEASGOW.

JAMES MBI.l.ER, No. 91 Federal Street.

Dog Lost.

have this day formed a copartnership under
the firm name of ATWOOD, STEADMAN &
and
have purchased the stock and will continue
CO.,
the business of Harris, Atwood & Co., at the old
No.
115 Commercial Street.
stand,
A. A. ATWOOD,
E. M, STEADMAN.

COR. OF CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.

103

oc30d3t*

small blacK and tan dog, answering to the
name of “Midget.”
The finder will be suitably
rewarded by leaving the same at No. 9 Lewis Street.
oc29
dlw

Copartnership Notice.

Law,

15 FLUENT BLOCK,

W. C.

at

Portland Fraternity.

MONDAY MORNING, NOV. 2, ’74,

JTOEId WILSON, Principal,
oe21eod&w4w or J. a. WATERMAN, Secretary.

ScottishCommercial

Pattern and Model Maker.

LO$

A. A. ATWOOD,
F. F. HARRIS.

KNOWLTON,

OF

J. 1UI11UU13I

a

same

THE PRESS.

ivnoiu-

ouiuiuij

office._

EDUCATIONAL._
EVENING SCHOOL.

THE WINTER

CONTINENTAL

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and
A. K. DURAN & CO..
116 Federal Streets.

nearly

being the largest amount of Capital represented by any one Agency in New Eng
laud.
The following FIRST CLASS
AMERICAN and BRITISH Companies
arc combined in our
Agency, viz:

NEBRILL & CO., 139 Middle St.

J, A. M5URIA.

of

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN

$80,000,000,

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

W. W. HARRIS,

Portland, Oct. 12,1874.

Established in 1843,
Representing combined Assets

a

uv

niu

night, Oct. 25, between Mountford and
Oak St.,
SUNDAY
Lady’s PEARL and JET PIN attached to blue

the old stand for
the present and atteud to adjusting the affairs ot the
lato firm, and cither partner is authorized to sign the
firm name in liquidation.

tf

Attorneys

uuuui

ed by leaving it at ibis

THE
The Messrs. Harris will remain at

No. 37 Dlum Street.

at

jluu

“viij/i

Dissolution oi Copartnership.
copartnership of HARRIS, ATWOOD &
CO. is this day dissolved by mutual consent.

PRINTER,
oc29_
H. & W. J.

a

a

copartnership!

Book, Job and Card

W.D. Little &Co.

A. S. DAYVS A-

the entrance to the Water Company’s Office
ATWALLET,
containing $50 bill, $5 gold piece

to Loan.

ON

BERRY,

If yon wart SECURITY and INDEMNITY it may be had at the old INSURANCE AGENCY of

ABNER LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.
Areut. for Howard Watch Company.

Photographers.
IiOSt.

first class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought aud sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

oct5-’CDTT&Stt

Horse Shoeing.
By S. Young & Co. Experienced Horse
No
102 Fore street.
ocl3
Shoers, at

A. A.

Delay

The great fires in PORTLAND, CHICAGO, BOSTON and elsewhere should
admonish everyone to be well protected
against loss or damage by fire in such a

Cash Assets

A. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’. Black
C.u|tre.M Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Estate

BULLETIN,

MANUFACTURER OF

oied and matted.

LOST AND FOUND.

G. Patterson’s Real

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.

OAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
AH kinds of Upholstering and Repairing
done to order.

A. I. BARBOUR, 350 Fore Street, Cor. oi
Cross. Portland.

mar21tf

J. H. HOOPER,

Danger in

Carpet-Bags.

Wanted.
Nutter Bros. & Co. A first class tin plate aud
sheet iron worker. None but first class need
apply. 29 MARKET SQUARE, Portland Me. sc29tf

with fine shade trees. This is one of the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of Q. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

Congress and Brown streets with

INSL R ANCE.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, } acre choice
Btrawberries, three good wells ©f water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, line cement bottom; grounds ornamented

DB.A.EYANS,

Up-

to order.

Furniture and Upholstering.

of West*

and
two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor? with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the

my2frltfse2Ccodlf

keeper or
Rest of

housenurse. The care of an invalid pro
city references give. Apply at 59
oc20tf

llcirs Wanted.

FINE residence one-half mile from

E. JT. 1TIORRELL.
U* €. IMORRBLTi.

Dentist, corner
Hr. Boothby.

A

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BEN J. ADAMS, cor. Exchange aud Fed-

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

Wanted Immediately,
SITUATION by an experienced Lady as

High St.

order.

holstering done

A

Railroad
A Depots, Post-office, good SchoolsEllandtheChurches,
six miles from

parts of the State.

So. Gorham, Me.

YOUNG Swede wishes to obtain a situation as
COACHMAN for a gentleman. Understands
the care ofhoises. Can bring the best of references.
Address P. O. Box 932, “G. P. S.”
oc281w*

ferred.

to

eral Streets.
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.

A Situation Wanted.

brook.
Portland;

ME8EHVE,

JAMES G.
0ct28-lm*

WALTER COKEY Ac CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
CEOK2&E A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. UpholMtering of all kinds
done

Horses to board for the winter

SALE.

ill the Town

Furuiture--Wholesale and Retail.

American boy wanted as a
care of an Office.
Must
Address in hamlwritBox 1678.
oc29tf

having
PERSONS
Kill please address

From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. ft?.

mar28

House and Ship Painters and Drainers.
Office at 11 Danforth St., Up Stairs*
Order Slate at WIIIPPLE & CO.’s, 21 Market
Square.
Prompt attention paid to all orders. Special attention given to polishing hard wood. Contracts tutea

FOSTE It’S Dye Home, 34 Union Street.*

Wanted, Horses to Board.

cf

A

e8>_deOood&wtf
E. J. MORRELL & CO.,

in all

en-

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of< about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans Lave been drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,

MAINE.

_

Dye-House.

BOSTON.

good
iug of applicant,

_dtf_

FOR

Building,)

PORTLAND,
Will

HOUSE
au29

Law,

WHITNEY &' MEANS, Pearl Street, oppowite Park.

Consumers Agency,

active, intelligent
AN messenger
and to take
have
recommendations.

on

or

Me.

_Portland
Carpenters and Builders.

Boy Wanted.

rot Sale.
No. 42 Pleasant Street. For particulars
apply at the house from 3 to 5 P. M.

STREET,

Bank

For further particulars
tbc premises.

Clothing

oc30!w*

oc33__3w

ANDREWS,

Counsellor at

S. E.

FRANKLIN FOX,
UPHAM& GARDINER,
7 Exchange St., Real Estate Agts,

No.

j

C.

COMPETENT man in every town in New England, to retail from sample, at lowest
wholesale prices, strictly first-class, stylish clothing. Address, with stamp enclosed,

2,11874.

NOVEMBER

calamity.

L. J. PERKINS manufacturer oi plain
and fnucy Caudies, ilST Congress Si,

A

cold water, and water closets on each floor, bath
room, speaking tubes, &c., &c., and will be sold at a
great bargain. A portion ot the purchase money can
on

WM. A. QUINCY. Boom II, Prtuter’a
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & KIIACKFORD, No. 115 Plum
Street.

_

THE

remain

Book Binders.

Confectionery.

WAITED.

Valuable

BUSINESS CARDS.
S.

BOARD

on

quire of the Subscriber

OC313W*

Wanted.

House and Lot lor
Sale.
Subscriber, intending to remove from the
City, offers for Sale his House audLot, No. 23
Park Street. This Lot is 70 by 120 feet. The House
has all the modem conveniences, such as hot and

_PORTLAND

Booksellers and Stationers.
BOY*, & FOttU ,No.O< Middle Mirrft.
T. p. MeGOWAN, 354 Conitre.o 81.

for Gent and Wife In private family.
Address W F. C. at this Office,
oc 313t»

sale.
of
square feet. Good location for small stores. Apto
ply WM, H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
oc28
lw*

FOR
6000

Wanted.

Me._

middle Street
The valuable lot on the southerly corMiddle and India Streets—containing

Laml

1 BUSINESS DIRECTORY,

A

pleasantly located House

wry

WANTS.
SITUATION as nurse in Respectable Families
by an American Widow Lady. Good References given. Address C. C., 77 York St., Portland,

containing twelve rooms,, arranged
to accommodate two families if required, on line of Railroad few miles
_City, three minutes walk from
Kent
$250 per year, first class schools in
Depot.
close proximity. Inquire ot WM. H. JERRTS.
Real Estate Agent.
cct29dlw

advance. To
if paid in ad-

Tlii MAINE STATE PRESS
is published
year, if paid

Or for Sale.

To be Let.

CO.,

MORNING,

PORTLAND, MONDAY

got

a

before setting.

good start, I

But after the vines have

use

manure

freely

on

the

surface of the earth and keep putting it on
yearly, as it answers a two-told purpose, for
The treatment of the
a mulch and a feeder.
vine tbe first year is not to let but one shoot
grow, and pinch that one oft’ about the last
of August, so the wood will ripen up to stand
our winter better.
About the last of Novem-

ber

or

the first of December, I take the Tine

ADVANCE.

from tho treilis, trim it, and bend it down
and cover it from four to six inches deep in
the earth, and leave them in this condition
until the first or middle of
April. I then uncover the vines and wash them off clean with
soapsuds, or use a force pump which answers
a very good
purpose to wash the dirt off and
to moisten the buds so
they will develope
more evenly.
This should bo done frequentuntil
are
well
ly
leaved out. The secthey
ond year I let two shoots
grow, and treat
them in the same manner as the first
year,
and then to the third year, wh*ie the anxious
cultivator is looking to the opening of
every
bud to see if he is to be rewarded for a
portion of his toils, which he is sure of ifhe
performs his duty well. If you slight the
grapevine it will remember you at the harvest
time with an indignant refusal to give
you
one single cluster of
well-developed fruit. So
it is

in every

department

of

Horticulture.

We quickly learn this lesson, whatever is
woith doing at all, is worth doing well.
After the third year, you have encouraged
the growth of the vine to its fullest
capacity
in length, say eight or ten feet, which should
never be allowed to extend farther than
this,
on any condition
whatever, for fear of letting
overbear. The other indulgent cultivator
jt
is apt to spoil his fruit, and also the future
usefulness of the vine, by over-taxation. I
have spoiled several of mine before I coaid
learn this sad lesson.
A few remarks upon the best varieties of
native grapes for this latitude,
perhaps,would
not be uninteresting to some. The first of alt
the native varieties is the Concord, next the
Delaware; Hartford Prolific lor early, but
not first-ciass; Diana, lor
keeping qualities,
is No. 1; Crevelly should be in tho list,
and the Croton comes highly recommended

from different sources, but not fully tested
here; the Iona is a good grape,but riot hardy;
the Clinton is valuable lor jelly and wine, and
its keeping qualities are good.
The system
ot

pruning

the native grapes is the same as

the foreign, whieh I left off at the third
year.
I have always adopted the
spur mode of pruning the vine as it appeare 1 to me to be the
most reasonable, and that is to cut off in the
fall the present season’s growth of wood, to
the third eye of each spur. This is the manner that I have always practiced since I commenced the cultivation of the viue, and I
have been very successful in getting plenty
of good fruit. It I think the
vitality of the
vine requires more wood, I let the end branches extend a little farther at the time of
pruning, but more often make mistakes in getting
too much bearing wood than otherwise.
Mhecp Farming.
The Sutter, Cal., Banner, in an editorial
on sheep farming, very truly concludes as
follows:
The sheep thrives best, produes most flesh
and most wool, yields the largest, easiest and
quickest profit when he has nothing iu the
world to do but eat, digest, sleep and eat
again. If he be kept upon land which will
only support one sheep to six acres, his flesh
is stringy, his wool wiry, and the supply of
both very small. If, on the other hand, he
be kept in a field where five and twenty
sheep can be fed to an acre, and so carefully

penned in that he cannot roam at will over
that, but must eat up oue part of the crop before he can attack another, he simply fill his
outer stomach full, apply himself to the process of rumination, and afterward gently
sleep
while nature is piling flesh on his bones, and

wool on his skin.
The finest mutton and the best wool can
only be obtained by men who will cultivate
good clover fields and grass meadows, will
buy good breeds of sheep and take proper
care of them.
It this be done, we will not
import tallow, nor see Australian wool in
American markets. There is also a firm and
steady demand now in Great Britain for tinned mutton and mutton hams,which are sent
all the way from Australia, to meet with a
ready sale at twelve to fifteen cents per pound
wholesale, in ship-loads. All these outlets,
and more, we might supply aud even then
have plenty of room for more sheep after it
The experience of modern times
was done.
shows conclusively that sheep are more valuable on a small farm than on a large one;

on a highly cultivated meaa barren mountain side,
and
of
fully capable paying lor the highest amount
of attention that can be bestowed upon
them.
more

profitable

dow than

on

___________

News anti Other Items.
The Italian newspaper directors propose to
raise $10,000 as a national gift to Garibaldi,
Mr. Kilkuff, chief engineer of the Pacific
Mail Company, has sailed 1,780,000 miles ia

twenty-three years’ service.
Frank Shaw, the American champion, has
beaten Henry Naylor, the Eoglish champion,
at the propnlsion of the velocipede.
S. II. Carpenter, professor of logic and rhetoric in the university of Wisconsin, has been
elected President of the state university of Arkansas.
Susan Anthony lectured on female suffrage at

thepeopleof Buchanan, Mich., last Sunday,
they called her

a

and

Sabbath-breaker, and declared

they

wouldn’t vote for her or for what sho
wanted.
It is stated on good autbority that Mr. Siuis
Reeves, the English tenor, who has just signed
contracts to come to America next seasou for a
series of concerts, is to receive 8115,000 for 100
or $1,150 per night.
Phillips Brooks has been offered the
highest salaries of any clergyman in the Epispal Church. Last winter Philadelphia would

nights,
Rev.

gladly have had him at $20,000 a year, and New
York offered $15,000 without avail. Fortunately, Boston ties aro too strong and he is not the
to be bought.
Mrs. Joel Rathbone, who recently died in Albany, left in her will the following bequests:
man

Albany Baptist Missionary Union, $5000; Amer-

Baptist Missionary Union, $10,000; Wo
man’s Union Missionary Society of America
$10,000: aud to various other institutions a total of $25,000.
ican

Deer

multiplying in great numbers in the
of Petersburg, Va. The woods in every direction are filled with them, and so bold
have they become that their tracks are to be
are

vicinity

the limits of the corporation, the
the savory peas, which abound
on the outskirts of the
city, being the de’icacy
which attracts them.
The Queen of Holland has an exquisite taste
for literature, and writes w.-fi ability and judgment; the Empress of Germany is noted for
seen

within

plantations of

her eloquence; the Empress of Austria is considered to be the most beautiful woman in Europe, and the Queen of Denmark is remarkable for her polished manners and the way in
which she receives her guests.
The White House, which is whiter than ever
by two fresh coats of paint, is all ready for the
reception of the bride and groom. Mrs. President Grant has given up her own room for the
use of the young couple, aud has
taken one
across the hall which faces the river,and which

Nellie’s room during her girlhood. Mrs.
Sartoris’ contemplated visit has caused Colonel
Grant to change bis plaus about a trip to Euwas

He will divide his time between the
White House and Chicago.
Mrs. Sakellarios, a native of Cambridge,

rope.

Mass.,

who opened a school at Athens, Greece,
in 1867, for the Cretan refugees, has
recently
had the school closed, by order of the Minister
of Education, on the charge of teaching sentiments in opposition to the Greek Church.
The
lady is the wife of a Baptist missionary, who.
though a native of Greece, received his e lucatinn In thia

pniinfrv
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School, which was established in 1824, U held
in high repute by the Grecians, acd should not
be confounded with that of the lady above
mentioned.
Prof. Swing concludes an article on Southern
theology in The Independent io this way: "As
for the great South, under the iufl'icuce of liberty and education and industry, she will soon
to cull in all her bad outstanding theology, and will emanicipate not only her slaves,
but her women, so that they will read aud pub
lish and teach; will emancipate her theologians
from the power of old custom, and make them
scorn the duello in church courts as deeply as
tho civilized states scorn the duello of literal
tirearms and purple blood, and love nothing so
much as a union of Christian peace and indus-

begin

17.”
Mile. Hortense Schneider, the Parisian Queen
of the Opera Bouffe, was in her youth a working girl, and the daughter of a humble tailor of
Bordeaux. She is now, at about
forty years of
age, living in the style of a Sultana.
Her diamonds are valued at ever $200,000, and among
her other jewels of fabulous cost is cited an
emerald set of surpassing splendor. Her apartments are crowded with tho most elegant and
expensive furniture and otyets tie vertu. Bronzes
aud marbles and pictures aud crystal and Sy-

porcelain and Gobelin tapestry are scattered
in sumptuous profusion.
of youth is forever lost to
Mile. Schneider, she still has the handsomest
arms and hauus, the prettiest foot aud the merriest blue eyes that flash and sparkle and entice behind the Parisian footlights.
res

through her rooms
Although the charm
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Evekv regular attache oftlicPitEss is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen. Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managcis w ill conlet a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
louma), as we have information that Beveral ‘'bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of he
Puess, and we have no disposition to he, even asslvely, a party to such frauds.

Wo do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all ca“es Indispensable, not necessarily for publication
h >t as a guaranty ot good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.
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a
Day of Public
nud Praise.

reminded by the changing seasons that it
to pause in our daily vocation and otter
thanks to Almighty God for the mercies and abundance of the year which is drawing to a close. The
blessings of a free government have continued to be
vouchsafed to us; the earth has responded to the labor of the husband mau; the land has been tree from
pestilence; internal order is being maintained; and
peace with other powers lias prevailed. It is fitting
that at stated periods we should cease from our accustomed pursuits, and from the turmoil of our daily
lives, ami unite in thankfulness for the blessings of
the past and the cultivation of kindly feelings towards each other. Now, therefore, recognizing
these considerations, t, Ulysses S. Grant, President
of the United States, do recommend to all citizens to
assemble in their respective places of worship on
arc

is time

Thursday, the 26th Day of Nov. Next,
and express their thanks for the merev and favor of
the Almighty God, and laying aside all political contention and all secular occupations, to observe suen
day as a day of praise.
In witness whereof I have herewith set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the
of Washington, this the 29th day
of October, in the year of our Lord, 1874, and of the
independence of the United States the ninetyninth.

city

U. S. GRANT.

By the President:
Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN

MAINE

EXCITEMENT IN B1DDEEOKD.

large

Mayor

Warren ISesisls She Sheriff.

the Press.l
[Special
Biddeford, Nov. 1.—There was quite au excitement and a large crowd on the streets last
night, occasioned by the attempt of a posse of
Sheriff Warren's to seatcli the store of Mayor
to

Warren for liquors, which arc sold in violation
of law. The Mayor was apprised of the plans
of the officers, and had his store barred when
the officers called. He refused to open the doors
and threatened to shoot any one who should
attempt to enter without his permission. Officers attempting to enter were nearly suffocated
with a vessel of ammonia which ha trow upon
them. The sheriffs for several hour besieged the
mayor’s store to no avail. There will be more of
this matter. Theatfaircausesnolittlecomment,
as

alleged

an

selliug Mayor who violates

rum

laws which he should enforce, resisting the
lawful officers, is a novelty for this city.

Doings of the Dcreruor’s Council—The
Cougrcssional Vote, Pardon Cases, &c.
Augusta, Oct. 31.—The Council to-day reported on Representatives to Legislature for all
except two districts, which cases, owing to imperfections in returns, they were unable to de-

cide, viz.: In the district composed of Springfield, Mattawamkeag and other towns iu Penobscot county, and the district comprising Benton, Clinton and Winslow, Kennebec county.
With these exceptions the list of Representatives will be as heretofore announced. On account of a supposed error in the returns of
Westbrook the name of Samuel A. Holbrook
is omitted in the list of Senators elect, and the
case will be further considered at the next session.
Report on election returns for county officers
will he made at the next session.
The

following

the official Congressional

is

vote:
FIKST DISTRICT.

Encouraging to Emigrants.
Carter Connor, formerly of Ohio but more
recently from Louisiana in great haste, insists, unreasonably perhaps, that there are
that
vt bite league outrages in that state and
it is not an agreeable place of residence. Mr.
Connor having saved a bit of money by farming took a fancy last year to look up a new
home, aud after traveling about fixed upon a
spot in northwestern Louisiana. There he
bought a farm, built a small house and went
to making cotton, becoming a citizen of that
For a time

state.

the

industrious

Ohioan

prospered and would have becu a prosperous
man to-day bad not several of his neighbors
called upon him a few weeks since in behalf
of the Sons of Liberty and made some talk
about “protecting life, maintaining order and
nnni^liinor flinsr*

nffiencf'S wliirh fhfi law cannot

reach.” The talk was so vague at first that
Mr. Connor could not fully comprehcud its
drift, but at last the visitors closed by informing him that he had been making remarks on
political topics in opposition to those entertained by the White Leaguers and that he
must leave the country within forty-eight
hours. He believed that a citizen of the Republic had a right to express his convictions
to those he met and could hardly believe that
the bland gentlemen before him could be in
earnest. He tried at length to agree with
them, stating that all his property was about
him but to no avail. They were not moved
by his arguments and quietly heard his declaration that he would not leave his home
until

compelled

to.

The next afternoon twelve armed and
masked men surrounded his house, took Connor, bound him and rode into the woods
three miles. What followed we will take
from the New York Post, which publishes
and vouches for this account, though generally discrediting the stories of Southern outrages :
“The leader, from his saddle, asks those
present to express their views. One man says:
•Tie him up to a tree and give him twenty-five

lashes well laid on The leader acquiesces,at the
‘Duck
same time asking for other suggestions.
him in the creek and drag him twice around
the mill-pond.’says another Son of Liberty.
‘Very well, it shall be done. Anything more,
geutlemen?’ ‘Give him a coat of tar and
feathers and ride him on a rail,’ advises a third.
The chief bows his head in assent and asks,
‘What is your further pleasure, gentlemen?'
To this oft repeated question an indignant Son
of Libeity at last shouts out: ‘Oh, cut it short;
haug the scoundrel to this tree and let’s go
home. I’ll put the rope around his neck and
jerk him off.’ But he had counted without his
host.
The leader immediately draws out liis revolver, the emblem of order and liberty, and
nourishes it above his head with the following
words: ‘This matter must be settled peacably;
1 protest against all violence, and I will blow
out the brains of the first man who attempts to
harm the prisoner. We are here to preserve
life, not to commit murder. Wo represent the
tlin 1..

...

T
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r,

lrmm oilGoflir

f,v

♦ V.

letter and spirit of tbe laws we have for a wise
and good purpose made unto ourselves. The
offender shall he ducked, whipped, tarred aud
feathered, aud then ridden ou a rail lo the
neighborhood of liis house, after which I must
insist that you all return quietly to your reCarter Connor, you have
spective homes.
heard the sentence which has been pronounced
upou you by a jury of twelve men composed of
the gentlemen of this vicinage. If in four days
from now you are still in this parish, the Sons
of Liberty will again visit you, when more decided measures will be adopted to rid this community of your presence.

By this time Connor began to believe that
his neighbors of the White League were in
earnest about this matter and asked to be al
lowed to leave the country in safety. This
was denied aud the greater part of the indignities above named were carried into effect.
The next day, more dead than alive, he
turned his back upon alibis earthly possessions to see safety in Ohio. The Post expresses the opinion that Mr. Connor would
not vote for a white man's government.
Tiie coirespoudcnt of the Boston Post,
who writes the letters from Maine setting
fori', the alarming prevalence of intemperance in this state, has beta drawing upon his
imagination lor the facts to prove his state
meuts. Tbis may be a? <"11 as a campaign
story with those who believe that everything
is fair in politics, but a people who can well
claim to be the most temperate in the nation,
have a right to protest against being held up
to the world as a notorious example of intemperance.
Current Notes.
The Congiess of the Argentine Confederation declares the Republic in a state of siege.
Election takes place to-day in Louisiana for
State Treasurer, Legislature and Congressmen.
Tn "Vnnr \Tnrlr fltnxr

nckincr rr!Wlpn if Iia

is elected Governor whether or not he will
paidon Tweed. He fails to reply.
The veteran Thurlow Weed has written a
letter in iavor of Dix and against Tilden,
whose bad record during the war he sets fortli
with his old time vigor. There seems to be
no amnesty (or a Northern rebel.
Senator Jones, of Nevada, gives some people a hard hit when he says: “The discarded
dependents of old parties cannot become ‘independents’ by the simple process of so styling themselves.”
The Boston Advertiser’s special says that
the shrewdest Republicans figures show that
the Republican majority in the next House
cannot fall below five. On the other band
the somewhat elated Democratic organ in
Cincinnati claims about fifty Democratic ma-

ority.

_

Nominations by the Governor —The following nominations have been made by the
Governor:
To Solemnize Marriages—Merrit C. Baldwin,

Kingfield.

Justices of the Peace and Quorum.—John ,T.
Perry, Oxford, and J. D. Pulsifer, Auturn, for
the State; E. \V. Mitchell, Freeport, Z. L.
Whitney, Raymond; Geo. F. Thurston, Portland; Isaac N. Cole, Brooklyn; L. T. Carleton,
Wintbrop; J. T. Coombs, North Haven; M.
W. Halland,S. W. Hall, Dover; S. D. Atwood
Medford; A. G. Emery, Skowhegan; Humphrey Saunders, Asliur B. Getcheli, Baring;

Chas S. Davis. Perry; James Meserve, HollisWilliam L. Briant, Buxton.
Trial Justices.—Robert A. Friend, BrooklinCyrus A. Packard, Blanchard; George Cornstock, Lubec; Andrew P. Wiswcli, Ellsworth.
Inspector of Lime and Lime Casks.—Job W.
Ingraham, Camden, iu place of J. C. Jordan,
declined appointment.
Notaries Public.—Percival Bouney, Portland;
T. C. Woodman, Buckeport; Enocii Cousens,

Kennehunkport.
Commissioneis of Deeds.—L. W. Kelley. Salem, Mass.; Nathaniel E. Monroe, New York;
Edward Chatlin, San Francisco, Cal.; Wm.
Augustus Holman, Pittsburg, Pa.; Albert W.
B tiloy, Brooklyn, New York.

rates may re-enlist at posts where they may
be stationed. This saves expense of transportation.
Somlicru Claims.
Tho commissioners of the southern claims
are now engaged iu taking testimony. The entire number of claims presented to tho commissioners is over 22,000, ouly 5,254 of which
have been adjudicated.
The number to be reported to Congress next winter will not bo so

John II. Burleigh.12,275

Bion

Bradbury.10,805
10
Scattering.
SECOND DISTRICT.

Wm, P. Frj’c. 8,088
Pliilo Clark. 6,673

Scattering.

32

THIRD DISTRICT.

James G. Blaino.11,521
Edward K. O’Brion. 8,691

Scattering.

47

FOURTH DISTRICT.

Samuel F. Hersey. 9,638
Gorbam L. Boynton. 6,705

Scattering.
FIFTH

38

DISTRICT.

Eugene Hale.10.690
Gbarles A. Spofford.
8,226
C. A. Spofford.
272
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Spofford.
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lowing is a summary :
Total receipts.$4,181 00
Expenditures and salary
2,758 56
Balance paid into the treasury.$1,422 44
The report disapproving the action of the
Trustees of Insane Hospital in appointing Dr.
E. C. Neal of Illinois, assistant physician, was

reconsidered, and a report approving the action
of the Trustees accepted.
Leave to withdraw was granted ou the petitions for pardon of Ida May Bell of Portland ;
Charles H. Brett of Augusta; Sewall Packard,
Siduey; John Madden, Lewiston; Edward A.

Wright, Ebeu Dodge and William E. Cunningham, Lincolu county; Michael Smith, Augusta; all coavicts in the State Prison at Thomaston.

The Council adjourned to the first day of December next.

[By Associated Prcss.l
Fire in Eastperi.
Eastpoht, Oct. 3L—A fire here last night
destroyed a small dwelling bouse owned by D.
N. Clark.

Insured in the

Eastport

as

heretofore.

Various Matters.
The Secretary of the Treasury has directed
the Assistant Treasurer at New York to sell
half a million dollars in gold each Thursday
during November. The aggregate sales wdl be

$2,000,000.

The Internal revenue receipts to-day were
$321,839; for the month ending to day, $9,204,871; fiscal year, $30,082,498.

POLITICAL.
Speaker Ulaiue at Springfield.
Springfield, Mass.,Nov. 1.—Speaker Blaine
addressed a large audience of Republicans at
City Hall last night, urging the claims of the
Republican party on the ground that the Democrats do not heartily support the constitutional
amendments. Mr. Blaine having been reported as saying iu a speech at Worcester that
“there has never been in any convention of the

Democratic party, national, state, county or
district, a single declaration agreeing to abide
by that (the 14th) amendment,” the Springfield Republican of yesterday called his atten-

tion to the fact that tho last Democratic National Convention, by a vote of GG2 to 70 adopted a platform containing this plank:
“We
pledge ourselves to maintain the union of these
aud
enfranchisemout,and
States, emancipation
to oppose any re opening of the questions sett'ed by the 13th, 14th and 15th amendments of
the constitutions.”
Mr. Blaine said with reference to this:
“1
have said thatjno Democratic convention that
was a true exponent of the patty and speaking
its spirit, has by a single declaration agreed to
stand by the 14th amendment. 1 am reminded
by the Springfield Republican that that the
I say
Baltimore convention of 1872 did so
that that convention was not an opponent of
the Democratic party at all. They agreed to
take Mr. Greeley, the nominee of the Cincinnati conventional! his own confession of faith
He wa3 committed to support that amendment aud they took him as a man takes a farm
with the incumbrances. He was disastrously
defeated, and the moment the Greeley restriction was taken off they went back to their old
principles. Show me aDy Democratic platform
of 1873 or 1874 that supports the principles of
the 14th amendment. X repeat that no Democratic convention, pure and simple, has expressed an intention to abide by the3e amendments.”
Mr. Blaine closed by again declaring that he
could mention ten Democrats in the North who
might, if they rise equal to the occasion, speak
peace to the South aud peace to the nation on
this question.
A Desperate Fight.
New York, Oct. 31.—A Wilmington, Delaware, despatch states that tho negroes in attendance at a Republican mcetiug there,Thursday
night, were assaulted on their way home.
There was quite a desperate street fight, in
which guns, pistols, bludgeons, bricks and
knives were used. One was fatally,and a large
number of others seriously wounded.
There
was a similar row iu Trenton last night.
Senator Conkling on the Western Flections.

Senator Roscoe Conkling delivered

dress to tho Republican m iss meeting
uiuuaiju gicaucujj'
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the course of his remarks he said that the elections in Ohio and Indiana wero recently carried
by the rant and din and roar of suspicion
against the authorities, and the uneasy distrust which carps and sighs for a change.
These two states have been made to declare
not only for watering and debasing the currency, but for repudiating the nation’s obligations
and dishonoring the nation’s plighted faith,
cheating the public creditors out and out.
This has gone over to Europe,to every money
centre on the globe, as the real purpose of a
great body of the American people; and this,
too, at a time when we are borrowers in the
markets of the world, seeking to negotiate our
obligations at a lower rate of interest so as to
refund our debt. Such is the base and brazen
message which the men in Ohio and Indiana
sent greeting to the east. What does the DeCannon
mocracy of New York say to it?
thunder their applause. A hundred guns have
been fired for this inglorious achievement wherever Democrats could get trusted for the powder. The country is to pay an increased rate of
interest for these victories, as wo have paid
heretofore for the evangel of repudiation, declared in Democratic conventions.

The following is the only posial change announced from Washington, as taking place in
Maine the past week; Postmaster appointed, I.

Hampton Page,

Fort

Kent, Aroostook county.

Discharged.

Poutsmouth,
large
discharged from the navy yard
Saturday night, work in the construction department being suspended.
Nov. 1.—A

number of

workmen were

MASSACHUSETTS.
Centennial.
Bostox, Nov. 1.—The deputation from the
Centennial Board of Finance, consisting of
Hon. John Welch, Fred Tially, Secretary, Hon.
\\ illiam Bigler, Financial Agent, and N. P.
Shortridge and Arthur S. Little, Esq., of Philadelphia! were guests of the Commercial Clnb
of Boston, Saturday evening. Hon. Alex. H.
Bice, from the chair, eloquently commended
the Centennial Celebration. Gov. Bigler, Mr.
Tially, Mr. Welch and Mr. Thomas Webster
The

viritli

np/rnf

nlaornaee ririrl nliiliftr nvnlninrwl fVi»

features of the exhibition and the progress that
has been made in preparations for it.
They
were followed by several eminent Boston merchants, who severally urged the active co-operation of New England. Much enthusiasm was
manifested and resolutions passed unanimously
as follows:
Resolved, That we, as citizens of Boston, do
heartily endorse the object of the Centennial
Exhibition.
Resolved, That a general appeal be made to
our fellow citizens to aid by their subscriptions
to the extent of their abilities, the Centennial
Board of Finance in carrying out in a proper
manner the programme which has been so no-

bly inaugurated.
Probable Murder.

Early Sunday morning Catherine Harris, aged
50, was found dead oil a bed saturated with
blood, in a house at South Boston. Her hus-

band, Michael, is

under arrest and an

ordered.

inquest

NEW YORK.
Interesting Case,
Nbw York, Oct. 31.—The case of the United
States against Polbamus & Jackson, brokers,

concluded in the United States Court yesterday. In this suit the United States sought
to recover some $500,000 which had been lost
by Paymaster Hodge in speculations in stocks
and gold from Polhamus & Jackson, through
whom be operated in Wall street. The arguments of counsel were concluded at a late hour,
and Judge Shipman charged the jury at considerable length. After an absence of about
twenty minutes the jury returned with a verdict for the defendants.
Various Matters.
James M. Clark, a well known Sandy Hook
pilot, was drowned yesterday while bringing a
vessel into port.
David Hartigan, foreman of Woodruff &
was

Robinson’s warehouse, Brooklyn, discharged a
couple of workmen yesterday, named O’Neill
aud Scanlan, for which they beat Hartigan so
badly that he died after reaching home. The
murderers escaped.
Martin (irovos. a fliaainutotl limto
trua
hanged by miners at a small village, near Port
Jervis, one day this week, for outraging a 13
year old daughter of a widow. Ho was believed
to have been guilty of two other similar crimes
with murder added to it.
A great fire swept over the meadows last
night between Newark and Hackensack river,
carrying everything before it. It required considerable effort on the part of the employes of
tiie railroad to save a number of freight cars on
a side track near the
car shops.
The grass
caught fire from locomotive sparks.

WASHINGTON.
the Arsenals Advised.
Washington, Oct. 31.—This Chief of Ordinance in his report recommends the sale of the
arsenal at Augusta, Me.
Au army board has
also made the same recommendation, including several other arsenals.
Kale of

The

Burglary

Case.

In the safe burglary to-day lawyer Davidge
in cross-examining a witness named Hayes,
threated him with the terrorsof the court,when
Judge Humphreys called on Davidge to cease
badgering the witness, and finally ordered him
to sit down or he would make him.
Ho sat
down, subsequently, the Judge again had to
call Davidge’s attention to the style of examination, to which the Judge objected.
Hayes stated that Steinbergo offered him
§3000 to leave the country so that he should
not testify in this case.
Albert Cunz of New York, was hailed in
$5,000 for his appearance at the next term. The
court adjourned till Monday.
Au

FIRE RECORD.

Numerous and Destructive Confla-

grations.
The Fires in Ohio.
New Yobk, Oct. 31.—A Cincinnati special
has acounts of fires in the western forests. On
Thursday at Crestiue, Ohio, great alarm was
felt lest the fire from the woods on the west
would cross the corporation line and communicate with the town. The citizens remained up
all night and fought the flames, which they at
last got under control by felling immense quantities of timber. Great excitement prevails in
Logan, Ohio, for fear that the forest fires would
destroy that place.
At New Lexingtou, Ohio, camp meeting
buildings were destroyed by fires that almost
enveloped the place, but fortunately could not
approach nearer than two miles for want of
fuel, but at last accounts several habitations
scattered through the country were threatened.
At Cambridge, Ohio, the woods are burning
fiercely in four different places, and threaten to
destroy the trestlework. At Dodson, Ohio,
sparks from a passenger train ignited a pile of
wood, and the wind drove the flames through
the woods and fields, destroying a large quantity of cord wood, many fences, and an enormous quantity of harvested corn.
The region
of Kenton, Ohio, was also swept by a forest
fire, that destroyed large quantities of corn,
fonnoe and farm hnililinirn

At Ironton, Ohio, forest fires destroyed immense quantities of valuable timber. This is
the iron region of Southern Ohio, and the loss
is serious, on account of cutting short the timber intended for making charcoal for the manufacture of iron. At Belle Fontaine, Ohio, the
farm-house, out-buildings and the entire crop
of wheat of John Horn were destroyed, the forest fires having communicated by bed3 of
fallen leaves, which the winds had swept along
the ground like a train of gunpowder. His loss

Reduction of the Army.
Washington, Nov. 1.—The War Department
iu accordance with the law is reducing the
personel of the army to 23,000, there now being
about 27,000 in the service. The reduction will
leave off officers commissioned and non-commissioned to every eleven men, the law bnving
made no provision for a reduction. According
to au order of the War
Department, nou-commissioned officers and other meritorious
pri-

city.

Two men lost their lives by the fire in the
Belcher mine, Nevada. Loss §50.000.
HBx'Gov. Kilos Throop died in Auburn,N. Y.

The citizens of Geneva, Ohio, near Cleveland,
turned out en masse to fight the forest fires.
Some residences were consummed but no loss
of life is recorded.
In

Kentucky.

Accounts from Bussell, Ky., aro serious. The
forest is on fire around the Bussell and Aman
da iron furnaces for an area of four miles, and
it is feared that extensive damage will be sustained unless the wind should change or a
heavy rain ensue.
In Indiana.
A reign of terror is reported from Muneie,
Ind., and Fort Wayne, Ind., on account of forest fires raging two days. The woods have been
on fire in places for several weeks
past, but the
high winds have fanned the flames into a fierceness that caused the largest timbers to fall before them like dried cornstalks.
Nearly 2,000
acres of fine forest timber are already consumed
and the flames aro still progressing through
dense woods with a stiff breeze stimulating
them into destructive action. Alarm is felt
that Bushvillc, Ind., will be consumed by the
fire from the surrounding woods.
Ollier Fires.
Cincinnati, Oct. 31.—Dumont’s foundry and
machine shops were burned this morning. Loss

§50,000
The residence of Lewis Miller at Akron,Ohio,
was burned yesterday.
Loss $30,000.
A fire at Youngstown, Ohio, yesterday, destroyed three business blocks and a hotel. Loss

§10,000.

New London, Ct., Oct 31—A fire
at 10.30 this morning in 58 state street,
ing to 56, 54 and 52, known as the
Loss
block, wliich was burned out.
insured.

occurcd
extend-

Goddard
$16,500;

Baltimore, Oct. 31.—To-night a four-story
brick building 11 and 12 Edward street, occupied by Gunther & Fink
factory.

TJp.t.OTPPn

as a furniture manuthirty anrl fnrtv wnrL'man

are out of employment and
loose their tools.
The total lossisestimated at 815,000; insurance

85000.

A fire at Selimo Grove, Pa., Friday night
started in a stable. A heavy wind prevailed,
and over two squares in the central part of the
town were burned, including the Keystono and
National hotels, Central schoolhouse, Methodist
church and the Times printing office. About
sixty buildings Jin all were burned. Loss

120,000.

The residence of Jacob Thompson in Memphis was set on fire and partially destroyed
Saturday morning. It is believed that the
house was first robbed and then fired. Loss

815,000.

__

A id for Nebraska.
Oct. 31.—The officers and branch societies of the Nebraska Relief and Aid Society
in behalf of the sufferers by the grasshopper
plague are receiving contributions to meet immediate demands, It is proposed to send a car
load ner week of provisions and clothing to
each of the principal stations in western comities, where the crops were destroyed, if the lib
eral contributions now arriving continue. Nine
car loads have been already forwarded.
Precautions are taken to see they go only to the
needy and are fairly distributed. Caro is also
taken to obtain such facts as will prevent the
circulation of extravagant rumors. The executive committee in Omaha and the authorized
officers of the branch associations (where such
are formed) are alone empowered to receive
contributions.
There is already much want
and suffering.

Omaha,

_

Kara Troubles.

Pittsburg, Oct. 31.—The warlike demonstrations at Armstrong mines, near Buena

Vista,

between the Italians and discharged
are causing considerable excitement
A number
among the people in that vicinity.
of citizens of Buena Vista and Ellsworth town
ship have called upon the sheriff for aid to suppress the trouble. They state that the firing is
kept up across the river during the night, the
balls striking houses and endangeriug the lives
of the people in that neighborhood.
The
sheriff has telegraphed the Governor, askiug
that measures be taken to suppress the rioters’
miners

proceedings.

The Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce ask
the government to give the clothing in store at
Jeffersonville, iDd., to the Nebraska sufferers.

The Dictate* of Common 8en*e.
Persons who in most things are prompt to obey the
dictates of common sense, too often neglect them
when they point to tho necessity of promptly re-vitalizing the depleted body and the wearied mind. And
yet how foolish and dangerous it is to neglect such
monitions! Disease follows closely on tho track of
weakness and exhaustion. Arrest his silent but rapd stride by prompt invigoration. The most reliable
agent that can be selected for this purpose is Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, a palatable hygeian elixir
which possesses the true requisites for toning, regulating and trauquilizing both body and mind, and
which is, besides, the chosen remedy of tho American
people for relieving weakness or disorders of the
stomach, liver and bowels, as well as the numerous
array of complaints whicli ultimately follow derangements of these organs.

Si hCIAL

Sunday afternoon.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

ment.

When Von Arnim was admitted to bail, he
himself to secure the return of the
under secretary, and also of the papers in his
possession, and furnish Bismarck with a clue
to his whereabouts.
Bismarck’s despatch was to the German officials at Washington and they communicated
with Lanergan here. He immediately pat himself in communication with the under secretary, who only demanded that the request for
his return should come from Von Arnim.
Upon being satisfied it was his master’s wish,
ho consented to go back to Berlin. He had left
the letters and papers in charge of a German
merchant in New York.
On Wednesday night he left St. Louis for the
East via the Vandalia route, arriving in New
York Friday night, receiving his papers and
setting sail to-day for Europe.
There lias been an effort ou tho part of tho
detectives to conceal the affair, but it has
leaked out through a friend of the under secro
tary, who also refuses to give the man’s name.
The detectives upon being questioned admit
they sent such a man to Europe upon advices
from Berlin, hut declined to give his name or
tell how far he was connected with Von Arnim
of the abstracted state documents, though they
admit he was wanted for political reasous.

■Foreign Ex pons.
Portland Wholesale Markets
Saturday, Oct. 31.—The markets have been rathCorn is Arm at 1 CO @ 103, in scant
er quiet to-day.
supply and active demand; meal at 98c. Flour shows
a little more activity, there being considerable inquiry for low grades. Groceries arc lirm. Sugars
are

very

Steamer Chase—1300 bbls flour,
101 do peas, 1594 bags wheat, 110 do malt, 77 sewing
108
cases
boots
and shoes, 107 pkgs paper,
machines,
75 bbls beef, 10 pkgs leather, 27 cases liquor, 27 pkgs
219
do
merchandise.
cordage,
HALIFAX, NS. Br Scbr Champion—1100 bbls ot
flour.

HALIFAX, NS. Br Scbr Ocean Belle—1100 bbls
flour, 1230 gail3 refined oil.
Dnlly Domestic Receipts.
Grand Trunk Railroad—Josselyn & Co 200 bbls of
flour, King & Gilman 100 do do and 6 cars com,
Messrs. Milliken 200 do do, Davitl Keazer 200 do do,
D W Coolidge 300 do, I T Burbridgc 100 do do, I G
Towle 200 do do, Empire Mills Co 300 do do, J B Fisk
200 do do, Davies Wood & Co 4 cars peas in bulk,
Blake <& Jones 1 car com, Stoveus <& Co 2 cars corn,
G W True 1 car com. W Cluxton 1 car peas. Waliirom
& True 1 car bran, J F Libby 2 cars potatoes, Kcnseil «& Tabor 2 cars coni.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to 3 W

Kacc in San Francisco.
San Fbancisco, Oct. 31.—The great race between Occident and Judge Fullerton for $3300
came off here to day.
Fullerton was made the
favorite, but the friends of Occident were confident of success and backed their opinions
freely. The pool selling w.s begun on the
course at half past one o’clock and became
quite brisk.
When the horses came to the hitching post
between five and six thousand people were
present. Occident was driven by Budd Doble
and never made a skip in any of the heats.
Fullerton, who was driven by Hickox, broke
badly after the start in the last heat, losing
about seven lengths which he could not regain.
The first heat was won by Fullerton, and the
second and third heats and the race by Occident. Time 2.19, 2.18, 2.22 3-4.
Probably $50,000 changed hands on the result, which caused great excitement.

sndit

York Stock and Money Market.
New York, Oct. 31.—Stocks opened active and
strong. Governments dull and strong. Money 2 per
cent. Gold at 110. Sterling Exchange, long, 482};
do short, 488.
The following were the closing onotations of GovNew

at Kleclion.

United
United
United
United
United
United
United

Erie.

Erie preferred.

288

.45

Union Pacific
stock.33}
Michigan Coutral.. 72
Lake Shore. 80
Illinois Central. 91}
Chicago & Northwestern. 36}
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 52
Chicago & Rock Island. 97}
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

securities:
Central Pacific bonds.928
Union Pacific..
Union Pacific land grants.]858
Union Pacific incomes.894
Gold closed at 1104. Imports of the week—dry
goods, $1,090,354; merchandise, $3,C80,17G. The SubTreasurer paid $608,000 as interest and $6900 lor
called bonds. The specie shipments for the week
were $400,120, principally silver bars.
Custom receipts $234,000; for the week $2,097,000.

Further Punishment of the Hostile Sar.
New Yore, Oct. 31.—A Fort Sill letter of
the 24th says that tho Indian troubles have
been provoked by poor and insufficient food
and swindling contractors.
Tho last victory
by Major Schofield, on Elk creek, resulted in
the capture of 96 warriors and all their families
and the outfit belonging to the Noconoe, Kiowa
andZamperica Comanche tribes, with from
1300 to 2000 ponies. Their arms were taken
from them, and with all their property coutrabind of war destroyed. The bucks are held

Situation Wanted.
AS TRAVELLING salesman for Flour or Groceries
both, by a YOUNG MAN well acquainted
through the State of Maine and can intluence trade.
Address for one week, TRAVELLER, Press Office.
oc30
snlw*

T>ER8QNAIj NOTICE.—All officers, sailors
and soldiers,
wounded, ruptured or injured in
the late Rebellion, however
slightly, can obtain a
Pension by addressing Dr. E. B.
JACKSON, Late
Surgeon in United States Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St.. New York City. Communications
prornptly answered.oc29snly

wlio will hereafter conduct the business ot the Company for Portland and vicinity at their office,

No. 22 Exchange Street,
Portland, Sic.. Oct. 27th, 1874.

J. H. SPRAGUE, Pres’t,
E. B. HUNTINGTON. Sect’y,

York,Oct. 31—Evening.—Flour—receipts 13,815 bbls; exports 6832 bbls; sales 6565 bbls; market

Pottsville, Pa., Nov. 1.—Last night several
stables were burned at Mahoney City, and after
the fire was subdued a dispute arose between
the members of the fire companies which ended in a riot. Pistols, billies and all kinds of
available weapons were used. George Major,
tho chief burgess, was shot, and is now lying
at home in a critical condition, the ball entering near his heart. Daniel Doherty, who shot
Major, was shot in the neck by William Major.
Dougherty was arrested on a charge of shooting
George Major, and William Major was arrested for shooting Dougherty. Others were wounded, and tho excitement throughout the town

*

high.

Bad Affair.
Detroit, Oct. 31.—The coroner’s inquest
over Stoddard, first engineer of tho exploded
steamer Brooklyn, was concluded to-day. The
verdict declared that tho steamer was racing at
the time of the disaster, that the safety valve
had been tampered with, that she was carrying more steam than was allowed, and that

dull, business limited to small lots for trade wants
at shaded prices; No 2 best 3 50; superfine best 4 25;
extra State 4 75 @ 5 00; sales at 4 95; Southern flour
slow; Western Winter quiet; Minnesota in moderate
inquiry. Buckwheat flour easier at 3 25 @ 3 40 for
State; 3 50 @ 3 75 for Penn, per 100 lbs. There was
more than usual Saturday’s
dullness; export inquiry
limited; local demand small. Wheat—receipts 150,904 bush; exports 88,739 hush;sales 90,000 bush ;stock
on New York canals 1,469,930; market opened
quiet
and steadily held, buvers holding oft; later sales
were at 1 02 for No 2 Chicago
1 04} @ 105 for
Spring;
No 2 Milwaukee Spring; 1 00 for No 3 Spring; 1 35
lor extra White Winter; 113 @ 119 tor red Winter;
21 @ 123 for Amber Winter; 1 25 @ 1 36 as the range
for common to extra choice White Winter. Com—
receipts 55,147 bush; exports 17,932 bush; stock 679,000 bush: sales 68,000 bush at 92 @ 92}c for Western
Mixed on spot; same figures for last half Nov; 95c for
rowed State; 85c for Yellow; old and new Mixed
Western White scarce and nominal; market closed
quiet and firm. Oats—receipts 66,427 bush; exports
1250 bush; stock 371,000 bush; sales 32,500 bush at
60 @ 61c for White; chiefly at 60c; CO (q> Clc for Western Mixed 58 @ 60c for State Mixed ;closed quiet and
buyers holding oft. Barley—receipts 4g,508; stock
322,313 bush; sales24,000bush at 1 45 yesterday; 2000
quarters French Barley ordered to-dav ;1000 quarters
prices not given for which it is to 60 laid down in
New York. Rye—receipts none; stock 8000 bush of
Canada in bond at 90c. Barley Malt—receipts 1500
bush; sales 7000 bush Western No 2 at 1 50; fresh
Mall held at 1 90; 6-rowed State 1 45; 2-m wed State
1 50. Oatmeal steady at 7 75 for City and Western.—
Cornmeal—receipts 600 bbls; exports 530 bbls; sales
of 350 bbls and 500 sacks at 5 00 @ 5 15 for brandywine ; 4 60 @ 4 90 for Western; Southern Yellow 155;
r.itv sfiplrflil PrtaraA 1 fiQ? flnfl aifY«rl 1 7?
Whiolmir
receipts 422 bbls; sales 200 bbls at 99@ 99}c, including 50 bbls alcohol at 98}c for proof gallons. Pork is
nominal at at 20 25. Lard Quiet at 1115-16 seller all
the year. Tallow is firmer at 9c. Linseed Oil nominally at 74 @ 75c. Petroleum quiet; crude in bulk at
5 @ 5}c; R S W at 11c; cases at 17c. Naval Stores—
Rosin quiet at 2 30 @ 2 35 for strained, l'ar—nothing doing and nominally unchanged; Wilmington at
2 50. Spirits Turpentine at35@35}c.
Coffee generally quiet and market is firm; sales at Baltimore
2200 bags to arrive per Amizon: also at Now Orleans 4200 bags per Mississippi at 18Jc gold; Raw Sugar quiet and unchanged; refined Sugar is steady;
extra C at 9}c.
Ocean Freghts—For Liverpool by sail 8000 bush at
5d, asking steam rate to Liverpool 5 @ 5}d; Cork and
and orders 4s 3d per quarter; market dull; for Car-

explosion, and Dr. Ryder, who
the time, were responsible for

Snow Storm.
Oet. 31.—Trains arriving from
the East to-day are covered with snow two
inches deep. The siorin is between Buffalo and
Erie.

Cleveland,

HETBOKOLOeiCAL
TWENTT-FOUB

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal I
>
Officer. Washington, D. O.,
Nov. 1, |1 A. M.))
ForJIeiv Baglauil,
partly cloudy weather, continued low temperature, west or south winds, rising barometer and
light snow north of Massachusetts.

diff

by steam

The Agency of tho

ATLAS INSURANCE CO.

FOREIGN.
Spanish News.
Madrid, Nov. 1.—It i3 asserted that several
at

to
the war. The Iberia has intelligence
that Don Carlos intends to hold an important
conference on French territory and expresses
the hope that the French authorities will prevent it.
The detachments under Gen. Estaban, stationed at Gravalter’s.mutinied last week. The
Captain General of BarceloDa sent a strong detachment to restore order there aod several
mutineers were shot. The cantonalists are accused of tampering with the army.
Gen. Despuyol has defeated the Carlists uuder Cocola, near Maestrazzo.
The insurgents
lost 130 men in the fight.
continue

7c}.

call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
quiet and steady at 83}c seller Nov; 84}c seller Dec.
Com irregular at 7Cc cash: 68jc seller Nov. Oats are
quiet aud firm at 45}c for Nov.
Receipts—5163 bbls flour, 95,250 bush wheat, 56,835 bush corn,61,180 bush oats, 3950 bush rve, 45,390
bush of barley.
Shipments—3057 bbls flour, 108,125 bush wheat, 28,538 bush com, 13,049 bush oats, 35bush rye, 14,222
bash barley.
Cincinnati, Oct. 31.—Provisions stronger. Pork
nominal. Bacon firmer—shoulders at 8c; clear rib
sides at 12}; clear sides at 13}c. Sugar cured hams
12 @ 13c. Cut Meats are firmer—shoulders at
74c;
clear ribjsidesjit 10c; clear sides at 10}c. Lard quiet
at 12} @ 1}}«. Live Hogs scarce and active; common
or mixed lots 5 75 @ 5 90;
good to choice at 6 25 @
6 40—all sold; receipts of 942 head; shipments 108
head. Whiskey is lower and firm at 96c.
xolhpo, Oct. 31.—Wheat dull and a shade lower;
No 1 White Michigan held atl 13; extra White Michigan 117; No 1 Amber Michigan at 106; No 2 Red
Winter at 104; 1 03 bid. Corn is active and 2 @ 3c
higher; high Mixed old 76c; new 68}ccash; 66}c for
seller Nov; seller Dec 66c: 67c cash or seller January;
low Mixed old 75c; new 70c; no giadclold 72c; new
On the

Bonnpartist Victory.

Paris,

Nov. 1.—The second electiou for a
member of the assembly in the Pos De Calais
was held to-day.
Returns nearly complete give
M. Deiisse Engraud, Bonapartist, 7,700 votes
aud M. Brasive, Republican, 07,000.
Henri Rochefort has established the publishing office of the Lauterne in Berne, Switzerland.
Various Matters.
London, Oct. 31.—A despatch from Holig
Kong says the latest advices from Pekin and
Yeddo are of a pacific nature. It is the general
hnliftf n. war will
avmilrwl
fPlm
.Tanoumm
government has intimated that Chinese residents in Japan will not be molested if war is
declared.
The Pall Mall Gazette prints a rumor that
the Carlist war department is negotiating with
the Madrid government for an armistice.
Qcebec, Oct. 31.—The Gazette has passed
into the hands of the proprietor of the Morning
Chronicle, and will be incorporated with that
paper. The Gazette was 110 years old.
Cuban Affairs.
Havana, Oct. 20.—The village of Abiuo, near
Cienfuegos, was attacked on the night of the
2lst and sacked by a band of 40 men. The
barracks and a store and house adjoining were
burned and three of the inhabitants wounded.
The plunderers were pursued, overtaken and
routed.
Double Track*
Montreal, Hov. 1.—The Grand Trunk Railway Co. have commenced doubling their track
between Bonaventure depot and Point St.
Charles, via Tanneres Junction..

Oats steady; No 2 at 49c.
Receipts—21,000 bush Wheat, 60,000 bush Com; 1,300 busS Oats.
Shipments—3,200 bush. Wheat, 11,000 bush Corn;
501c.

4,200 bush Oats.

Detroit. Oct. 31.—Flour is steady; choice brands
at 5 25. Wheat very quiet; extra White Michigan—
nothing doing: No 1 White at 114;No 2 White Michigan nominal ;No 1 Amber Michigan nominal. Corn
steady ;No 1 Mixed old 82c. Oats quiet; No 1 Mixed at
51c.

Receipts—3,120 bbls flour, 32,171 bush wheat, 1,378
bush

busli corn, 3274

oats.

Shipments-2105 bbls flour, 17,000 bush wheat,

393

bush oats.
Milwaukee, Oct. 31.—Flour dull. Wheat is firm;
No Milwaukee at 93c; No 2 do at 85fc for cash; 83|c
seller Nov; 84c seller Dec. Com firm; high Mixed

coni, 000

on

account of

refusal to join tho Local Board of
Special Agent of the Comour malting this statement.

our

Underwriters,

and tho

pany assents to

BARNES
oc30mlm

NEW

H* R.

Springfield, Ms., Oct. 18.—Mr. White, Dear Sir:—
“Specialty” is liked very much by every oue who

The

We have roId it for two years, and are not
selling anything but the “Specialty” now for “DysC. P. ALDEN.
pepsia.” Yours truly,
Price $1 per Bottle. For sale by all druggists.
Send for Descriptive Circular to the proprietor, H.
G. WHITE, Cainbridgeport, Mass.
it.

nelG

BAILEY

bush

wheat, 59,000 bush

BOOKSELLERS

Exchange St., Portland,

CHANDLER’S
AND

Exchange
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Notice.
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Bank

Middle Street.
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Building,
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FALL

OPENING 1

CHOICE STYLES LADIES’ GARMENTS,
Wednesday, Oct. 7, 1874.
4

&

5

FREE

STREET.

keep

still

36

FALL OPENING
SON

LADIES’

at

STREET,

CAMEL

—

ust

as

QUALITIES

OF

COAL

other dealer in the city ot
cheap as any
one ton to ten

Port-

SLITS

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 7, 1874,

and sell all tbe

FIRST

IIAIR

ALL THE NEW MIXTURES,

IN

COMMERCIAL

4

&

5

AT

—

FREE

STREET.

thousand, viz.,

SUGAR LOAF,
SPRING MOUNTAIN,
HONEY BROOK,

JOHNS,
HICKERY,

LORBERY and

FRANKLIN
The above Coals

arc

Wo warrant

OPENING

COAL;

every way suitable for

—OF—

Steam, Furnaces, Par/cr and Cook Stoves,

PARIS AND

Coal to give perfect satisfaction in

eur

QTJ ALITY

AND

QUANTITY.

HF“Please call and get
elsewhere.

our

ng

BERLIN CLOAKS,

Elegant Jet Embroidered,
JET

A liberal discount to purchasers of large
quantities.

-A-ISTD

LACE TRIMMED,

LAID WORK AND JET, Ac., Ac.,

prices before purebas

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 7,
AT

—

S. ROUNDS &
NO.
iy2K

38

SON,

4

COMMERCIAL STREET,

5

&

—

STREET,

FREE

D. C. GOLDER, Agent.

HEAD FRANKLIN WHARF.
snlf

Nickerson.
Sch Ida C
Sch lantlie,

Spoftord, Ingalls. Calais—Mathl Blake
Johns, Sullivan—Nath 1 Blake.
SAILED—Barque Lizzie Merry; brig* MacUlas
and D S Pennell.
Nuutlay, Nov. I.
ARRIVED.
Sch Annie Jones, Jones, Philadelphia—coal to II L
! Paine & Co.
Sch Hannah Eldridgc, Dickson, Bay Chaleur—230
bbls mackerel.

Sch Brilliant, Mcscrvey, St George.

[FROM
Ar at New

Malaga.

MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.!
York 31st. brig Clara M Goodrich, Look

Spoken—Oct 27, lat 41, Ion 68 30. barque Black Eafrom Portland for Galveston.

gle,

Liverpool.

NEW ORLEANS—Ar up 26th, barques Fanny J
McLellan, Cann, Rouen; Almira Robinson, (new)
Tarbox. Bath.
Cld 30th. ships Virginia, Barker, and Riverside,
Woodward, Liverpool.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 23d, sch Charley Buck!.
Orcutt, Charleston.
BRUNSWICK, GA—ArCOth, brig Joa Clark, ttom
Boston.
Cld 30th. scb Windward, for Northport.
SAVANNAH—Sid 29th. barquo Masonic, Rice, lor
Guanape.
8Cb
** Simmons, Harrington, Port-

—

Me.

&

Porteous.
Sch Charles Carroll,
Kelley, Providence—Oilando

ALEXANDRIA—Arocth

YT.

ROUNDS

sneodfm

ocl

DBY *

TUCKER’S

BOSWORTH,
FANCY

HOODS,

HOUSE.

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
lato David Tucker, will he continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,

115 EXCHANGE STREET.
Ail orders, eithe personal or by mail, will receive
prompt attention
jy24dtfsn

Kid Gloves, Hosiery, Buttons,
Ladies

PRINTING

and Children's Under Garments,

DR. SARAH W. DEVOLL,
Regular Practitioner oI Medicine*
formerly of Newton, Mass., offers her services to
A

Corner Congress & Exchange Sts.,

Women and Children.

PORTLAND, ME.

oc5

Residence, 33 1-3 High Street.

OooiIm ISccrived ff«*r D)c House.
tleod

OFFICE HOURS, 8 to!) A. il. 1 lo4 P. 91.
cc20
sntf

L. D. M. SWEAT,
Attorney & Counselor at Law,
Has returned to Portland and resumed the practice of his profession.

Office No. 131 Hussey’s Hosv,
MIDDLE STREET,

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.
DR.

PORTLAND.

HA.RRISO ISPS

anil

PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES.
Indorsed, by all the Medical Journals as the most JVsrreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Remedy for

COSTIVENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly
require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and

The next session of this Lodge will bo held with
Ulysses Lodge No. 324, Yarmouth, Wednesday, Nov.
4th, at 9 o’clock A. M. Public meeting in tho eveDAN’L E. DRESSER, Sec’y.
ning.
oc2T

never

and for
the

just

elderly

persons, females and

childreu,

once

be carried in the veet pocket, and
ln.Vftfi.KP t heap
hrti'O

as

an
I

mm, n

aperient dr

Trial Boxes 30 c. large Boxes GOr. seat
by mail free of postage to aay address.
For sale by E. S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremonfc
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggists.
scllsneodly
Wilbor’s Cod Liver Oil and Lime —The
friends of persons wlio have been restored from confirmed consumption by the use of this original preparation, and the grateful parties themselves, nave,
by recommending it and acknowledging its wonderful efficacy, given the article a vast popularity in
New England. The Cod Liver Oil is iu this combination robbed of its unpleasant taste, and is rendered doubly effective in being coupled with the

lime, which is itself a restorative principle,
nature with just the agent and assistance required
to heal and reform the diseased lungs. A. B. Wilbor, Bcston, is the proprietor. Sold by all drug-

supplying

oc2Ssneod3t

gists.

sndtd

VICKERY & LEIGHTON,
153 Middle Street,

are

thing. Two taken at night move tlio bowels
the next morning. Warranted in all cases oi
the Piles and Falling of the Rectum. Wc promise a cure for all svmptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Sour Stomach,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations ; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins. Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
Coated Tongue,Billiousness,Liver Coeflaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
and all Irregularities,
Neuralgia, Faintness &c.
Travellers find the
just what they need,
Lozenges
as they are to compact and inodorous that
they may

»nt

Cumberland County Lodge, I. 0. G. T

Having completed their arrangements in regard
purchasing

BLACK
are

NICE

to

SILKS.

ready to offer a
ASSORTMENT
—

AT

BOSTON

BY

RAlC7~

Tickets to or from Boston via Boston &*
ittnine or Eastern Railroad,

Island lor Georgetown DC.
Cld 30th, schs Daybreak. Blake. Clenfuegos; SF
Seabuiy, Trimm, Jacksonville; Abby Wasson, Gray,
Norfolk.

Sid, barque Granada, tor Port Spain; R B Gove,
for Havana; Clara Jenkins, for Barbadoes; Renshaw
for St Jago: sch E M Pennell, for Havana.
Passed through Hell Gate 29th. schs Maud Mulloch, Norwood, Weehawken for Portland; A Haynes,
from Hoboken for Boston; W Freeman, do for Wareham; Charlotte Fish. Port Johnson for Providence;
Anna Frye, Elizabethport for Salem; Fred Eaton,
and Porto Rico, Port Johnson loi Salem; L A Boardman, Norwood, Weekawken for Boston.
Passed through Hlle Gate 30th. schs Pilot’s Bride,
New York tor Boston; Albert Jameson.
Candage,
do for Portland; Midnight. Hodgdon, Weehawken
for Bath; Carrie L Hix, Hix, New York for Rockland; E H Gott. Armstrong, do for Salem.
NEW LONDON—Ar 29tb, sch Mary Sc Eliza, from
Port Johnson for Portland,—(in tow from Fisher’*
Island, where she was ashore, leaking badly, steam
punnts going.)
HAVEN-Ar 29th, sch G M Partridge, Mills,
^NEW
Baltimore.
30th, sch Mahaska, Blake,
Philadelphia.
Sid 30th, sch Royal Oak, Galley, Treniont.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 29th, brig L Staples,
Stowers, Boston tor Baltimore; Bramhall. Hamilton,
Clark's Island lor New York; Grace Cushing. Hamilton, Gardiner for do; Carrie Heyer, Poland, Boston
tor Savannah; Addie Blaisdell, Bearse, do lor Baltimore; Wm Flint, Pendleton, and Mountain Laurel,
Higgins, Salem for Port Johnson; Gov Coney, Kidley, Providence tor Gardiner; S J Gilmore, Masou,
Mt Desert tor Rondout.
Passed by. brig David Bugbce, Staples, from Gloucester for New York.
Sid, schs St Croix, Ella Frances, Valparaiso, Gov
Coney, and S J Gilmore.
narque iicacia,

Boothbay.

GLOUCESTER—Ar 30th, schs Chas Carroll. KelP L Smith, Upton,

ley, Portland lor Providence;
New York lor Yarmouth.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 30tb, schs A F Howe, Ellis,
Port Johnson; Hudson, Post,
Rondout; Cora Lee,
Saunders, Rockport.
Sid 30th, sch Etta A Stimpsou, Hart, Darien.
Below, schs Mariel, Anderson. Portland for Boston ; Terrapin, Wooster, Calais lor New York.
BANGOR—Ar 29th, barque Beatrice Havener,
(new) Havener, Searsport.
Cld 30th, brig Carrie E Pickering. Torrev, Havana.
Cld 29tb, barquentine Ada S Wiswell, (new) Wiswell, Montevideo; schs H A Bowen, Alexander. Matanzas; Petrel, Merritt. Belize.
BhiP St Paul, (new, 1894 tons)
A D Wood, for New York.
Sid 31st, ship Oriental, (new, 1689 tons) Albert C
Otis, New York.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Cld at Sydney NSW —, ship Kate Davenport, Oti#,
San Francisco.
\
Ar at Calcutta 30th, barque
Gaspec, Dixon, from
Boston.
Sid fm Sunderland 15tb,
barque Chasca, Pratt, for

Rangoon.
Ar at

(t EXCHANGE STREET.

Further information to be obtained at 32 f-2 HIGH
STREET.
ocl5snlm

In this city. Oct. 27. bv Rev. Mr. Plttblado, Daniel
Avery and Miss Annio Hutton, both of Portland.

In Turner. Oct. 24, Elijah Foster and Mrs. Ruth
A. Warren, both of Buckileld.
In Auburn, Oct. 10, Geo. W. Ryersoa and Miss
Sarah A. Nason.
lu Lewiston, Oct. 23, Gustavus Shcihitcr and Miss
Johano Ziglcr.
In Winthrop, Oct. 26, Aldec Luce aud Miss Sarah

Wing,

A

FIJI,!,

NOW

14c,
Mobile, Oct. 31.—Cotton—Mid lliug uplauds at
14c; low do 13Jc.
at

8POKEN.
Oct 25. lat 31 40, Ion 55 25. brig Clara M Goodrich,
for
Look, Malaga
New York.
Oct 28, Hatteras NW 10 miles, briz Helen M Rowley, from Pensacola for New York.

Portland

67 years.
In Georgetown. Afe., Oct.
aged 75 ycarB 8 months.

AT

EASTMAN BROTHERS,
534 CONGRESS STREET.
8020

tf

25, Aliss

Content

Belfast
...
Bangor
...
Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

DEPARTURE OP NTEA AIN HIPS).
Name.
For
From
Date.
Cuba.New York. .nav&VCruz OctSl

NovaScotian.Quebec ...Liverpool.Oct

Wyoming..New York. .Liverpool_Nov
Alps.New York. Hayti, &c
Nov
Algeria.New York Liverpool. ...Nov
City of Merida.New York-Havana. Nov

31

3
4
4
5
7
Aceapulco.New York. Aspinwall
Nov 7
Batavia.New York ^Liverpool.... Nov 7
Elysia. .New York. Glasgow.Nov 7
Oceanic.New
7
...

ROBERT

THAYER
WILDE,
The Natural Magnetic Physician,

Room. 11 and t!)
aulO

Fluent Block.
Bnlw'ttf

e.

Chicago

(i’s
<•>„

»

7>*

....

Cook Connty

7>8
7’s

E. & >'. American Ji. R. Cold

«’s

FOE RAIJC

SWA A &
IOO
*e>,2(

7>B

BY

BARRETT,

HUDDLE STREET.

___«odtebl87

Portland «’s.
Lewiston 6’s.
Bangor 6’s.
Bath 6’s.
Cincinnati 7's.
Cleveland 7’s.
Toledo S’s.
for

Oliver,

City of Pauama.... New York.. Aspinwall.Oct 31
Hecla.
..Boston... Liverpool.Nov 3
Crescent City.New York.. Havana.Nov 3

[

...

Bat I..

BONDS.

In Standish, Oct. 30, Mrs. Julia, wile oi Lorring
Rand, aged 24 years.
In Pittston, Oct. 25, Air. Edward S. Eicercon, aged
73 years.
In West Gardiner, Oct. 27, Hannah Owen, aged

OPENING

Gcorgietta, Small, for

for Montevideo.
Sid 1m do 14tb, ships Cuba, Tlieobold, Singapore;
16tb, Gettysburg, Alexander. Callao.
Cld 15th, barque Nina Sheldon.
Sheldon.for Bueno*
Ayres.
Sid fm Holyhead 13th,
brig O B Stillman, TibbetU.
(from Glasgow) tor Rosario.
,16th’ !'rlS Hyperion. Clark, Santos, for Porto 2?"
Rico, to load for Delaware Breakwater
for orders.
bamue Proteus, Clilpman,
C*rdl8, 2Slh, W E Anderson, Brandt. New York.
Sid I7th, barque Gertrude, Crouchcn. New York.
port 24th, brig F H Jennings, Mahoney, for Bal^

both ot Monmouth.

In tills city, Oct. 31st, Pearl Siiofford, infant son of
Norman S. and Alary P. Toliuan, aged 3 months and
23 days.
[Funeral Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock from No.
90 Clark street. Burial at convenience of the family.

STOCK

oarque

Sid fin Cardiff 29th, ship Martha Cobb, Pearson,
Callao.
Sid fm Cardiff 30tb, ship Hattfe E Tapley, Tapley,

DIED.

Shipments—34,354 busa wheat,0000 bush com, 45,555
bush barley, 00 bush rye.
Charleston, Oct. 31.-Cotton—Middling uplands
at 13J @ 14c.
Savannah, Oct. 131.-Cotton—Middling uplands

Maaga 27th,

New York.

Louisville Ky.,
Maine Central R. R.

MARRIED.

E.

CLOAKS!

Bremerhavcn 13th, ship N Boynton, Nichols.

Bangkok.
Slafm

BONDS

Miss Sarah L. Devoil,
Recently returned from a two years’ cou-so of study
wishes
abroad,
to rcceivo pupils in German and
French, singly or in classes. References satlsfatorv.

MRS.

Hutchinson.

Caibarien; brigs Rocky Glen, Higgins, Fort Johnson;
Kaluna. Nash, Salem; schs Wave, Pink ham, from
Port Johnson; Seventy-Six,Teel,do;
Sparkling Sea.
Baker, (lost jibbcom and started bowsprit by collision); Nautilus, Yeaton. Poughkeepsie; Gentile. Eldridge; Nile. Metcalf, and Mary Brewer, Saunders,
New York; Fanny Flint, Warren, and Hiram Tucker, Curtis, do; Pemaquid, Fossett, Bristol; Union,
Hatch, Castine; Ida Hudson. Kenniston, Rockland;
Vandalia, Fullerton, Hallowed.
Cld 30th, schs Utica, (Br) Maloney, Portland; Mary B Reeves, Tracy, Tignish, PEI.
Ar 31st, schs Lena R Storer, Beebe. Port Johnson;
W H Prentice, Prentice, Bristol; Diana, Orne,* from

$2.20.
WI. ALLEN. JR.,
so2Jsntf

paii

nAnm.

—

Prices
that the sharpest buyers need not go from homo to
their
silk diesses.
purchase
oc20
snd&w2w
Such.

TO

m>>i

Baltimore.
Ar 29th, schs Ebon Fisher, Reynolds,Windsor, NS;
Mai ion Draper, Meadv, Washington, (and sailed for
Gardiner.)
BALTIMORE—Cld 28th. schs Cassia Jameson*
Jameson, Portland; Wm Penn, Thompson, Boston.
Ar 29th, sch Susan Stetson, Lewis,
Boothbay.
Cld 29th, sch Ida C Bullard, Small, St Pierre.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 29th, sch Maggie Cain,
Scull, Gardiner.
Cld 29th, sch Emma Bacon, Bearse, Portland.
Cld 30th, sch Stephen Harding, Ilarding,
Agpinwail.
Below, sch Rocky E Yates, from Frontera.
NEW YORK—Ar 29th. schs Hattie Coombs, Melvin, Providence; Isola, Gray, Windsor, NS; Ring
Dove, Swain, Margaret’s Bay, NS; Bengal, Titus.
Rockland; Julia Martha. Sheppard, Rockport; Sandalphon, Allen, Trescott, Me ; John Wentworth.
Crowell, Bridgeport; Tahmiroo, Kent, Norwich;
Lyra, Haskell. New London; Kenduskeag, Mitchell,
Providenco; Prospect. Handy, Calais; Jacbin, Kane,
Belfast lor Rondout; Silver Spray.Wass, Thoraaston;
Zampa, Jewett, Machias; Jas O’Donohuo, Murray,
Bangor; Harp, Hammond, do; Andrew Peters, from
Ca'ais; A P Cushing, Avery, Thomaston; W Freeman. Johnson. Rockport; Julia Newell, Sheppard,
do; Mary, White, do.
Ar 30th, barque 1 Sargent. Fickett, Rio Janeiro 39
days; schs Rocky E Yates, Keene, Frontera 34 days;
Olivo Hayward, Hutchings, Bangor; Nellie Eaton.
Grierson, Calais; Kossuth, Dodge, and Moses Eddy.
Warren,Providence; J F Duren, McRca, Fall River;
Mauna Loa, Sanborn, Machias; Baltic, Parker. Salem; Nellie Eaton, Grierson, Calais; Olive Havward,
Hutchings, Bangor; Henrietta, Smith, Gibraltar;
Valparaiso. Mason, Boston; Redondo.Moore. Boston;
A lirrell, Gardiner, Rockport; Union Flag. Frisbee,
Portland for Philadelphia; J C Cratt, Kennedy, Fox

ouiu,

M. A,

Port-

Champion, (Br) Granville, Halifax NS-John

CHARLESTON—Ar 29th, sch Etta M Barter, Bar-

limited number of pupils in Oil Paint-

Studio, rooiu 8, Casco

at

The old firm of

SAMUEL

Sch

Sid 29th, sell Ward J Parks, Bogart. New York
PORT ROYAL, SC—Ar 30th, sch S S Bickmorc.
Barter. Boston.
RICHMOND—Ar 2811*, brig J F Carney,
to load
tobacco lor Trieste.

sneodCmMWF.

_

eous.

ter, Boothbay.

T. J. DAILEY,

Apply

U. CHANDLER, LEADER.

Sch Jano Mary, Winchenbacb, Friendship.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chase, Bennett, Halifax, NS—John port-

Sid 20tb, scb C H Kelley, (fm Belfast) lor Charles-

C. R. GRANT

—

Sch D<
Sch Wi
—-—uosiuu, to k'd for Eastport and Calais.
Sch J W Sawyer, Orchard, Cai>e Cod, with 600 bids
mackerel, (lour months cinisc.)

ton.

Cor. Exchange and middle lit.

oclGsnlm

Will receive

BAND

to

«—

land

Fine Lot of Imported

Office 27 Market Square.
D. H, Chandler, C. M. Richardson, F. W. Buxton
Prompters.

272 bush barloy.

___

the

ALLEN’S FRUIT STORE,

ORCHESTRA.
D.

are

STATIONERS,

~

oc30

—

they

an

NOYES,

AND

lot of

From §7.00 to §10.00 per 100.

corn,

A man named Henry Broadbent, who last
March boarded with negroes in South Oyster
Bay, where Jones was killed,has not been seen
since the latter part of March,and it is believed
Havana market.
that he was murdered by the gang of negroes
Havana, Oct. 29.—Spanish gold 199 @ 200 ;| Amerwith whom Jarvis and Jackson were conican at 207 @ 108. Exchange irregular; on United
nected.
States, 60 days currency at 88 @ 89 prem; do short
sight at 91 @ 93 prem; 60 days gold 104 @ 105; short
Friday forouoon, Cordelia Lessoxle, a French I sight
107 @ 109 prem; on London 132 @ 131 prem; on
girl 11 years old, had her left arm torn from Paris 107
108 prem.
the socket by being caught in a belt in the
Massachusetts corporation weave room,in LowBnropean market*.
ell. She died iu a few minutes.
London, Oct. 31—12.30 P. M.—Monday next is a
bank holiday and the Stock Exchange will be closed.
Rev. John O’Brien, pastor of St. Patrick’s
church, Lowell, died at the tea-table last night Erie 262of apoplexy. Aged 74.
Liverpool, Oct. 31—12.30 P.M.—Cotton market is
dull and unchanged; Middling uplands at 7$d; do
About COO Department clerks and others will
Orleans at 8&@84u; sales 8,000 bales, including
go home from Washington to vote,
1000 bales tor speculation and export.

because they arc the cheapest; because
best. $9.00 per 100; 11 for $1.00.

—

&

new

CIGARS,

PRICE 813.00 PER DOZEN.
For sale wholesale and retail by

V.it VavIt

DOMESTIC PORTS.
MOBILE—Cld 30th, ship ironsides, Austin, for

10,000 Imported Havana Cigars,
FEEECIANA BRAND,

j\

PALMER & L. 0, EMERSON.

Woodbury, Philadelphia—coal

d&wGmos

JUST RECEIVED

A work especially adapted for Singing Schools
Church Choirs.

Oswego,Oct. 31.—Flour is unchanged; sales 230
bbls. Wheat is dull; No 1 Milwaukee at 111; No 1
White Michigan 1 25; extra White Michigan 1 30.—
Corn steady at 88c. Barley firm; sales 22,600 bush;
Canada at 1 46.
Freights—Wheat 7c, Com 6Jc, Barley 6c.
Receipts—18,000 bush wheat, 0,000 bush com, 26,-

region.

I had “Dyspepsia” twenty years, sometimes able
to eat only the plainest food, and very little ot that.
I tried physicians and remedies without relief until I
learned ot “White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia,” which
ba3 entirely cured me.
(Signed)
Mrs. B. L. WEST, Vineyard Haven, Mass.

LEADER
BY

Sch B J Willard,
W L Billings.
Sch P * J~,4V

.York—Emerv & Fox.
Sch Ocean Bolle, (Br) Wasson, Halifax—John

remedy.

of any

SINGING BOOK.

—

Malimlay, Oct. 31.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Eleanor a, Johnson, New York—mdse
and passengers to
Henry Fox.
DritJ Chas Dennis, Darrab, Portsmouth.

eous.

Fall and "Winter 1874-X87D.

THE

PORT Oi: PORTLAND.

Steamship Geo Washington. Whitehead, N York—
J N Magna.
Brig D S Pennell, (new, 198 tons) McFarland, New

the only piompt, efficient and safe master
of such symptoms as loss of appetite, heartburn, palpitation of the heart, dizziness, sleeplessness, melancholy, costiveness, wind, mental and physical debility, as well as many others, which, it neglected, will
soon place “the house we live in” beyond the reach

28 Exchange Hired.

bush oats.

Sliipments—75,000
52,000 bush oats.

HIN9K TELEGBADD.
Martin Gordou of Suncook, N. H., 37 years
old, fell from the railroad bridge near Hookset
Friday nmht, and was drowned. Ho leaves a
widow and two children.
James Hish was stoned to death atFishback,
Pa., Thursday. A man named Fissher is missing, and several superintendents of coal mines
in that vicinity have been notified to leave by a
gang of robbers and murderers who infest that

oct24sultntf

oclOsntf

BROS.,

MARINE NEWS.

Scb P.

for gale

road

EVERY SMOKER should try the

Elocution and Voice Culture.
ROBERTS will receive Pupils in Practical
Elocution, including Gesture, and a Systematic
78c. Oats steady; No 2 at 47c. Rye is steady; No 1
training of the voice. Apply at No. 13 Casco Street.
at 87c. Harley is unsettled; No 2 Spring at 114.
Mrs. K. is also prepared to give Public Headings.
Receipts—0900 bbls flour, 71,000 bush wheat.
Lecture Committees and Library Societies will please
Shipments—7,600 bbls flour, 117,000 bush wheat.
address GEO. E. BROWN, Lecture and Concert
Buffalo, Oct. 31.—Wheat is nominal; No 2 MilAgency. Portland.
waukee at 98c. Com is firmer at 82c. Oatsnomiual- !
References—T. F. Leonard, Prof, of Elocution, Bosly at 54c.
ton ; Hon. B. Kingsbury, Jr., Rev.Clias. Pitblado,
Freights nominally—Wheat 10c; Corn 9c; Oats 6.
Portland.
oc20sntf
Receipts—223,000 bush wheat, 60,000 bush com, 68,000

By either

illiatiatnr* Almauac.!>ovt iul>« r J.
rises.6.34 | High water. 6.43 PM
Sun sets. .4.52 | Moon rises.
AM

Sun

& Co.

DON’T READ THIS’.

has been transferred from us to

100 tes beef at 5s 6d.

Gold closed at 110J.
Chicago, Oct. 31.—Flour dull; good to choice shipping extra at 4 00 @ 4 25: family brands at 4 25@
4 50. Wheat is steady and firmer at 83} @ 83}c seller
Nov; 84§c seller Dec. Corn dull and lower at 70 @ 70}
cash; 68}c seller Nov. Oats are steady and in fair demand for futures; 45}c seller Nov; 44}c seller all the
year; cash easier at 46}@46|c. Rye is quiet at 82
@ 83c. Barley opened excited and higher for cash;
sales at 1 30; 110 bid; closed dull and lower for future delivery: 109 seller for Nov cash. Whiskey is
irregular and in fair demand at 96} @ 97c. Provisions unsettled and heavy. Pork at 16 75 Beller for all
thoyear; 17 37} seller Feb; new offered at 18 50 on
spot. Lard at 12} @ 12} on spot; at 11 50 @ 11 5 for
February: II 25 @ 11 27} seller all the year. Meats
unchanged; shoulders at 6}c; short rib middles 93c
loose.
Lake Freights unchanged; 4} paid for Wheat to
Buffalo, Wheat to Kingston 8c. Wheat to Oswego at

0f28sniilm

Lacv, S|>'1 Ag’t.

1),

Corner of Exchange and Middle Streets
and at SCO Congress Street.
E PONCE.

uses

A CARD.

land from

New

Bloody Riot.

leading Carlists have waited on Don Carlos
Tolosa, to represent to him that it is useless

Messrs. ROLLINS,
LOPING
Si ADAMS.

This is

or

Domestic markets.

closely guarded.

THE NEXT
HOURS

to

SPECIALTY FOR DYSPEPSIA.

road

INDIANS.

the

hands of Messrs. Barnes Bros., has been transferred

DR. 811 AW, has removed his office from Fluent
Block, to his residence No 32 HIGH ST. oclCsntf

securities:
States coupon

6’s, 1881.1184
States 5-20’s, 1862.113J
States 5-20’s 1864.1164
States 5-20’s, 1865, old.1178
States 5-20’s, 1865, now..1168
States 5 20’s, 1867.1178
States 5-20’s, 1868.117#
United States new 5’s.1128
United States 10-40 coupon.112
Currency G’s .117}
Tlio following were the closing quotations ot
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.70S
Pacific Mail.45}
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.102}

—

WHITE’S

eminent

Troops
New Orleans, Oct. 31.—A general order issued from headquarters of the Department of
the Atmy of the Gulf, contains the following in
relation to the disposition of troops on Monday : Troops are in this city to preserve peace
and order and to prevent the conflict between
armed bodies of men, and for no other purpose.
They will continue to abstain from political
discussions and any interference with the election. All the officers and men are requested to
remain in their quarters during the day of election unless called out to prevent a conflict between armed bodies, only by orders from superior military authority.
It turns out that act 44 of I860 has been in
operation since 1863, wheu the laws ot the
state were codified.
The Herald’s New Orleans special says that
many of the people frightened away to the
swamps by the cavalry on the line of the Red
river are now returning and mean to vote.

t'KOH ABILITIES FOR

are

Messrs. Rollins, Loring & Attains

Auction.
Eastern Railroad.. ..—@52}
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R.— @ Ills
Boston & Maine Railroad.— @ lilt
Maine State Sixes 1889.—@ 101}
Eastern Railroad 7s. 1883.— @93
Eastern Railroad.52}
Boston & Maine Railroad.—@ ill}
Eastern Railroad 7’s. 1882.91S@ 91}
do
do
1883
90}
Eastern Railroad Cs. 1885. 75

OF

REMOVAL.

Sales at

LOUISIANA AFFAIRS.

the disaster.

—

$2.20!

nov2

common

Boxton Stock Liiot.
ISaics at tbe Broker’s Board, Oct. 31.]
Boston & Maine Railroad.111}
Eastern Railroad.52

China.Boston.Liverpool...

HARTFORD, CONN.,
hereby advised that the Agency, heretofotc In

OF HARTFORD.

Rockland Lime Market.
Rockland, Oct. 30—Market very firm;
90c@100; Lump $140; Casks, 25c.
Wood—Firm at $5 for best.

7
7
10
10
Nov 14
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool... Nov 14
City of Richmond.. New York.. Liverpool_Nov 14
Polynesian.. Quebec.Liverpool.... Nov 21

BOSTON & MAINE TICKETS

A.

Annual Meeting, ot tho Irish American Relict
will be held on this
[Monday] evening
P. M. A fall attendanco is requested,
WM. MELAUGH, President.

The

of Brooklyn
New York..Liverpool... .No?
City of Chester.New York.. Liverpool.Nov
Columbus.....New York.. Havana_ Nov
Nevada.New York..Liverpool.
.Nov

ATLAS INSURANCE CO.

by E.

Association,
Nov. 2, at

True & Co.

eer killed at the
were on duty at

R.

City

NOTICES.

PATRONS OF TII£

THIS

NOTICES.

I. A-

steady.

HALIFAX. NS.

SPORTING.

runs

SPECIAL

ANNUAL MEETING.

pledged

§40,000,

Explanation.

The letter of Attorney General Williams, in
reply to one from the marshal for Delawaro
were explanatory of the enforcement of the
election laws, and saying that the government
expects of its officers firm, earnest and resolute
action in the performance of the duty they enjoin, was designed to answer some remarks of
Senator Bayard in a recent speech.

Arrested by Bismarck's Order.
Sx. Louis, Oct. 31.—Ou Wednesday evening
last a young German whose namo canuot be
learned was taken in charge by Thomas Lunergau, manager of the detective association of
this city. The order for his capture came by
cable from Bismarck in Berlin. He was an
under secretary to Count Von Arnim when that
nobleman was officiating as Minister at Paris.
At the time the letters of Bismarck to the
Count were abstracted from tho archives of
the Paris legation, a portion of them were confided to the care of the under secretary, with
instructions to keep himself out of the way.
He remained concealed till Von Aruim’s arrest,
and about six weeks ago started for New York
and proceeded thence to Kansas City, Mo.,
where he remained two weeks. At the" expiration of that time he came to St. Louis, where
he arrived ten days ago. He took lodgings in
the aristocratic portion of the city, under an
assumed name. Money seemed plentiful with
him, and he made no effort to secure employA Ulan

nges.

$600.

Postal.

The city of New Orleans owes its firo depart§100,000. The men don’t propose to work
after the 15th inst. if not paid.
Base ball—Bostons 13, Hartfords 5.
Halifax received 10,000 barrels of Hour last
week.
Hod. H. Y. Hackett of Portsmouth, N. H.,
bas been appointed to take testimony in the
Alabama claims in that district.
The Franklin telegraph wires have been laid
to|Strau’s Point, Bye Beach.
A London despatch says that it is reported
that 150 persons are sick with typhoid fever in
the town of Dawrenover, county of Lancaster,
being more than a sixteenth of the population.
Mobile business men telegraph that there is
no
authenticated case of yellow fever in the
ment

an

Mutual for

Fire at Newcastle*
Bath, Oct. 31.—A barn and currict’s shop
owned by William Davidson were burued, with
their contens, in Newcastle last night. Loss
about $1500; no insurance. Probably the work
of an incendiary.

MYSTERY.

9 A. LTC

i, Y

H. HI. a»ATSOi\ & CO.,
32 Exchange St., Port’and.
_J“J»__

codtt

VERMONT JCOPPERAS.
BEST QUALITY OUARASTEED.
always WOU SAX.E

Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool_Nov
York..Uverpeol.Nov

;

—

HOWE &

BY

—

GOODWIN,

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

1

ij

#

f

PRESS.

THIS

INDIA

MONDAY MORNING, NOT. 2, ’74;
THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunell & Co.. Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
0SAt Biddcford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, llodgdon,
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
P4 A t Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
G2.it Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.

CITY AND VICINITY.
IVriv Ailrrrli»emeut. To-Da,.

SPECIAL NOTICES
I. A.

MVUt

Dan hood. Womanhood and Nervous Diseases.
To Let— House.

Opening—Enos Gray.
Toe Aldino.
Official Postal Guide.

Norfolk, &c., Steamship

Line.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Plants, Hanging Baskets -F. G. Bailey & Co.
Court.

Superior
OCTOBER CIVIL TERM, 1874, SVMONDS, J., PRESIDING.

Saturday.—Bridget Moles

Richard Roberts.
Assumpsit upon an account annexed to recover balance of twenty-eight dollars alleged to he due for
board and fuel. Defendant claimed that a deduction
of twelve dollars should be made for absent time
In accordance with an agreement with the plaintiff.
Decision for the plaintiff for seventeen dollars.
J. C. Woodman for plaintiff.
Bradburys for defendant.
The October term was then adjourned finally.—
There have been about one hundred and twenty
cases on the trial list finally disposed of at this term
and the continued docket for the November term
will be about seventy-five less than at the October
vs

term.

The November term

will

Municipal
JUDGE

morris

Tuesday

commence

morning next at ten o’clock.
Judge Symonds will have a hearing
Monday afternoon.

chambers

at

Conri.

presiding.

Saturday.—Thomas Haley, John H. Durgin and
Simoon Howard. Intoxication. Fined $5 each with
ccsts.

Brie# Jolfinp.
October came to grief Saturday, and stepped
down and out, leaving its trace, however, on
“autumn’s brown and withered scroll.”
But twenty-three people went “over to the
majority” in this city duriDg the month of
October.

Forty-one intentions of marriage were
tered on the city clerk’s books last month.

chilly
paid us Saturday.
The Real Estate Register

That was rather a

en-

farewell that Octo-

ber

for November will

not be issued until to-moirow morning.
Squirrel hunts are the popular amusements
U’rni.ir aIi!

nnnr

min

in

lAnrn

ia in

It is proposed to run a tri-weekly line between Bootlibay and Portland during the fall
and winter, by tbe steamer Grace Darlingi
Capt. Boynton. The steamer will go up one
day and back the next, carrying both freight
and passengers.
The jig is up. The warm weather has come
to an end.
November came in
cold and gray.

yesterday

in character,

Mr. G. C. Tyler, of the firm of Tyler & Cox,
had the misfortune to break his shoulder while

hunting on tho Megalloway.
The yacht Ethel has been

sold to

a

Georgia

purchaser.
The Dramatic Mirror is the title of the new
play bill at the Museum. It is very neatly
gotten up, and is richly perfumed with Florida
water from Hinds’ establishment under the
Preble.
The deputies arc on tho war path once mere.
Saturday evening they made a seizure of ale
and whiskey at Hafey’s on Washington street.
Three members of the Sophomore class of
Bowdoin College, one of them from Portland t

suspended for hazing, Saturday.
Cumberland Mills is putting in hydrants,
&c., making connection with tho water works.
Tbe author of “Ginx’s Baby” was at the
were

Preble Saturday, cu route to Cauada.
Transfers.—The

Real Estate

following

are real estate transfers recorded iu this city
the past week:
Lot of laud in Casco Bay, lcuown as Little
Chebeague Island, from Mary C. Osgood to
ConNathan Cleaves and Henry B. Cleaves.

sideration $9000.
Lot of land with buildings thereon, on southerly side of Portland street, from George Loring to Agnes Loring. Consideration $1.
Lot of land with buildings thereon, on northerly corner of York and Tato streets, from
Kate McArthur to Geo. R. Davis. Consideration $50.
Lot of land with brick dwelling house thereon, on northerly side of Deering street, from
Emily L. G Ayres to Sarah A. Flood. Consideration $8500.
Lot of laud on wescerly side of Oak street,
from Mary A. Brigham to Rufus Deering and
others. Consideration $1800.
Lot of land on westerly corner of Vesper
street, from S. B. Beckett to Nathaniel S. Hazeltiue. Consideration $950.
Lot of land on northerly side of Cumberland
niiCUb}

uuiu

ju.

iuaij

uuuvio

auu

iw

Edward H. Morrill. Consideration §1800.
Parcel of land with buildings thereon, on
Congress street, from Ira P. Farrington to Nehcmiah Curtis.

Consideration §2000.

Temperance.—The recent temperance
ment is still increasing in interest.
Meetings
have been held every evening for ten evenings
in succession. At Allen Mission Chapel Saturmove-

day, a very interesting meeting was participated in by several gentlemen, and last evening the chapel was crowded to overflowing.
Old temperance stagers and men but recently
entered into the work, as well as several reformed men, occupied the time. Several signed
the pledge, some of them were very hard drinkers.

A meeting was also held at Preble Chapel,
where a lively aud interesting discussion was
participated in, in regard to the merits of legal
suasion aud moral suasion.
The meeting will be at Allen Mission this

evening, at Chestnut street vestry Thuesday
evening and at State street church Wednesday
evening.
Temperance at Stroudwatee.—Last eveand earnest temperance meeting
was held at Stroudwater.
The address, which
was attentively listened to and frequently applauded, was delivered by Mr. J. E. McKelvey.
It was followed by brief remarks from Dr.
At the
True, Mr. A. J. Chase and others.

ning a large

speaking the following
unanimously adopted:

conclnsion of the
lution was

reso-

Resolved., That we view with profound sorrow the open and unrestrained saie of intoxicating liquors in our midst, particularly on
Sunday, and hereby call on the municipal authorities of the town, the sheriff, the church,
the avowed friends of temperance and prohibition to co-operate in immediately suppressing
the

same._
The Museum.—This evening Miss

Isadora
Cameron appears at the Portland Museum for
the first time since her serious indisposition.
The play selected is “The Lady of Lyons,” in
which Miss Cameron made so favorable an impression two weeks ago. There was a general
.Lieim
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wise step in the management
to reproduce it. She deserves a hearty welcome
and a hig house. The caste of tho play has
undergone some changes, Mrs. Grattan assum-

drama, and it is

a

ing the character of Madame Deschappelles,
and Mr. Bascomb that of the evil genius of the
underlined for
Tho “Octoroon” is
plot
S

Thursday.

--

Ward’s Opera House.—New attractions
will be brought out at Ward’s Opera House
this week, nine new actors being announced.
The Yeaman sisters will appear in new and
pleasing character sketches; the Grinnell children, Hattie and Bennie, are hooked for music
and dance; Sergeant Burke gives his wonderful
Zouave drill; Lulu Del mar, said to he a seriocomio vocalist of more than ordinary ability, is

announced; Albert and

Jennie Lament, gymDutch comedian, comnasts, and D. L. Morris,
is retained for
plete the list. Burton Stanley
another week.
result
Competition and Low Prices.—The
action of
of competition is seen in the recent
in cutting
the Portland Steam Packet Company
this city to
down tlie price of a passage from
action
Boston to fifty cents. This commendable
all round, and
like a return to low

prices
Hooks
at is intimated that the railroads
of

a

arc

thiuking

reduction of fares.

Sunday Work.—The Boston & Maine railroad had a force of man on all day yesterday
the tracks under the High street bridge.

raising

He announced two lectures upon this subject
He sail
the first being given last evening.
that the Bible mado several references to thi
necessity of clean hands, and hence ho deemet
it an appropriate subject for the pulpit, es
that necessity was as great to-da;
The Pharisees weri
as it ever was in the past.
veryjexact in this paiticular respecting thi
fleshy hand, though in tlieir dealings with mei
it mattered but little what hands they em

pecially as

expect happiness—to ascend intc
the “hill of the Lord”—the outward and the
internal must ho pure and holy. It i3 nol
enough to keep clean physical hands, but the
spiritual oneg must be the same. Keeping
clean hands means discharging all obligations
fulfilling all duties, rising above all evils—so
If

two
The road bed, before the raising, was over
that
feet above the drainage line of the culvert
takes off the surplus water. It is now about
2 feet 9 inches above the drain.

we

ever

disobedience, neglect or inactivity will not
cling to them.
In making material offerings, man wants

that

clean hands. So in making the offerings of
love, friendship, and their kindred, which we
associations with men, we
require pure spiritual hands, with no taiut of
selfishness—no corruption clinging to them.
If there is a corruption within; if the spirit
which moves men’s hands is wrong—even
though one may seek to hide it—it will, in
some unguarded moment, betray itself. Hence
man needs inward as well as outward purity if
he would not stand forth a hypocrite.
It is becoming an established truth that unclean hands, moved by corrupt spirits, are disreputable. People are beginning to regard the
hypocrite, whether it is the tow vagabond,
the “brilliant journalist,” or the “greatest
preacher in America,” With that contempt
which each deserves. Let them purify themselves if they desiro to stand well. He believed
that the church, if it does not desiro to contaminate itself by professing purity, yet trtDking at wrong when it happens among its own
members, must frown upon all unclean hands,
and not attempt to whitewash instead of remove the corruption.
The speaker then passed on to notice the necessity of clean hands in several special relalations, speaking first of benevolence. He
was specially severe upon that species of socalled benevolence, which is offered that praise
from men may be elicited; which is given to
aid on good causes, that the world may land;
which gives and then regrets—such is given
with unclean hands, soiled with selfishness and
impurities. The true way is to cultivate pure
love for higher things a love which will enable men to cheerfully consecrate a poriicn of
their blessings, to aid on reforms and enterprises having the advancement of man in view,
and to feel that sympathy for the poor and
suffering, which will cause one to act not for
praise, hut from love.
The activities of life call for clean hands.
The world is alive to-day, and with its demand
for active hands, is coupled a demand for pure
it was one 01 me granuest; Diessmgs mones,
augarated for man, when Father Adam was set
to work; and one of the instructions always to
be given to the rising generation, is, that labor
is honorable,and more, that their hands should
he kept clean from indolence. Moreover, too
many stand aloof from the reformatory movements, and thereby keep unclean hands by endeavoring to believe that it is nothing to them.
Our duties reach out beyond ourselves. There
are obligations we owe to the general good; and
if not faithful, we must fear impnrity. As
long as intemperance, the social evil, intrigues,
general corruptions reign, we are to work, labor, have duties resting upon us, and a command to act. As we obey, we grow stronger.
As we fail, weakness must he ours.
A third point was (ho necessity of clean
hands from crime. He would not touch upon
the great crimes, hut alluded to some relations,
where men and women do not feel that their
acts are specially wrong.
Crime is the violation of natural or divine law. To have clean
hands, we must abandon all wrong. God has
given ns bodies to care for. If by indulgence
in wrong directions, we bring suffering or
weakness, we are criminals in the sight of
heaven.The man who employs night in feverish
excitements, the woman of fashion, the person
who wrongs his neighbor, who slanders and gossips,who breaks any of the laws which should
govern his nhysical, moral or affectional
natures is, while thus doing the possessor of
unclean hands.
Besides the consequences of a man’s criminality, reach, in accordance with the expression of the infinite, unto the third and fourth
generations. Onr ancestry may have been
strong and vigorous, but their intense overwork
gave ns weaker men and women; and he believed that the intense strain which many place
upon themselves, the excitement in which parents indulge in the fashionable world, and in
business strained to its utmost, was giving to
the world a generation of still weaker boiogs
than ever. God will never permit a violation
of his law without the consequences following.
He urged greater adherence to the laws and
principles of health. Let each and every one,
as he or slio has strength, be faithful to duty in
each relation of life, and thereby possess clean
hands, and consequently becomo happier here
and better fitted for happiness hereafter.
are

to make in

our

CHESTNUT STREET

CHURCH.

the pastor, Rev, S. F.
Jones, preached an excellent sermon on the
Xiarablo of the Prodigal Sou. This was one of
In the afternoon

the group of the parables of Jesus Christ,
among which were those of the shepherd leaving the ninety and nine sheep and going in
search of the one that was lost, and the woman
losing one of her ten coins and lighting her
candle to find it, and then bidding her friends
These parables of
come and rejoice with her.
Jesus were perfect. In all of them the point
of application was too plain to be mistaken.
The preacher went on to say that folly was
hnnn.t nn in IXm linart nf the nradirral. He was
bent upon leaving his home, where he had enjoyed all the comforts and blessings of life. A
touching tribute was paid to home—the home
of early childhood,and the young were enjoined
to properly prize it as the dearest spot on
earth. Home is not homo without tho spirit of
love, that humbly prays, “Give me this day my
daily bread.” The demand of rights is the
prodigal’s claim, “Give me the portion of goods
The preacher observed
that fiftieth to me."
that he would not have less call for
rights, but a clearer apprehension of
obligations. Does woman claim the
vote?

Then she must be educated

up

Your child is yours so
lon£ as love
prevails. When he ceases to love be is lost.
Parental authority should be judiciously exerThe atmosphere of home should be
cised.
thatof love. Love should be the all and in all
of the household.
Harsh, hasty, passionate
chastisemeut is to be'reprehended.
The first stage of the prodigal was extreme
alienation. The second stage was extreme
apostasy. With all it is cither “Nearer my
God, to Thee,” or the prodigal’s wandering to
The third siege was extreme
to a far country.
degradation, where he found his true level in
feeding the swine. There are, said the preacher, many to-day{who hold their heads high,
who, by reason of their profligate lives, if they
found their true level would herd swine and
feed on husks.
At last there was an awakening on the part
of the degraded wanderer. His past life appeared to him in its true colors—a life as dismal as the valley of the shadow of death. The
fourth stage was extreme remorse, a feeling
The fifth
that conld not bo long endured.
It is only
stage was extreme humilialion.
those who have had the bitter experience that
know how hard it is to break away from evil
habits. It may be compared to a field of battle, where the contending forces alternately
gain the advantage. There is no battle waged
so fierce and fearful as that which goes on in
many a human soul between right aDd wrong.
The sixth stage in the prodigal’s career was
when he resoived to return to his father, and
tho parable relates how he was received by the
forgiving parent, whose memory leaped over
the hideous gulf of his sou’s depravity to the
the period of his innocent childhood. The seventh stage was tho prodigal’s joyous reception.
The preacher’s application was that we stand
in the same relation to our Heavenly Father as
1>!o

oort

hlir

narnilf.

TllO

door ever stands open audjour Father is there
with outstretched arms ready to welcome the
wanderer,with only words of joy and gladness.
He sends his heralds fourth into the world,urging, pleading, constraining the lost and wayward to return to the all-Father’s house,wliereis peace and joy and safety forever.
The Sacked Concert.—There was a good
audience at City Hall last evening on occasion
of the sacred concert, and an audience which
seemed, as it had reason to he, greatly pleased.
In addition to the original programme, which
embraced Chandler’s full brass band, the AmMrs. C. R,

pliions,
Hawes, Miss Hattie Weeks,
Miss Leafy Chandler, and Mr. Morgan, a
duett by Messrs. Arnold and Tilla of the English opera tronpe,and solos by these two gentleThese were of course great
men were given.
additions to au already line entertainment and
added much to the pleasure of the audience.
Collision.—Saturday afternoon, as the
schooner Hope On of Boston, was lying at anchor in the harbor, she was run into by the
brig Reporter, bound east, and suffered the loss
of her jibboom and damage to her head gear.
The brig proceeded without stopping to ascertain what damage had been done.
Four children were lately born at a birththem alive—in the parish of Cusop,
two of
The curate writes
Herefordshire, England.
that the father, a toll-keeper in poor circumstances, and who has already four children to
provide for, ‘‘though naturally confused, seems

grateful.”

that we

have

a

railroad to

the builders
have found the boulder swamp belt enchanted
laud; for, entering it at Mattawamkeag, they
run the whole length of it iu Maine, plunge
into it in New Brunswick to find their way to
Aroostook through fifty miles of foreign desert,

Augusta.—Kaler Bros., f’ey goods, dis;

Bangor.—Blood

work in connection with that running from
St. Andrews or Calais to Houlton for the dcuuw

KENNEBEC

awaken

some

our

To Tobique this road will be opened this falli
and already the wide awake people of Fort
Fairfield, Caribou and elsewhere are taking
measures to secure a road to Caribou, seventeen
miles, with the narrow gauge. When this is

OXFORD COUNTY.

The dwelling house of Mr. Henry Hobbs in
Norway, was robbed one day week before last,
of a quantity of bedding, &c., while the family
Tho same week
were absent for a short time.
thieves visited the premises of Mr. George E.
Gibson of Norway and stole from his bce-honse
the two best hives, valued at $00.

accomplished, the most fertile section of our
state, and that which during the next fifty
years is to gain most rapidly in wealth and
population, has been tapped by a foreign interest. It Is claimed that a part of this business

region
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ilization recognizes as essential to tbe comfort
and real welfare of a people.
In that period
tbe census will show tbe increase iu population,
but it bears a small ratio to tbe solid growth in
wealth.
In all of the best towns there are
just lots of men who went into the unbroken
forest twenty years ago with an axe, a wife and
few dollars, whe now have farms, with good
mammoth barns crowded full, large
stocks of cattle, worth from two to five thousand dollars. To.be sure it was a hard struggle

first, and often it puzzled the heads of families to provide the plainest food for the thrifty
and increasing group which iu a few years beBetter days at
gan to crowd the log house.
length came. The log house and black stumps
have given place to the neat cottage and plough,
at

and a rather scanty subsistence to a lavish
plenty. At first the pioneer had no team, or if
Now the
any, an indifferent pair of steers.
majority of them can hitch a span of horses to
your carriage, and nearly every farmer has a
while those better to-de
are begining to get fine covered carriages, (Portland make.) Of coarse the man s practical.
He is proud of the fact ho has accomplished,
He exand is in earnest about everything.
tends his hospitalities in the same way, and

good single carriage,

the owner of a soft, dainty hand when
he has confided it to the vice-like grasp of the
hand that hath laid the forest low. Then the
good mothers who have helped make these
woe

to

homes are prodigies considered from our city
stand point.
Many of them have worked iu
the fields, hut they don’t look the worse for it.
They can make homespun cloth but the woolen
mill pays so good a pries for wool and makes so
article of cloth that most of them, unless they have an incredible amount of energy,
have given up this industry. They have reared
large families, given sons to the country, and
may yet be known by their works if one has

good

an

occasion to visit their pautry or eat their butter
and cheese.
The dyspeptic had better keep
away from their jars of preserves unless he is
eager to suffer the gripes of the very wicked.
His class don’t grow there.
A few days since we saw a farmer who has
of our conversation allusion was made
to several relatives and neighbors who went
West fifteen years ago. He visited them last

course

year and said that none of them were any better to do that when they left Aroostook, and
several were not so well off.
Judging from
others who remained, he expressed the opinion
that those who went West would have been
worth double the property they now are had
they remained in Aroostook. Several other

residents having friends there made the same
general statements. A very few who went from
Aroostook to the West are better off, the many
are worse

for

tbe.cliange.

Crops the present season of all kinds are excellent. Wheat, which has done well for seve
ral years, was a great crop, forty bushels to the
acre being harvested frequently. Oats constitute the principal grain crop, the lumber busiusually making a market for them. Potatoes are abundant, tens of thousands of bushels being converted into starch and for thousands more there is no market value, owing to
ness

remoteness from railroads.
The Bangor jail workshop has been leased by
Messrs. Blake & Dole, proprietors of the HarThe
low street planing and moulding mill.
prices to bo paid the county by the lessees ofthe
laborers is fifty cents a day for short terms of
imprisonment and eighty cents a day for long

The county is to furnish a general overseer, whose duty it will be to exercise ageneral
supervision,to prevent escapes and keep proper
The work to
surveillance over the workmen.
be done is the manufacture of gutters, mouldterms.

ings, doors, sashes, blinds, &c.

—
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ington, or other

information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. II. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, R. I.
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POSTAL

fear of being bitten.
Besides the chromo, every advance subscriber to
THE ALDINE for 1875 is constituted a member,
and entitled to all the privileges of

to be distributed among the members. To every
series of 5,000 subscribers, 100 different pieces, valued
at over $2,500 are distributed as soon as the series is
lull, and the awards of each series as made, are to bo
published in the next snccecding issue of THE ALDINE. This feature only applies to subscribers who
pay for one year in advance. Full particulars in

Holiday. Tuesday

Ward’s

Fall ami

circular sent

application enclosing a stamp.

on

TERMS.
One Subscription, entitling to THE ALDINE one year, the Chronio and the
Art Union,
$0.00 per annum, in advance.
(No charge for postage.)
Specimen copiesol THE ALDINE, 50etsTHE ALDINE will, hereafter, be obtainable only
There will be

no

reduced

club

or

rates; cash for subscriptions must be sent to the
publishers direct, or handed to the local canvasser,
without responsibility to the publishers, except in
cases where the certificate is given, bearing the facsimile signature of James Sutton, President.
CANVASSERS WANTED.
Any person wishing to act permanently ns a local
canvasser will receive full and prompt information

by applying

to

sc4

in

18
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LADIES !
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Mr. Warren Hawthorne of Bangor, was
thrown from his carriage Friday afternoon and
He is in a
had his collar bone broken.
critical condition.
Adoniran Stanley, a horse jockey, has been
hound over in Bangor, charged with cheating
Mr. Daniel D. Sullivan in the sale of a horse,
whereby Stanley became the possessor of an
animal worth $150 in exchange for a worthless
beast that had the glanders.
At East Bradford, Thursday evening, during
a husking at Alvah Strouds, his son fell some
fifteen feet from a beam to the floor of the stable. The injury proved less than it was at first
thought to he,although the lad is still in a critical condition.
Frank Lawry of Bangor, aged 13 years, stole
$50 from his mother the other day and after
purchasing two guns, two revolvers, shot-bolts,
powder flasks and a-large quantity of ammunition, left for the woods in company with a boy
named Billington. There they proceeded to indulge in a little practice with their armament.
Lawry held up a hoard with one hand and having his revolver in the other, proceeded to fire
nl.

ih

Ha

siippAp.flptl in hitting

t.hn hnjwl

the ball passed through it aud struck
ington boy in the thigh.

The United States Official Postal Guide is a
new and valuable publication intended to bo
the official organ of the Postoffice Department
at Washington, with the general public,as well
as with postmasters.
It is prepared at the deand contaius rates of postage at
partment
home on various classes of mail matter, and
rates to foreign countries. It gives full directions about the registry of letters; a list of all
the money order offices in the country, with directions how to obtain an order, with rates, and
the names of all offices that give orders on
Great Britain, Germany and Switzerland.
It
contains a complete alphabetical list of all tbe
postoffices in the United States, and a list of
all tbe offices arranged by counties in the several states. It has, besides, the chief regulations of the Postoffice Department and minute
instructions and suggestions to the public. In
short, it answers all the questions wnich one
is constantly compelled to ask at the postoffice,
and is indispensable to business aud professional men. The “Guide” is published quarterly,
under contract with the Postoffice Department
at Washington, by H. O. Houghton & Co.,
Boston; Hurd & Houghton, New York.

Sozodont.—All dentrifices had their drawbacks, until the salubrious bark of tbe soap
tree was brought from the Chilian valleys to
perfect tbe fragrant SOZODONT, the most
wholesome, reliable and delightful article for
the teeth that a brush was ever dipped into.
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DR. S. FITCH,

Has removed to H50 West 33d street, New
oc8inlm»
lerk City.

following

Hi» HATE BEIUNOLDH
Hr*. Flora Flowcrdew,
mis. GEO KG IAIV A BBICVOLDM
Hi.. Drsptralr,
Mr*. Rachel t'nulcr
Hr*. Crisp,
Miss Emma Hooker
Sir Solomon Noln«,
Mr. 1>. A. IV.urse
Mr. G. E. Hayden
Capt. Monser,
Mr. Himplc,
Mr. H. I,. Bnseomb
Servants.
Leader of Orchestra, D. H. CHANDLER.

oc30d5t
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BEST

YORK
AND
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MADRIGAL CLUB !

FRINGES,

CONCERT
BY

—

TBE

assisted by the distinguished Vocalist

BEADED GIMPS,

H.

SMITH.

_M.

Laces,

the

assisted by her

YOCAL

CONCERT,

in which the following distinguished talont will ap:

pear

MADAME SOPHIE DO WLAND, Soprano,
(First appearance

CO.,

in

Thursday Evening,

Scotch

Celebrated

Elesian.

PANT "GOODS

Portland,)

Nov. 12, 1874,

Of Nobbiest Styles anil Finest Texture

be preceded byaConccrtbytho Ampbioa Clab

—

TIGHT,

were

▼ery latest

and in

a

thorough

W. H.

Exchange St,

99
no2

MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD

dtf

JUST

A Book for Every Man.
published by the Peabody Medical Institute;

eodly

TO

JJET.

The property known

House, situated

on

Main

Central
as the
street, Saccarap-

Said house containing seventeen rooms
with large hall and ante-rooms. Lease given if desired.
ther information address JOHN BROWN.
Saccarappa, Oct. 31st, 1874.
d3w&w3w
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ARE

and Merino

—OF—

Silk Web

Velvets,
Ribbons,

The largest assortment at the Lowest
Prices.

Owen & Moore,
Brown.
d3m

CONSUMERS.

*

Beaded

BEADED

.l.ck

YAK
trimming*

KID

x

tt

LACES

be supplied with
of the latest fashioa.
cau

GLOYES!

Thomson

Seamless

are

Lock-Stitch

Kid Gl07es.

LYNDON & COOKE.

GREAT

VARIETY.

At

Boston Low Prices.

Kid Gloves,Kid Gloves
Positively

tlio moat

and

no

unsurpassed stock in this State
pretentions made.

tents

BETWEEN

Portland and Boston,
by the elegant steamers

JOHN BROOKS AND FALMOUTH.
Don’t Pay the High Railroad
Prices.

NEW

BLOCK.

tJr“Ladles, (lont fail
portunity ottered.

Congress Street.

BLANKETS,

BLANKETS.

JUST RECEIVED AT
COWELL & GKEENOCGH’N,
THREE CASES BLANKETS.
One lot worth #4.50.Selling for #3.00
«
•*
<•
5.00.
4oo
<•
6.50.
siso
Also, a splendid line of DRESS ROODS in
all Styles and Shades, very cheap.
SHAWLS, SHAWLS.
We can heat the world in prices for all kinds
Striped India, long and square; Cashmere, long and
square; Ottoman in endless variety ol styles.
Also, a splendid line of Woolens and HousekeepGoods, selling cheai»er than the cheapest.
ingCall
and see us before
elsewhere

and
purchasing
money.
OOWELL A ISREENOUGII,
ocSdtfIVs. *47 Middle street.

ADVERTISEMENT.

Quality.

your

tt

yourselves of the

to avail

op-

F. LATNER
id*

NUIBJ

Congress Street.
codtvr

To Loan on First Class Mortgages
in Portland and Yicinily
in Sums to Suit.
Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
cent, interest free ot Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing
capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in all its
Real Estate Loans. Real Estate Investments and Improvements made on commission
and on shares. Bankable paper bought and sold.

G. R.
Real Estate

DAVIS,

and Loan

Agency,

BROWN S BLOCK-

oc27

id

At the Mart on Plnni
Trimmed

NUMBER

oc3llw

save

or

300 pair 3-Buttans at S3 ru per pair.
Also 300 pairs, all the uew Fall shades.
81.00 per pair. Also some of a celebrated
make at 31.30: do Seamless at 81.30 per
Also full assortment of
pair.
Shades from t to 4 Boltons.

peodly

Horse Blankets !

DAVIS & CO.,
455

xr

Horse Blankets !

Every Pair Warranted.

CLAPP’S

GENERAL AGENTS FOR MAINE.
|gir*Rcliable agents wanted wherever gas is used.
oc30
tf

■

X an LiUCt'S
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$20,000

of

The Best Gloves to be lonnd

No. 11 Market Square.

SEE

1

Fringes, Gimps, Beltings and

OLD

GIMPsTlACES,

is complete nnd all

THK.U AT

Hats,

HUMAN HAIR AND CORSETS

wc

BEADED FRINGES,
BEADED BUTTONS, &c.

ELLIS PATENT GAS BURNER.

oc31

Velvet

Yak Laces

oclO

light, by using the

Only

—

CLOAK ORNAMENTS.

539

You can save 20 to 40 per cent, of your gas bill over
burners commonly used, and 10 per cent, over ANY
OTiSEH BERNER, with same amount of

50

ALSO

Felt and

-*r

CORSETS.

Important Notice.

SEE

VELVETS

For Hats, Bonnets or Cloaks
from SI.75 per yard upwards.

Our Marchioncss Corset is unsurpassed,
and Every Pair of Steel* Warranted.

Our

CALL AND

—

remain, unxccrllcd, and a. to Price,
.hall continue t. be the

UNDERWEAR!

GAS

Exlra Indncemeuta ia

evening

FOR

L, O WE 8 T.

cor.

SHADES

NEW

35c per yard and upwards.

MISSES and CHILDREN

LADIES,

HOSIERY

St.,
Congress
sel8

ALL THE

IN

Tk

and Merino Wear

AND

NERVOUS DISEASES.

Bargains
Unequaled
OFFERED

DAWSON.

—

AND

KOHLING,

Tuesoay,

None to beat in Price

Hosiery

manner,

PURSUANT

ncui iUUlIU

Our An.marut in

£3T*They will be made np in faultless

style

a vote of the Board of Directors ot
the Gallatin Land, Coal and Oil Company ot
West Virginia, the undersigned will, on
the
3d day of November next, at twelve o’clock meridian,
at the Exchange Hotel, Bangor, Maine, sell at pub*
lie auction, all the right, title, and interest of Haiti
company in and to lands in West Virginia, by virtue
of a declaration of trust made by the undersigned on
the 21st day ot March. 1865.
LOT M. MORRILL. Trustee.
oc9d&wtd
Augusta, Oct. 1,1874.

to

Ostrich Tips, Plumes and Flowers.

UNDERWEAR.

d2w

importations.

aulldtt

At Private Sale.
M. & D. are agents for the sale of “Herring & Far*
rels Champion Safes, “Wlegands” Patent Sectiona
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blake*’
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Littlo uiaut, Chernies
Fire Engine.

Between Free and Congress.

of fbc Newest Patterns,
personally selected from the

MOItQAN, 1
|

DYER,

IN

For Business Wear in all Shades

and

M.

BY

STREET,

—

Merchants,

No 18 Exchange St., Portland.

French

Course tickets witli reserved scats for sale at Rand
Thornes’, Decring Block,
Course tickets without reserved seals for sale at
Stockbridgo’s Music store and Rand & Thornes.
octl7
deodtd

Hosiery

AND

Commission

Concert by the Portland Band.

Andrew Mnlnix,

are

a

MORGAN & DYER,
AUCTIONEERS

Concert by the Arions#

GEORGE

WHOLE SUITINGS,

These Goods

November

td

—

&

and Varieties.

Bonds at

we

BLACK SILK

—

Thursday Evenin'?. Hoe. 10th.

oct31

Company

Turquoise Silk !

Thursday Evening, Dec. 3d,
REV. E. H. CHAPIN.

TIGHT,
DUST TIGHT,

CENTER

very fine collection ol

a

next,
ON 12 o’clock, noon, at Merchants
Exchange, Ex
shall sell for
ot

Al««

MRS. SCOTT-SIDDONS,
to

GAS

39

Street,

dtt

Concert by Chandler'. Fall Baud.

IRON FURNACE!

INCLUDING THE

176 Fore

Auction.
FRIDAY, the Sixth day of

HON. DANIEL DOUGHERTY,

Winthrop Wrought

SALE

THURSDAY NOV. 5, at 50 o'clock at Sale
room

nov2

MBS. HiOBA E. BABBY, Contralto,
MB W. II. FESSENDEN, Tenor,
MB. JOHN WINCH, Basso,
HEBMANN KOTZSCHMAB, Pianist.

dlw

FOR

ON

Ferns and Plants for Ferneries Winter Blooming
Carnation White and Scarlet, Bouvanlias, Heaths,
Dallas, Fuchsias &c., Also Hanging Baskets filled
with choice Plants.
F. O. BAILEY A COAuctioneer*.

Auction Sale.

Course,

Mile. lima Di Murska,

GRAND

GO TO

STEAM

Plants Hanging Baskets Ac.,
By Auction.

Thursday Evening, Dec. 17 th,

Grand Concert of

Silk Yak Laces,

PATTERNS,

B.4lLEV,&

B. B.

—

BY

IN ALL THE NATTY

qnireil

A.

Mendelssohn QuintetteClub
MRS.

A.l u

A deposit or two hundred dollars will boio
of purchaser at time of sale, balance on ouetwo and three years, secured by mortgage.
F. O.
Co., Auctioneer*.
oct27
d6t

tive.

—

THE ASSORTMENT COMPRISES

OVERCOATINGS,

sha-l sell on MONDAY. Nov. 2d, at 12* P. M
on the premises, the two story wooden boas
containing 4 good tenements, situated below Ham
raond street, next to Phelix JO’Roake’s. is loo f
front by 60 ft
deep. Will rent for 9200. Sale nosi

benefit
whom it may concern, $30,000 bonds (30 bonds ot
$1,000 each) all coupons on, ot the tlrst mortgage
bonds of the Portland Glass Company—terms made
known at time of sale.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

GLEE

Friday Evening, Nov. 27th,
SELECT READINGS

Geruinu, French, ami English
Manufacture, in Straights,
Diagonals, Hair
JLiucs, Bankets and Einmoud Goods.

Anriicnrvru.

oct28dtd_

change street, Portland,

Ever Opened for Inspection in this City

Of

Oil, Ac.
F, O. BAILEY A CO.,

Thursday Evening, Nov. 19th,

oct3l

COATINGS

40 bbls Flour,
10 chests of Tea,
2"» boxes Soap,
39 bbls Kerosene

ocG

NEW

Just Above The Preble House.

VERY

3 1-3 I*. -U

We

ft'ortiaiid txiass

in

i

LACES,

NELSON &

At IO A. M. and

shall sell at Store 73 York, corner of Tjng
Street, a large ami well selected stock or
FRESH GROCERIES. This stock is very large ami
consists of first class standard Groceries, Wooden
Ware, &c. At commencement of afternoon sale we
shall sell the original packages, consisting of

WE

cast:

O’f.cnry, the Irish Heiress,

—IT IS THE—

Found.
orders for hacking left at Gallison & Colby s
61 Spring Street, will be promptl^attended to
J. 11 VAN.

YEAR

First appearance in this city oi the

BUTTONS,
1874.

AUO'i'iOi,

Wooden House stl Auction.

LBCTVBE BY

no2

ALL

by

of

Thursday Evening, Jan. 7, 1875,

mv.

num.

A.

COURSE^JS?!-^.

THE—

FALL THE 'WINTER OF

—

On Monday. November Otli,

which occasion will bo presented the Popular

GRAND

Goods

OF

FRESH GROCERIES

Reduced

at

L.

Comedy

HOSIERY,

got ms—

—

35 cts.

iieuiure ana uonueix

CORSETS,
UNDERWEAR,

Beaded Yak

LARGE STOCK

Wednesday Evening, Nov. 4,
Kate Reignolds & Troupe,

RUCHINGS,

«

$3. and $4.

Boxes

AND

a new edition ot the celebrated medical work enIt treats upon
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.
manhood, how lost, how regained and how perpetuThe sale of the stock of groceries, corner of
ated, cause and cure of Exhausted Vitality, ImYork and Tyng streels, has been postponed! potency, Premature Decline in Man, Spermatorone week, as will be seen by reference to aucrhoea, or Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal),
Nervous and Physical Debility,
Hypochondria,
tion column.
'Gloomy forebodings. Mental Depression, Loss of Enof Mind and
Confusion
Haggard
Countenance,
ergy,
Use the Eureka Machine Twist aud Eureka
Loss of Memory, Impure State ot the Blood, and all
Buttou Hole Twist. Ther will give perfect satdiseases arising from the errors of YOUTH, or tho
isfaction.
indiscretions or excesses of mature years.
It is, iudeed, a book for every man, young and
A Crown of Glory.—Nature’s dowry to all
middle-ased men in particular. 300 pages, bound in
her children is a fine head of hair. Kings canbeautiful French cloth, illustrated, prico only $1.
not give, nor wealth purchase this inestimable
A Book for Every Woman,
gift. Take care of it, lest you lose i t. Bear- Entitled. SEXUAL PHYSIOLGGY OF WOMAN,
ioc is a healthful invigorating dressing.
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of Physoct27dawlw
iologically and Pathologically, in health and disease. from Infancy to Old Age, with elegant IllusMerrimack nrints. oulv (il cents, at Beach's.
trative Engravings. 350 pages, bound in beautiful
81 Middle street.
French clotn. With the very best prescriptions for
oct27 lw
prevailing diseases. Price $2.00.
The best place to buy clothing is at BurA Book for Everybody.
leigh’s 89 Middle street.
The Peabody Institute has also just published a
new book treating exclusively of NERVOUS AND
Mli'VTA I. TYTSF. A81T.S mnrn tban tnm h..n,lrn,1
21G dozen ladies’ merino undervesis, for 49
al octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound in
coats, at Leach’s, 81 Middle street.
substantial muslin, price $2.
oct27 lw
Either of the above books arc sent by mail to any
Anything desired in a Catholic Bookstore
part of the world, closely sealed, postage paid on reof price. Or all three books sent to one address
ceipt
can be found at T. 1’. McGowan’s,
Congress
Here is ofat the same time on receipt of only §4.
ielGtf
Block.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
and
best
bound
and
printed
popular medical science
Jon Printing.—Every description of Job
and literature, on subjects of vital importance to all,
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest for only $4—barely enough to pay for mailing. It
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 109 should be borne in mind that these great Medical
Wm. M.Marks.
Works ate published by the Prabody Medical
N’xchange StInstitute, an honored institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
Does Advertising Pay?—There is no inThese are, beyond all comparison, the most extrastance on record of a well sustained system of
ordinary works ou Physiology ever published. There
judicious advertising failing of success.
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex can either require or wish to know, but
“My success is owing to my liberality in a A
what is fully explained, and many matters of the
vertising.”—Bonner.
most important and interesting character are intro‘I advertised my productions and made monto which no allusion even can be found in any
duced,
ey.”—Nicholas Longworth.
other works in our language. All the New Discov“Constant and persistent advertising is a sure
of the author, whose experience is such as proberies
prelude to wealth.—Stcpiien Girard.
ably never before fell to the lot of any man, are given
“He who invests one dollar in business should
in tall. No person should be without these valuable
invest one dollar in advertising that business.’
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy
and the medical faculty generally highly extol these
—A. T. Stewart.
and useful works. The most fastidi“Advertising has furnished me with a com- extraordinary
ous may read them.
petence.”—Amos Lawrence.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
I
advertisements
could
aid
of
the
“Without
Bulfinch St. (opposite ltevere House), Boston, Mass.
have done nothing in my speculations. I have
N. B. The author and consulting physicians can be
Adthe most complete faith in printer’s ink.
consulted on all ot the above named diseases, and all
vertising is the royal road to business.—Bar- diseases requiring skill and experience.

nov2dawlw

Parquette

Thursday Evening, Nov. 5th,

BEADED

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.

Admission.

of

25 cts.
50 cts.

third entertainment

TIES,

NECK

KOHLING,

the Bill-

niSCZLhANEOim NOTICES.

Week.

Every

Me.

Every Monday and
Thursday.

armyand yayy

GLOVES,

Street, Portland,

Bill

M.

t

KID

Plum

—

GRAND CONCERT COMPANY.

hut

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The railroad extension from Guilford to Abbott will probably be completed about the middle of December.

THE

Doors open at GJ, Overture at 7}.
FOE

Horse and Carriage Mart,

oc20

_Prices.tf

Mis*

or

AUCTIONEERS,

Winter Season.

with the

Wanted.

_octhltl

F. 0. BAILEY & Co.,

GRAND FAMILY MATINEE,

public

years old,
By young
wholesale Dry Goods
wholesale Grocery Store
SITUATION
to learn lire business. Address G. Press Office.

THE ALDINE COMPANY,
58 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.
dlDt

nov2

of

ALLO.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
every Saturday at salesroom, 170 Fore street, commencing at 9 o’clock A. M.
Consignments solicited.

EVENING.

Every SaiurJay Afternoon,

re-

nov2

EVERY
—FOR

American House, Corner India and Middle
THE
Street, having been thoroughly repaired and
fitted since the
will be
to the

man

Opera House.

Formerly Music Hall, Portland, Me.
OPEN

C. W.

r.AILKY.

LYONS I

OF

LADY

On Thursday, Nov. 5th, will be produced with
gorgeous scenery -and effects the popular Drama of
•THE OCTOROON.*’
Orchestra Salon 75c; Dress Circle 50c: Balcony
Circle 50c; Balcony and Family Circle 35c.
Doors open a 7, Curtain rises at 7}.
ocl9tf

on

no23t*

r. O.

the

Orchestra chairs

NOVEMBER 2, 1874.
ENOS GRAY, Prop

Wednesday Eve-

and

uiugx, Nov. ild, 3d and 4th,
Reappearance (since licr late severe indisposition) of
MISS ISADORA CAMERON,
Who will appear (by the request of her many admirers) id her celebrat'd character of PAULINE in

Cards

OPENING.

a

CITY BUILDING.

THE

Gallery

GUIDE,

opened

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchaust
Salesroom 176 Fore Street.
(Office IS Exchange Sirrn.)

Change

(Quarterly), No. 1., for October, is now ready, containing a List of all the Post-offices in the
United States, Dates of Postage, list of JVloueyorder Offices, full information respecting Registry of Letters, and whatever else is needed^ by
those who send or receive any kind ot mail matter.
Postmaster-General Jewell announces that it “is the
only publication of the kind authorized” by the Department. Subscriptions ($1.50) received at
the Post-office, or on application to the Publishers, H. O. HOUGTON & CO., Riverside Press, Cambridge, Mass.; HURD & HOUGHTON, New York.
no23t

fire,

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

New Faces

THE UNITED STATE*

OFFICIAL

AUCTION SALKS

Proprietors and Managers, Messrs. Siiavy & Ellis

BLACKSTONE.
WM. KENNEDY.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to|Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
the South, W. B. C’ark, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
G. H. Keith, Agent, 7G Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
It. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent. 87 Wasnington street,
Boston. And Chesapeake & Ohio It. It., W. B. Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
Through bills ot lading giveu by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash-

the life, that it seems the veritable presence of the
animal itself. The Rev. T. De Witt Talmage tells
that his own Newfoundland dog (the finest in Brooklyn) harks at it! Although so natural, no one who
sees this premium chromo will have the slightest

rENOBSCOT COUNTY.

will yet bo saved, as the New Brunswick So
Canada Railway, by its Woodstock branch, will
tap the Inter-Colonial at Woodstock, and thus
bring the business via Calais by the former or
westward over the E. & N. A, Railway.
It is frequently asked: What of this fertilo

dollars where they had one twenty years ago.
Wo do not mean to say they can show an^ncrease in money, but in houses, barns, improv-

PREUIUifl FOR 1875.
Every subscriber for 1875 will receive a beautiful
in oil colors, of the same noble dog whoso
picture in a former issue attracted so much attention.
“Jlan’s UnsclfiKli Frieud”
will be welcome in every home.
Everybody loves
such a dog, and the portrait is executed so true to

—

ENTERTAINMENTS.

OPPOSITE

week.

portrait,

KNOX COUNTY.

among our own people; for running up the St.
John, at Tobique it is within six miles of Fort
Fairfield, and above is only across the river.

have attended to farming, as a general thing,
base more than doubled their property in the
period named, while hundreds can show ten

!

by subscription.

COUNTY.

A. K. Dunton, an expert in the matter of
hand-writing, is disgusted with trials by jury.
He was recently called in a case whore the
genuineness of a note was iu controversy and
and testified that the note was a forgery and
had been traced from another note. The jury
however found that the note was genuine and
gave a verdict accordingly.

apprehension

of our state—is its population increasing
and are its people generally gaining in wealth?
The reply must be in the affirmative. During
the past fifteen or twenty years, in no section
of New England have the people generally improved their condition so much. In all of the
towas and settlements of the county, those who

COUNTY.

A patient at the Insane Hospital named
Brookings, belonging in Boothbav, died on
Thursday night in an epileptic fit. There were
two other patients in the room, but they did
not know of his death until morning.
Mr. Geo. Cox of Farmingdale, while splitting wood a few days since, had one of his
hands badly cut, the axe which he was using
striking the ceiling and glancing.
Mr. Alphonzo Clark’s store in Pittston was
entered Wednesday night and a small amount
of scrip stolen.

neighbors will find it out. But just
are building a railway along the east
bank of the St. John, which is to be extended
to the upper provinces, called the Inter-Colonial,
should

COUNTY.

A sad case of mortality in a family in Otisfield has recently occurred. Mr. David L. Holden’s wife, aged 28 years, two children 5 and 8
years, and a brother 18 years of age, have all
died of diphtheria within ten days of each
other.

readers know, embarked in the busiuesss of building railroads. It is a reckless policy, and in

which

without competition in price or character. The posof a complete volume cannot duplicate the
quantity of line paper and engravings in any other
shape or number of volumes for ten limes its cost;
and then, there is the chromo, besides !
The national feature of THE ALDINE must be
taken in no narrow sense. True art is cosmopolitan.
While THE ALDINE is a strictly American institut on, it dees not coniine itself entirely to the reproduction of native art. Its mission is to cultivate a
broad and appreciative art taste, one that will discriminate only 011 grounds of intrinsic merit. Tims,
while placing before tho patrons ot THE aLDINE,
as a leading characteristic, the productions of tho
most noted American artists; attention will always
bo given to specimens from loreign masters, giving
subscribers all the pleasure and instruction obtainable Irom home or foreign sources.
Tho artistic illustration of American scenery, original with THE ALDINE, is an important feature,
and its magnificent plates are of a sizo more appropriate to the satisfactory treatment of details than
The judicious
can be afforded by any inferior page.
interspersion of landscape, marine, figuro, and animal subjects, sustains an unabated interest, impossible where the scopo of tho work confines tho artist
too closely to a single style of subject. The literature
cf THE ALDINE is a light and graceful accompaniment, worthy of tho artistic features, with only
such technical disquisitions as do not interfere with
the popular interest of the work.
sessor

a

First Class Steamship.
WM. CRANE.
JOHNS HOPKINS.
GEORGE APPOLD.
WM. LAWRENCE.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
laud SATURDAY.

The union owns the originals of all THE ALDINE
pictures, which, with other paintings and engraving;*,

Friday,

CUMBERLAND

season

our

inal conception—alone andunapproacheu-absolutely

now

the 23d, Mr. Elmer J. Tarbox of
Perham, had his barn burned, and also fifteen
tons of hay, eighty bushels of wheat with other
graiu, and his farming tools. The fire originated by the children playing with matches in
the barn yard.

worth ten cents a bushel in cash, command
forty now, and find 'a ready means of transportation to Boston via St. Andrews while the

they

unique

now

NEWS.

AROOSTOOK

On

A dealer informed us that over
market.
100,000 busheb of oats would be shipped from
Houlton the present season to Bangor, Portland and Boston, with thousands of tons of
hay. Potatoes, which otherwise would not be

time

Eowe, drags, dis;

STEAMSHIP LINE

are

bering seasons. Now that railway has multiplied market products to more than a score in
number. Hay and oats that would have no market this season of no lumbering, and but for the
road would be nearly worthless, find an outside

now

&

STATE

moved which, ten years ago, were dead. Twenty
years since the people were fortunate if they
could get thirty-five cents a bushel for oats in
cash. Indeed, it was rare that any other product would bring cash, except in the best lum-

as

any

Frank M. Eowe.
Belfast.—S. S. Hcrsey, stoves, &c., sold to
B. F. Clark.
Josiah N. White, Phceuix House, sold toB.
H. Mitchell.
Biddeford.—W. H. Field,
clothing, now
Field & Donnell.
Ellsworth.—Bodney Forsaith, livery, sold to
Silas N. Mitchell.
Farmington.—G. M. Currier, gra., now
Wheeler & Currier.
Hallowell.—Frank Allen, fancy good?, sold
out.
Houlton.—Win. S. Van Wart, furniture,
sold to J. M. Bice & Co.
Lewiston.—Hardy & Woodbury, brushes,
dis; now H. H. Hardy.
Lisbon Falls.—Shea & Maines, gro., dis;
now Wm. Maines,
Oldtown.—Brawn & Atwell, lumber, dis;
now Brawn & Stevens.

But the round-about railway, the European
& North American, is doing a most important

government has,

almost

at

E. P. Kaler.

sentiments.”

is opeD.
The Dominion

sell

to

__

river would have been a disagreeable location
for a British colony. In a general way we have
nothing against John Bull, but don’t want'anybody in the way on this continent. “Thera’s

<uu

determined

Business Changes —The following are the
recent business changes in this State:

stay-at-home

luiuuuis

Owing to great expense,
and the stock-hold-

paid,

ness.

‘“Run, Strickland, run! Fire Stover, tire!’
Were the last words of Mclntire,”
he will wish for power to undo history and so
write it that any territory west of the St. John

^xrousiuujk.

The successive failures which so
invariably followed each attempt in
this country to establish an art journal, diet not
prove the indifference of the people of America to
the claims of high art. So soon as a proper appreciation of the want aud an ability to meet it were shown,
the public at once rallied with enthusiasm to its support, and the result was a great artistic and commercial triumph— THE ALDINE
THE ALDINE, while issued with all the regularity, has none of the temporary or timely interest
characteristic of ordinary periodicals. It is an elegant miscellanv of pure, light, and graceful literature; and a collection of pictures, tho rarest specimens ol artistic skill, in black and white.
Although
each succeeding number affords a fresh pleasure to
its friends, the real value and beauty of THE ALDINE will be most appreciated after it is bound up at
the close of the year. While other publications may
claim superior cheapness, as compared with rivals of
and origa similar class, THE ALDINE is a

similar establishments are short of orders owing
to the dullness prevailing in the clothing busi-

he satisfied with the situation. As he looks
upon tho block house at Fort Kent and the
redoubt at Fort Fairfield and passes over that
romantic territory, made historic by the capture
of our zealous laud agent by the Bluenose

ol

been made to meet tlie want.

B. G. Green & Co., of Hiram, are running
|
their clothing manufactory on full time. This
all
as
nearly
speaks well for their productions,

England a hundred mile3 nearer us, see its
population increasing fifty per cent, faster than
it is now, aud its hardy people would be forgetting to speak of the rest of the state and the
nation generally as outside.
The Maine mam who visits that region won’t

veiupmeub

are

The necessity of a popular medium for the repreproductions of our great artists, has
many attempts have

sentation of the

on.

from Mattawamkeag or Dauforth to HoultoD, and thence to Presque Isle, we should now
havo been tlio most fertile section of New

rect

onr

19.

illnsttificenl Conception, wonderfully
carried out.

mill, and sells 6,000 barrels of flour annually.
There are four run of stones in tho mill, and
the business amounts to 880,000 per year.
At Caribou 7,000 pounds of starch were manufactured last year, and an increase of 25 per
cent, is anticipated the present season. From
eight to eleven pounds are made from a bushel,
and nine pounds cau usually be depended up-

to say nothing of opening our back door to
every stranger who travels over the E. & N. A,
Railway that be may see bow wretched a tract
Maine has. Had the railroad been pushed di-

some

always been recognized, and

Issued Monthly.

Tho Camden Grist Mill Co. dispose annually
of 40,000 bushels of corn. Another mill on the
Meganticook, owned by Itudolphus Barnes,
grinds about 20,500 bushels of corn.
Mr. G. P. Whitney, at Norway, usues about
30,000 bushels of corn in his corn and flour

Houlton, the outlet of Aroostook,

officials, concerning which
wag of a Whig rhymed:

THE ART JOURNAL of AMERICA,

price.

to sea.

ALDINE,

The Union Oil Works at South Bristol are to
be sold by the stock holders at public auction,
unless previously disposed of at private sale,

ers

boundary

now

THE

Washington

Baltimore &
Four times

Prospectus for 1875-Eighth Year.

A

the works have never

Champion of Noifolk,

and

porgie chum at
probably the first
instance of a vessel loading in Bristol for
Europe since the days of ancient Pemaquid.

Thursday, Nov.

the mischief. The fact is that when
John Bull was in the mode of it in 1789, our
people should have convinced him that it would
bo mnch better for him to quit this part of the
coutiuent, or at least retire to the St. John as
the natural
between the nations from

played

Representative

American Art Taste.

year.
A vessel is loading with
Pemaquid for Europe. This

the hundreds of acres of granite
boulders into arable land which lie between
Oldtown and Houlton, railroads wonld connect
that region with the rest of the state. But the
belt of boulders and the treaty makers have

Bat even

A

The stock on hand Oct. 15, 1873, was 130,000
boxes, against 17,000 boxes tho same ilato this

powdering

source

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

moro than one million of lumber per month
the past three months.
At Lubec and its vicinity the catch of smoke
herring, compared with that of last year,shows
a falliug off in that locality of 130,000 boxes.

The diplomats aud treaty-makers havo made
such a mess of it in referenco to our eastern
boundary that our most fertile county of Aroostook is rather separated geographically from
the rest of the state. Possibly Nature may be
censured, for if she had devoted her energies to

a

tho

the

Get

try-Better than the West.

houses,

to

Dominion

the

Aroostook?—The Growth of the Coun-

personal

ernment

(a

mat*-Shall

personal
right to

right standard. The sense of obligation and
responsibility should be equal with the sense of
right. The estranged heart and alienated affections of the prodigal were impressively
dwelt upon. Herein is a lesson of family gov-

tlixa nrnrlinnl

Gnwiug County—Blunder* of Diplo-

Our

UXIVEBSALIST CHUBCH.

Last evening, Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell, pastor
gave the fourth lecture in the Practical Course
which lie is delivering to largo audiences at hi:
church, taking for his theme, “Clean Hands.’

ployed, whether of meanness, fraud or by
pocrisy. So many now regard very rigidly tin
outward, and pay hut little heed to the spiril
This latter we must regard.
which moves it

It. A.

.•dUivu-

ST.

Business Kotes.
Tho Iron Works at Pemb oke are receiving a
full stock of coal and iron.
Mr. Hemenway of Machias, has shipped

The Aroostook Valley.

si;\ oav services.

20.000

Street,

Horse Blankets
$1.35 to $S.OO.

Call and get your supply before they

Irom

all gone.
MI'KII.V-

aro

A full assortment of LAP HOBfcS,
CLBS anil HALTKRS.

F. O. BAILEY A CO.
oc30

dtf

Children’s Clothing!
MADE TO ORDER
-AT-

3511-2 Congress St.
A, A. CAMPBELL.
«ltt
sell__
That tenth woman mentioned
in onr Saturday’s issue, carried
her husband’s discarded felt hat
to Hillman and Morrill’s, and
they made her a really nice, impudent hat, for the small sum of 50
cents.
oc30

3t

230 MIDDLE STREET.

EXCLUSIVE SALE
the State ol Maine of BANISTER & TICIIEINNOR’S
Custom Work hand made Boots. A full

assortment always on hand and made to measure.
The above make or Boots have given the fullest satisfaction to our customers,
M. O. PALMER.

0014

isoodlw

HAVANA
the best in

8

Remittances promptly attended to.
CHARLES M. HAWKKS,
96 Middle St.
aug!7TuTh&Sly2dp

PURE

I C E
fr'urni.brd and Shipped by

N. O CRAM.

—

rtedrtlstf___

Mortgages.

selected Western Municipal Bonds
and Real Estate Mortgages and Trust Deeds.
CAREFULLY
and

Inquiries, Collections

AT

ice;
CARGOES OF

the market for

cts., Each, $7.50 per Hundred,
—

Bonds and

CIGARS,

T. J.
Cor Middle

oc30

DAILEY'S,

and Exchange Si

Opp.

O.
dim

P.

Notice.
work done

please apply at
Spriug St., plain
family sewlDg. dress-making, copying, embroidoc2M
ery and fancy-work In wools, 6fcc., <S:c.

requiring
“Home” of W. C. A., No.
PERSONS
and

16

POETRY,
A Nocturne.

Maiden, while thy fairy fingers
Free thoso prisoned harmonies,
While thy left hand gravely lingers,
And thy light skims o’er the keys,
Darting as hussars manoeuvre,
Skirmishing in mazy drill,
Swift to scatter and recover
Order, at their leader’s will;

I hear two voices:
One in fervent tones ot prayer,
and rejoices
One that
A« a skylark in the air,
With so wild a jubilation
That its carol seems a taunt,
Till a sterner modulation
Drops it to the dominant.

-Dreamily

sparkles

Then a dialogue more tender,
•Twixt the wooer and the wooed,
Where the latter vow's to mend her

Wayward petulance of mood;
the manly voice, responding,
Breathes a rapture of content,
As through chords with joy resounding,
Both in unison are blent.
And

Through the moonlit fir-trees, playing

Murmurously, the roving breeze
Kisses the white finger swaying
Pensively the ivory keys;
Cools my brow and soothes the beating
Of this scarred and crippled heart,
Still, despite experience, cheating
Me, with fond delusion’s art.

(American

cense

The subscriber*?, having recently purchased the well
Known

Oxford House in

STEAM ENGINE,
BY

Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Manu]

factoring Co.,
HARTFORD, CONN.,
Under Patents dated Oct. 27th, 1868, April 13tli and
20th, 1809, and June 28th, 1870.

and having newly furnished it throughout, will o[;eu

public on
Tuesday, the Gals instant.
They respectfully invito the patronage of their
friends and the traveling public generally, and assure them that they will endeavor to make this in all
it to the

respects a first class house Guests will be carried to
and from all trains of the P. & O. R. R. free of
charge.
A. O. «V C. W. PIKE,

to

sell

Job

Premium by American
Iu.tiiale.J80U, 1870 aid 1871) (iald
medal by Loaiainun and Texas
State Fairs, 1871; and First
Premiums whenever fairly
put in competition.

r.

ueane,

aeceasea

Assignee, presenter

OFFICE,

Posters,

No

Cards, Tags,

The result is—the greatest amount of power
PROPORTIONED TG THE AMOUNT OF FUEL CONSUMED— thus proving the fact—well known to men
ot science—that water is the best medium to transmit the mechanical forces, generated in the com*bustion of fuel, to the production of motive power.

Machinery for any purpose rurnislicJ at

oy

Manufacturers’ Prices.
FOR CIRCULAR.
talldlwtTSTtl
FLEA8E SEIVD

WONDERFUL I

$10

FIRST CLASS FULL-SIZED

WITH

—

TABLE AND TREADLE,

Only Ten Dollars.
The most Simple aud Compact! The most
Durable aud Economical!! A model of combiued Simplicity,
Strength and Beauty!!

New and

numerous

patented attachments.

Complicated Machinery

No

to be con*
etantly getting out of order.

SO

EAST TO LEARN

THAT A CHILD

CAN

RUN IT, will do all kinds of Sewing, from the finest
to tne coarsest, will llem, Fell, Tuck, Braid, Cord,
Gather, Embroider, etc., uses self-adjusting straight
needle, uses all descriptions ot Cotton, Silk and
Thread. Makes the strongest stitch known, the cloth
will tear, before the seam will rip, uses the thread
direct from the Spool. The Machine is beautifully
finished and highly ornamented, and

WARRANTED FOB 5 YEARS!
SAMPLE MACHINES WITH TABLE AND
TREADLE forwarded to any part ot the World on
receipt ot TEN DOLLAB8 !
Special terms and extra inducements to male and
female agents, store-keepers, Ac. County rights given to smart agents free.
Samples of sowing, descriptive circulars containing terms, testimonials, engravings, <£c., sent lree. All money sent in Post Office
Money Orders, Drafts, or by Express, are perfectly
secure.
Sale delivery of our goods guaranteed.
All orders, communications, etc., must he addressed to

Hope Manufacturing Co.
NEW YORK.
jul_wly23
,

1

SlierilPs Sale.
Cumberland,

ss:
execution and will he sold at public
auction to the highest bidder, on Monday, tho
thirtieth day of November, A. D. 1874, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, at the Sheriff’s office in Portland, In said county, ail the right in equity which
William Lowrey or Portland, in the conniy of Cumberland, has or had on the thirty-first day of July,
A. D. 1874, at four o’clock and thirty minutes in the
afternoon, when the same was attached on the original writ, in the action on which said execution was
obtained, to redeem the following described mortgaged real estate, to wit: A certain lot of land with
the buildings thereon, sitnated in said Portland, and
bounded as follows:
Beginning at a point on the
southwesterly side of Waterville Street; which point
is forty feet from a lot sold by tho heirs of James
Deering to Littlejohn; and tiiree hundred and
rueuce oacK
j.iuuuin<;iu, ijucei
from said Waterville Street at right angles therewith ; keeping forty feet from Littlejohn’s
lot-eighty
feet; thence southeasterly parallel with said southwesterly side line of Waterville Street, forty leet—
thence back to Waterville Street at
angles—
keeping the width of forty feet; said lot being forty
feet on Waterville Street, and eighty leet
deep anil
being the same premises conveyed to said William
Lowrey by John Fitts by Deed dated May 23d, A D
1855, and recorded in Cumberland Registry of
Book 266, Page 464—and the same premises mortgaged by said Lowrey to'Nathan Hill by mortgage
deed dated May 12tli, 1874, and recorded in said Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 404, Pago 186—and
the same premises mortgaged by said Lowrey to H.
W. Deering, by deed dated March 10th, 1874, and recorded in said Registry, Book 404, Page 30—to which
deeds and the deeds therein referred to reference is
made for a more particular description.
Dated at Portland this (23d 1 twenty-third day of
October, A. D. 1874.

TAKEN

on

right

Deeds’

w3w44_

W. H. DRESSER, Deputy Sheriff.

CRESCENT SPECTACLES
■

r~~

—

THE

Improve Your Sight.
Crescent

Spectacles
now
Public are guaran,
superior tot'Vj
all
in
others
the
maris?1
and distinctness of
lt?£*
„c,?raeBt
rivaled, the total abseDce oi prismatic
colors and refractory rays a l w a y si
in Pebbles
renders them cspec- [Trade Mark] i a 11 y desirable
Being ground with
great care, they are
free from all imperfections and impurities
Tliev «ro
mounted in Gold, Silver, Shell, Rubber and Steel
frames and will last many years wlibout change.
For sale only by our Agents.

—._Jfound

ABNER LOWELL,
MAINE

tyNone genuine without the trade-mark stamped
on every pair. Manufactured by

Fellows,

Bfolmes

Sc

Look for Trade Mark.

ffly5

Clapp, New York
No peddlers Employed.

dlawT&wly

SURE

ORGAN

is considered to be one of tbe greatest discoveries of
tbe period for Rheumatic, Neuralgic, and

A>D ALL THROAT

Hells’

of tboso in the boards.

In any test which may he
the single one of upholding board

Carbolic

punisning

Dotn

aJike

11

tney

are

ance

Review.

oct22W&S2w

Non-Resident Taxes in ibe Town
of Casco, in the County
ol
Cumberland, lor the year 1873,
The following list of taxes on real estate of nonresident owners in the town of Casco.tor the year 1873,
in bills committed to N. C. Pinkbam, Collector of
said town, on the twenty-ninth day of August, 1873,
has been returned by him to me as remaining unpaid
on the eighteenth day of August, 1874, notice is hereby given that if the said taxes, and interest and
charges are not paid in the treasury of the said town,
within eighteen months irom the date of the commitment of the said bills, so much ot the real estate
taxed as will he sufficient to pay the amount duo
therefor, including interest and charges, will without
further notice, ho sold at public auction, at the Town
Treasurer’s Office, in ssid town, on the fiist Saturday
in March, 1875, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,

£ m
% g
04

P

«

h

g

?
h-
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Edwards, Sophia, homestead ot late
Danl. Edwards.
Edwards, Johnson,

Thomas

47 $7,00

Davis’

pasture.

8.00

Edwards, Johnson, homestead of late
Eben

Davis.13

14

Edwards,

Martha B. and heirs, house
and lot at Casco village.
Bryant, Joshua, homestead in Casco

Holden, Mary.
Hill, Charles. James Sand’s land...

Heirs of Clark Stone.17
McLellan, Charles, house and lot_
Plummer & Jordan.
Fulton, Elijah, carriage factory,
Webb 8 Mills.
Spillen, Amos, & Tripp, Edward,
saw mill, Webb’s Mills.
Dunn, R. B., J. P. Webb lot.
Winslow, Jehu B., Bald mountain

lot.
Perkins, Luther, & J. A, Winslow,

40 10.00

25
8

4

10.00
10.00
10 00
0.00
1.00
8.50
1.30

20.00
20.00
1.50

Bk

Mrs. Stenhouse of Salt Lake City, for 25
tho wife of a Mormon High Priest Iniction by Mr*. Stowe. This story of a
in’s experience lays bare the *‘hidden life”
eries, secret doings, etc. of tho Mormons as a
c-awakc woman sees them.”
Bright, Pure
Good, it is tho best new book out, actually
:h good things for all. It is popular everywhere, witn everybody, and outsells all other books three to
one.
Ministers say
God speed itEminent women
endorse it. Everybody wants it; and agents arc selling
from lO to 20 a day f 25th thousand now in press! We
want 5.000 more trusty agents NOW— men or women—and
I

win canvass, .karga
pamphlets with full particulars, terms, etc. sent five to cu4
A* D. WoiiimMaxo* ft Co.» Hartford* Cou»',

1*0 wm man uumi

ree 10 inoac wno

HATE YOU TRIED

JURUBEBA
ARE

.

YOU

Weak, Nervous,

or

Ask your druggist lorlit.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN * CO., BOSTON,
asa-oc22t4w

12

8.00

20

N. Y. Industrial Exhibition €0.

4.00
4.00
1.00

Authorized by the Legislature of tho State of N. Y.
!M Premium Drawing DEC. 7, 1874.
.‘td Meries Drawing,
Jan. 4, 1873.
EVERY BOND will he Redeemed with tt "Premium
as an equivalent for Interest.
CAPITAL PKEMICJH 9100,000.
Address tor Bonds and full information,
OTO RGENTBAC, BRUNO & CO.,
Financial Agents, 23 Park Row, N. V
oc24
P. O. Drawer 29.
f2w

40

Plummer* Jordao. 8
0 70
12
Shaw, Samuel, part of Shaw place...
WILLIAM F. COOK,
Treasurer of Casco.
Casco, Oct. 26tli, 1874.
w3w44

Sheriff’s Sale,
Cumberland, ss:
on execution, and will be sold at public
rpAKEN
1. auction to the highest bidder, on TUESDAY,
the twenty-fourth day of November, A. D. 1874, at
10 o’clock in the forenoon, at the Sheriff’s office in
Portland, in said county, all the right in equity
which Michael Lodin. alias Michael Loden, alias
Michael Lorden, of Portland, in the County of Cumberland, has or had on the twenty-second (22) day ot

December, A. D. 1873, at 5 o’clock and forty-ffve
minutes in the afternoon, when the same was attached on the original writ in the action on which
e*ecuti(>n was obtained, to redeem the following
described mortgaged real estate, to wit:—A certain
lot of land, with the
buildings thereon, situated on
the Northwesterly side ot West Commercial
street,
County of Cumberland and State
of Maine, and bounded,
on said street at
beginning
the Easterly corner of land which said Loden
(other
wise Lorden) conveyed to Jeremiah
Carroll by deed
dated April 3d, 1867; thence Northwesterly bv said
Gairoll’s laud sixty-tbree and one-half (631) feet to a
stone wall; thence
by said wall thirtyseven and three-fourths (37$)
feet, more or less to
laud then of Hiram Brooks; thence Southeasterly
by said Brook's’ line sixty (60) feet to Commercial
Street; thence Southwesterly by said street thirtyseven and three-fourths (37$) feet to the first
bounds,
the same being the Northeasterly part of a lot of
lanl conveyed by said Brooks to said Carroll and
Loden by deed dated October 18th, A. I). 1874, recorded in the Cumberland Registry. Book 329, page
324, and the same conveyed to said Loden by said
Carroll by deed dated April 3d, A. D. 1867, and recorded in Cumberland Registry, Book 351, page
325, to which deeds and the deeds therein reterred to
reference is made for a more
description.
Dated at Portland, this (lGth) sixteenth day of October, A. D. 1874.

Si

Northeasterly

particular

w3wf3

W. H. DRESSER, Deputy Sheriff.

250,000

Seasoned White Oak Treenails,
1

i in. square, 11,16, 20, 28, 30, 32, 31 inches in
length.
li in. square, 11, 20, 21, 26 and 28 inches in length
For sale by

Wilson Hammons,

sc2»

ALFRED, DIE.

w3uU0

First Mortgage Premium
—

OF THE

—

male or female; 835 per
W^ome,
II Vlkvcek, day or
evening. No Capital
W'<’ Mind valunbtc package of
f'AP
,11
AU1 U AL
mail

free. Address with ten
goods by
cent return stamp, M. Young, 173 Greenwich St.,
N Y’.oc24t4w

LIVINGSTONE,

which unfolds tho marvellous achievements and
experiences of a veritable Hero, as also
thrilling
the varied wealth and curiosities of a most wonderful country. We issue tho most complete and authentic work, and want more Agents at once.
We
also publish the choicest Family Bibles
extant,
SOO illustrations, new features,
positively unequalled. For particulars address

500,000 Corrugated
■STOVE
PIPE
ELBO WS SOLD LAST YEAR!
J Promoting the draft of the
Istove, preventing tne accumulation of soot, with no joints to
rust out and come apart, but
until
tho iron is actually worn
/ lasting
out. This beautiful and economical corStove
rugated
Pipe Elbow found iramediate and lasting favor with the public.
Sold by Enterprising Dealers everywhere.
Manufactured by the Corrugated Elbow Co. of the
U. S., 52 CliffSt. N. Y., also in Chicago and Cincinnati.
4wt

breaking off from the

use

Secretly.
CURED

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

per

rncc woe woimr

address

on

Form.

nouie.

receipt

nrui 10

of price.

any

C. aT. PICARD & CO.
Sole Agents,

Temple Place, Boston, Mass.
oc7d3m

19

Cure of Nervous Debility Free.
Address, JT.

WIGGIN,
Charlestown, Han.

F.

AGENCIES.
ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

S. m. PETTENGILL, & CO.’S
ADVERTISING

YOUNG

clutching for your vitals, and Jthat
unless cured, the

in

a

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al

inces.

ADVERTISING AGENCY Ac PRINT.

time

COLD SWEAT OF DEATH

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

BATES
Will ooze from every pore, and your
ed on the scroll of the dead.

name

be

&

record-

Newspaper Advertising Agent.,

THEN REMEMBER THAT

J. H. Bates, late of

REEDER’S

S. M.

Send

GERMAN SNUFF
is the sure and certain cure; that there is

no

uncer-

Pettengill

—

EASTERN

AGENT.

Advertisements in all Newspapers oi
olties and towns of the United States, Canada
nd British Provinces.
Jllico No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

July 21.

all

KNOX

ADVERTISING AGENTS

SNUFF

of

every description

DODD’S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,

cure

IP-AJEIEISTTS
should always have

a

box

o

SNUFF

the bouse for themselves and children, for many a
has been sent into the dark
valley of
the shadow of death by a simple Cold, which ended
in Catarrh and quick consumption of its
youtlifuj
in

Advertisements receined for every Paper in tbe
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.

Commissioners’ Notice.
UNDERSIGNED having been duly appointed commissioners by the Judge of Probate
for tbe County of Cumberland, to receive and decide upon all claims against tbe estate of Mark Trickey, late ot Cape Elizabeth, deceased, except those ot
the administrator, hereby give notice that they will

meet for the purpose aforesaid at the office of L. B.
Dennett, No. 4J Exchange street. Portland, on the
fifth days of November and April next, at 10 o’clock
in the forenoon, and at the store of Audiew Hawes,
Stroudwater Village. Deering, on the ninth day of
January next, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon.

tSSfeTJSSSSSk.

lungs.

RADER’S

October 15th, 1874.

SNUFF

for sale by Druggists everywhere at 35 ccnls a
box,
and every box is worth its weight in gold. Be sure
to take this preparation, and no other.
Is

Smith, Doolittle & Smith,
WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS,
No. 26 Tremont St., Boston,
Agents for the United

Mates.
Cm

Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent
for New England, No. 3 India street, Portland, Me.
(g^~8ight sterling (Checks issued for £1

STOMMTOILfME!

} Commissioners.d3w

TIMELY WARNING.
tbe person who, a few years since, took from a
letter directed to a certain post office in M aiue a
fifty dollar greenback, with the tell tale letters J. H.
in red ink on the back of it, will now return to the
writer ot that letter the fifty dollars with interest to
this time, there will be no questions asked, no suit
commenced, nor any exposure made. If you cannot
send all at once, send as much as you can, and say
when the balance will come. This notice is given to
save the offender the shame and disgrace of expos-

IF

ure.

Don’t wait!

DETECTIVE.
d3t&w3w

oc29

For Sale
fine Patclien Colt 2J years old, Capisic Pond
road, Deering, noar Nason’s Corner,
OC301W*
EDWARD L. GOOLD.

ONE

YORK,

NEW

FOE
AHEAD

AI.l,

OF

v>

"“oB“o

octl

llSW

PORTLAND
AUD

fiHhAhELPlHA.
Iron Line of Steamers

beyond.

Jr., Portland.
anil

WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
ly
~

HOTELS.
HOTEL

MAINE

STEAMSHIP

CO.

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

MEW

YORK.

RAILROAD.
the

RAILROAD.

ALFRED.

IKonse,

WSOCUl

*

J

on

Franconia

Eleauora,

Chesapeake

AUBURN
Elm Hou*e, Coart. St. XV. S. A A. Young,

Proprietor*.

THURSDAY,
Pier 38

leave

at 5 P. M., and
East River, New

York, every MONDAY, THURSDAY, and SATURDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built lor this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven
during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
in
State
Room
meals
extra.
$5,
Passage
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
K#“Freight taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days tliey leave
Portland. For further information apply to

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22

Exchange Street.

dtf

oc2

BANGOR

&

MACHIAS

Steamboat Company.

One

Trip per Week.

The Steamer LEWISTON,
Capt. Chas. Deering, will
leave Railroad Wharf loot of
State St., every Thursday
Eveniiiif. at 1.0 o’clock,
or on arrival ot Express Train from Boston, commencing Thursday. Oct, 14th, 1874.
For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So.

We6t.IIarbor (Mt. Desert), Millbridgc, Jonesport and
Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday
morning at 5 o’clock, touching as above, arriving in
Portland same night, usually connecting with Pull
man Train, and early morningJTraius for Boston and

the West.

TLa Rfpampr r.TTVrYF T?TPHMONT>.

*

IU,

Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waldoboro’ for North Waldoboro*, Washington
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Peraaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at iow rates
Jv29dtfC. A. COOMBS. Sun’t.

BOSTON

&

CnritC. Kir..

by, will leave Railroad Wharf every Monday
Wednesday and Eriday Evening^, at 10
o'clock, or on arrival of ExpresaTrain from Boston.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, BucKsport, Winterport

Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings, at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landings, arriving in Portland at
and

5 o'clock p.

m.

For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent,
Portland, Oct. 10,1874.tf_

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

PORTLAND
—

AND

Augusta House, State St. Hnrri*on Bali
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, C. A. &• II. CoMf. Proprie
tor*.

Will until further notice leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland every
and
TUESDAY
MONDAY,

RANCOR.
Harriman House, J.E. Harriman A Co.

Proprietor*.

Frnulilin House,—Harlow St., McLaugh-

Dnris, Proprietor*.

lin Ac

BATH.
Sagadahoc House—E. B. May hew, Prop
Rath Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor
BELFAST.
House, Clark Bro’n, Fropri

American
tor*.

BOSTON.
Parker House. School Sc. H. D. Parker*

Co., Proprietor*.

St. Jainc* Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Propri-

etor.
Tremout

House,

MAINE

RA1LKOAU.
On and after Monday, Sept. 28, 1874,
Passenger trains will leave I’ort-

BETHEL.

Chapman

Bonne,—Andrew*

""o-q-33.15*,

9.10 a.
Boston, at G.15,
at Boston

in.

G.00 p. ni., arriving
at
10.50 a. m., 2.00, 7.30 and 10.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Ronton at 8.15 a. m., 12.30,3.39,
G.OOt p. in., arriving at Portland at 12.45, 5.30. 8.10,
10.00 p. m.
For l.owell (viaLawrence) at G.15, 9.10 a. m.,
3.15* p. m.
For Concord nod Manchester (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15* p, m., (via Lawrence at 9.10 a. m.
For Great Falla at 6.15, 9.10 a. m„ 3.15*, 6.00
p. m.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a, m.
For Rochester, Alton Bay. %Volfboroiigh and Centre Harbor (via Dover & Winnipiseogee R. R. and Steamer “Mt. Washington”) at
9.10 a. m.
A train will also leave Portlaud for Kcnnebunk and Way Mtationn at 2.30 p. m., arriving
at Kcnnebunk at 3.45 p. m. Returning, leave Rcnnebuuk at 7.30 a. m., arriving at Portland at 8.35
a. ni.

*

Proprietor*

Record,

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Room*, W. R. Field,

P. * K.

Dining
Proprietor.

Ocean
etor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Houne—J. P. Chamberlain, Propri-

International

Proprietor.

CALAIS.
W.

Hotel,

D.

Simpsoa,

CAMDEM.
Bay View House, E. H. Demuth, Prop.
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’* Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
American House.—S. Jordan Ac Son, Prop
City Hotel.—N. II. Uiggin* * Son*, Prop*.
FOACROFT.

Foxci'Aft Exchange. P. HI. Jeffords,
prietor.
Hallowell

Pro-

nALLOWELL.
House-II. Q. HLAEE, Pro

II ART LAND.
House—R. L. Williams, Prop.
Hartlaud House—I. R. Littlefield. Prop
Park

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Baston, Pro

prie-tor*

JEFFERSON, N.
Wnumbek House,

—

H.

Merrill Sk Plaint

Proprietors.

LEWISTON.
DeWitt House, Mellon Sc Co., Proprietors

The first class Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON*' and “GEO.
CROMWELL," 1000 tons each,,

-will form a semi-weekly line.leav'ing Boston & Maine R. R. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York, every
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P. M.
This line will connect at Portland with the principal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior and
the east, and at New-York with Cromwel. Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines tot he
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accommdations are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals and births included),$3.50.
For freight or passage
apply to
*
J. N, MAGNA, Agent.
Office on the Wharf,
or CLARK & SEAMAN,
86 West street, New York.
jj28tf
_

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
LOVELL.
Kezer Valley House, C. H. Harris, Pro-

prietor.

MACniAS.
Eastern notel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.
NORWAY.
Real’s Hotel, O. H. Green, Prop.
Elm Honse, Main St. W. W. Whitmarsh

Proprietor.

NAPLES*

Eltn House, Nathan Church Sc Sons, Pro-

prietors.

NORTH BRIDGTON.
Lake Hotel—J. B. Martin, Proprietor.
NORItlDGEWOCK.
Dauiorth House, D. Danfortb. Proprietor
NORTH ANSON.

Pll ILYDEEPM j a
steamship Line.
Lepve each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 n.m
From Pino Street Wharf, Phila
a. m.
one half

tbe rate

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and Son; h
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, arply to
E. H. gAini'SOa, Agent,
Jn23-ly

_TO

1

Wharf. Boston.

Norfolk aud Baltimore aad Washington
D. C. Steamship Line.
Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf. Boston.
Semi-weekly, for NORFOLK and
BALTIMORE.

Steamships:—
William Lawrence ," Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane" Capt, Solomon Howes.
George Appold," Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone," Capt. deo. H. Hallet.
“John Hopkins," Capt. W. A, Hallott.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington via
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburgand
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. A Tenn.
Air Line to all points in Virginia. Tennessee Alabama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R R. to all points in North aud South Carolina,
by the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and all
p.aces West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine passenger accommodations.
Fare including Berth and Meals $12.50.

Excursion Tickets $20.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
1une2tf5.‘t ('entral Wharf, Boston.

FOR BOSTON.

Somerset Hotel. Brown Sc
etors.

Fare

Only 50 Cents.

Hilton, Propr

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.]
Ocean House, E. R. Drake, Proprietor.
NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C S. Bailey Sc- Co. P

prietors.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
IJniou House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieto
PITTSFIELD.
A Gale, Proprie-

Lancy Home— Fletcher
tors.

PHILLIPS.
Rnrdeu

House,

Adams

Sk

Proprietors

Kobbiuson,

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple Ml. Charles Adams

Proprietor.

Albion House, 117 Federal Nt.J.G Perry

Proprietor.

American Honse, India St. E. Gray, Pro
prictor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green Nt.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Proprietor.

Preble noase, Congress Nt. Gibson A t o.,

Proprietors.

Nt. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plum
Nis. tS. E. Ward, Proprietor.
17. N. Hotel, Jnnelion of Congress aud Federu! His. K. t rain A Co., Proprietor.

Commercial ^ioum-L. O. Nanborn A Co.,
Pi opi ietors.
H1711NCANB INLAND.
Cnlderwood House— E. A. Cntdcrwcod,

Proprietor.

HACCARAPPA.
Ceulml House—Alvin Allen, Prcprieto

NKOWHEGAN.
G. llesellon, Propri-

--—_

for

St.— Chapin

Tremont

Gurney * Co. Proprietor*.

LINCOLNVILLE.
Reach nouse—F.E. Phillips, Proprieto

—

MEW YORK.

the Pe-

UA1 XX <

II. Coding, Proprietor.

R.

AUGUSTA.

Steamers

No change of cars between Portland
i>lUUUC

DIRECTORY,

Embracing the leading Hotels In the State, at which.
the Daily Press may always be found.

Alfred

Insurance

Rockland for all points

Provident a

anti Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to ana
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Cential and the Phil. & Reading K. It’s., and to all
The principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission ior forwarding.
Full information given bv WALDO A. PEARCE.
Agent, zv Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,

_dlv_

_

delphla, at 10

& LINCOLN RAILROAD

11VC1, XUIM/UUW,

WORCESTER.

Running between

checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Bcston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 49fr Exchange St.
D. S. BABCOCK.
L. VV. FILKINS.
President.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.

—

on

or

Excursions will be continued through
the months of October aud November,
1874Iteturu Checks will be liouored for
seven days after Thanksgiving Day.
Tickets and State-rooms with C. C.
GREGG, 87 Washington Street, aud at
Depot, foot of Summer St., Boston.
Express Train Leaves Bostou at ft I*.
M., anil Worcester (Foster St. Station)
at 7.20 P. M.
Boats leave Pier 40 North Kivcr, New
York, at 4 P. M.

Clyde’s

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & 1'rovidcnce R. R. DeDOt daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New Fork aluu.uuvv

—

DOLLARS,

FROM BOSTON

OTHEIM.

this is the only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

TO

FOB

an20dtf

and Upward*.

Mo

Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 ▲. m., and 1.00
P. M.
Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoln
ville, Northport, South Thoraaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Ttiomaston lor St. George daily.
At Warren lor Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Whitetield, Mondays

THE

promising child

GERMAN

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON

HORACE DODD.

REEDER’S

GERMAN

121

—

—AND—

CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen. Manager.
y22tf

Steamers leave
UVUPLUl.

1

Catarrh in all its different stages, from its
it has terminated in
Consumption, and even then many are cured, for by removing
the original cause the lungs frequently heal and the
patient becomes well.

many.

BOSTON

1874.

and Rockland.

TIIE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Dealers in Printing Materials
Jype, Presses, etc.

incipiency until

Monday

run

Direc rail route to Wiscasset, New
n
¥?J!???????“fSCastle, Damariscotta,
Waldoboro,
S-i™- ""^*3Warren and Rockland.

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.,

FOR ALL

GF THE

Will 1)0 taken

Office No. 41 Park How, New York.

GERMAN

This

"’NOTICE.

BOSTON & MAINE

S. R. NILES,

RADER’S

Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this liner
Halifax every ot her Tiimdny, fo
Liverpool, touching at Queenstown. Passage
(first-class) $70 and $80 gold or its equivalent; thirdclass §20 U. S. currency to British ports, §20 to Denmark and Sweden, prepaid $20 and $26.
The Glasgow Liue of steamers sail from
Quebec eveiy Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage §60, steerage $20.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Gersail lrom

TO AND FROM BOSTON,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

ADVERTISING

Is pronounced by medical savans, eminent
physicians
and pharmaceutists to be the only safe and reliable
compound yet discovered for tho cure of Colds and
Catarrh.
REMEMBER THAT

First-class Weekly mail steamof this line sail lrom ({nebcc
every Naturduy Ulorniug,
for Liverpool, touching at

Red and the Yellow Tickets

No. 5 Washington Building,

REMEMBER THAT

GERMAN SNUFF

N. B.

for list of 100 choico newspapers.

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

RADER’S

dai-

id alter July 22,1871, and until
Notice, the

Locke, o Locke &
Jones, Toledo Blade.

D. R.

& Oo.

C. J. WHEELER,

tainty or waiting for it to act; that it gives instant
relief and a speedy return to perfect health.

Passenger trains leave Portland

SPECIAL

PARK ROW, NEW TORE.

34

Voyage.

ers

Eastern Railroad.

LOCKE,

Ocean

HALL. ARRANGEMENT.

morning.
1Accommodation train
(Fast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH,
General Manager.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern Railroad, Portland, Me.
au3
dtf

WAREHOUSE,

For farther information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf.
oct‘28dtf
JOHN POftTEOUS. AttBt.

and Return

FOR MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
♦Pullman sleeping car express train.
train runs Sunday Morning, does not

T. C. EVANS,

ing.

SERVICE.

TRAL RAILROAD.

all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
cheeked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft. Rockland, &c.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,

Newspapers In the United States and British Prov-

100

short

AGENCY

Railway,

Norwich Line to New York

LINE.

iOMMENCINGAUG. 3, 1874.

at 9.10 a. m. and 3.15 p. m.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at IIS.OO A. M., *7.45 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 7.30
and 118.15 A. M. tl2.30, *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 7.30 and 118.15 A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.30,
10.50 and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at 10.00 and 110.20
A. M.. 113.05 x M., *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth ior Portland, Bangor, Houlton.
Calais and St. John at *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Au
usta, Waterville and Skowhegan, at f7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmin«rfOTi- Wntervillfl and Sknw'hpn'nn nt +1
T> M
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
1.10 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars.) at 10.45 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.50 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at 15.45 P. M.
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 18.00 A. M., returning at 5.00 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make ctose connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. M. in season to connect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and
Conway Railroad.
The 8.15 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.15 A. M. train from Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor Montreal, Quebec and

poworB,

AND

Shortest

PORTLAND,

(Sundays excepted),

of Stimulating Drinks.

Separate

Its

tlie like Ojthe lace of tho Globe.

OLD

SUMMER

and

for Portsmouth and Boston, (Snnexcepted) at *2.00 A. M. t9.10 A.
u3>15 ^ 6#00 p# M>
Leave Portland for Portsmouth and Dover daily,

Every Ingredient Perfectly Harinles in

Dead,

Is

General
ocll

m

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

(Oil Federal St.

utcrcolonial
for Windsor,Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
also
at
New
Island;
Glasgow, N. SM with Limlsey’s
Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamei*
for St. Johns, N. F.
B3T RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 p. M.
No freight received after 10 A. M. ou day ot sail-

sel8dtf

daily.

by the use of Dr. DcMoreno’s celebrated French Remedy, which is the best known Medicine for the love
of Strong Drink. It Can be Given Secretly,
so that the patient will not know it, hut the effect
will be the same. Those who have Friends addicted
to the terrible vice of intemperance should give this
Sovereign Remedy a trial. This preparation acts as
a Tonic and Stimulant, and so partially supplies the
place of the accustomed liquor, and prevents the absolute and moral prostration that follows a sudden

MONSTER CATARRH

oc281w

a

Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At South Water boro for Ross Corner and Dam’s
Mills daily.
At Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, Parsonsfield

price75cts

CATARRH.

ERS’

IIUBBARD BROS.

m

Rem-

It needs only a trial
to satisfy the most
skeptical. No bumbug about it. Money given back it it
fails to cure.

oc20-3m

Wlio have a cold in the head, with mucous mosisturo
of the nasal organs, and dripping or dropping outside
or inside.
REMLIflBER THAT THE

oc284w

SIXTIETH THOUSAND IN PRESS.
ONE agent sold in one month, 501 copies of the

53 Washington St., Boston.

should

<a,arrh

-A.ISTD NOW

RENTS

LIFE of

important

edy will cure

DRUNKENNESS

were,

From the

WANTED for Ihe PEOPLE’S
JOVRNAL.
Four magnificent Chromos
free. The most liberal oiler ever made. Send 3 cent
stamp for circular and sample.
P. W. Ziegler &
Co., 518 Arcb st., Pbil. Pa.
oc294w

A

is

know it.
Dr. Evans’

PRESCRIPTION

Testify to its wonderful curative

CONSTANT

N. Y.

It

that people

FOB THE

Will

KK

Passenger trains leave Portland for
Rochester and intermediate stations at
7.30 A. M., 1.30 and 4.15 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads. Also
connect at Rochester with Dover aud Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. 12 M. and 5 P. M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

MARTHA G. CAMPBELL.
Will be at Biddeford House, Biddcford, every
Thursday from 10 A. M. to 4 P. M.
ocl2
eoddtt

—OF—

RAISED^ as it

erickton,
63?“Freiplit received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.
se26dtfA R. STUBBS. Agent

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Dear Sir—I feel
my health improving from the
of your Oxygenized Air, and will send for another bottle in good time. I am about leaving tor
California where 1 hope the climate will be better
than in Maine.
Respectfully yours,

s

LIVING WITNESSES,

Eastport

use

It Can be Given

THOUSANDS

first

of

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Wives Save your Husbands
and Friends.

This remarkable compound was discovered after
many years of patient research by that great German
Chemist, Professor Rxder. For this grand discovery
the German Goverment rewarded Professor Rmder
with a present of one hundred thousand thalers, Gold.
Immediately after its discovery it became the most
popular Remedy in Europe for Colds and Catarrh.
It is now extensively used in the Prussian Army,
and iu all the Hospitals of the Continent. A short
time ago it was introduced into America, and now

ElttPLOIMENT-At homo
Male or Female, $30 a week warranted. No
capital required. Particulars and valuable sample
sent free.
Address with 6 ceut rcturu stamp, c.

ROSS, Williamsburg,

75 Free

foot of State St.,every MONDAY, and THURSDAY,
at 6 P.M., forEastportand St. John,N. B.
Returning wi leave St. John and Eastport on the
same days.
tor St. Andrew?,
Connections made at
Robbinstou, Calais, Woodstock and Houltou.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Anuapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac. Amherst, Pictou, Summerside,Charlottetown, and Fred-

Freight trains leave Portland daily for all stations
at 9.45 a. m. Returning leave Upper Bartlett at 6.50

DICKS & CO.,

GERMAN SNUFF.

Bond

T'firtlaiid

Reached the

has

The
Steamship “CHASE,’
Capt. J.Bennett, will leave (irand
Trunk Krailway wharf every Saturday at 4p. m fur HALIFAX,direct makiug connections with the

v-’

1U

jyi

RIDER’S

A.

fnr

AND —

In all its different stages

LET

Patiimv

m.

CONNECTIONS.
Stages at Baldwin by 7.15 a. m. for Cornish, Porter,
Kezar Falls, <&c
Stages at Brownfield by 1.30 p. m. for Denmark
and Bridgton.
Stages at Fryeburg by 1.30 p. m. for Loydl, &c.
Stages at Bemis by 7.15 a. m. and 1.30 p. m. for
Crawford House and White Mountains.
5.25 a. m. from Upper Bartlett connects in Portland with the 9.C0 a. m. train for Boston, arriving
there in season for all routes south and west.
11.15 a. m. from Bemis connects with 3.15 p.m.
Portland to Boston by which connection is made in
Boston with night via Springfield or shore line for
New York, &c.
J. HAMILTON, Scpt.
Portland, Sept. 12, 1874.

Contracts for

Staples, Nathaniel, meadow,...

12

BUY

Ti»QVA Vnrfli

12.00

.o

-—_,-b

~$20~
WILL.

onnAwinditnAd

m.

m., 1.30

Leave Bemis for Portland at 11,15 a. in.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland at 5.25 a, m.
11.30 a. m.

1874.

Langs.
St. ,Portland, Oct. 22nd, 1674.

THAT
I n
I

CATARRH

POSTPONEMENTS IMPOSSIBLE.

part of the Webb estate.
and a piece of Hog Meadow.
also piece known as J. A. Winslow
land.
Perkins, Winslow & Mayberry, part
of Webb estate.

6.00
2.00

Case of Catarrh that

je23eodtf

Debilitated!

Arc yon no I. n n g u i d that anv exertion requires more of an cflort than you feel capable of
making?
Then try JVBVBGBA, the wonderful tonic
and inrigorntor, which acts so
beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer fall to a lower
depth of misery, but It is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulates tlie Bowel,, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make, the invalid feel like a new person.
Its operation is not violent, hat is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but
gradually
his troubles
“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And Bilently steal away.”
This is no new and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical
authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”

p.

a.

a. m.

Colds in the Head

on

TIME.

Chi and alter Monday, Sept. 14th,
trains will run as follows until further

Case of Catarrh of lO Years’ Standing.
WHAT CITY MARSHAL PARKER SAYS:
Dr. Wilkinson:
Sir—Atter taking one treatment of your Oxygenized Air I am pleased to Bay I am better of my Catarrh, of the pains in my head and of myself altogether, after spending hundreds of dollars in othe
medicines without receiving any permanent relief.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.

AND YET,

which is not known

OF

Leave Portland for all stations at 7.15

ion

I I DC
t

Awful as the statement may seem, there arc thousands and tens of thousands rushing by the CERTAIN MEANS of cure to their sad end. Now he
great remedy and certain cure for

se21dtt

notice:

extent

GRAVE.

sweet-

to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, Schools, Lodges,
etc. Illustrated Catalogues mailed. HORACE WATERS & SON, 481 Broadway,
N. V. P.O.Box 3367.oc!6t4w

of

simple cold in the head leads to CATARRH, Catarrh to CONSUMPTION, and Consumption to the

and

WATERS’ Concerto ORGANS
cannot he excelled in tone or beauty 5 they defy
competition. The Concer o 8top is a fine
imitation of the Human Voice.
Warranted for 6 Years. PRICES EX.
TBEMELV LOW /or caah or part eash,
and balance in monthly payments. Second
band
instruments
at
great
bargains.
AGENTS WANTED. A liberal discount

CHANCE

Dr. Wilkinson:
Sir—I am so much improved since taking your
Oxygenized Air Treatment as to surprise my relatives and friends. 1 was in what the doctors called
otnr.no

On and aftcx Monday September

28tb,the Steamer City of Portland,
/LV«i
Capt. S. H. Pike, and tlio Steamer
1 if^1JUuA/JfA,y»V■ Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Wiu■Kajifig.o^S£FHirr/»i.ogt.»r will leave Railroad Wharf,

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R.R

FREE.

Consumption.
Myrtle St., Portland, Oct. 1,

A

and UPRIGHT,ZJ«frTe
SQUARE
touch elastic. the tone powerful, pure and
through the entire scale, yet mellow

Portland, September 19,1874.

permanent office at

a

Case of

TO SUM UP ALL,

'oc15t4w
Mass._
WATERS’ NEW SCALE PIANO.

9,12
2
20

the

CONSUMPTION steps in, and DEATH and the
GRAVE is the result.

—

The Company are not responsible tor
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at tho rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Secretary and Treat,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,

by Catarrh, and had the best medical
attendance the city could furnish, without being
benefited. I am so pleased witUyour mode of treatment and its result so far that you are at liberty to
refer to me all similarly afflicted.
MRS. JACKSON,
Yours, truly,
Widow of Benj. M. Jackson, late Grocer corner of
York and Tyng Streets.

DEAD MEN’S BONES

SAMPLE to Agents. I*ndieft Combi nation Needle Book* with ChroSend stamp. Dean & Co., New Bedford,

even

opened

Dr. Wilkinmon:

_Address
T^'OT^'IN
-tlliXl
mos.

and you would

REFERENCES:

some

That groat housekeeper of the body, becomes affected
and refuses to perform its office.
The system becomes deranged and falls into decay. The mind becomes despondent, and the sufferer wholly unfit ior
business or society, and finally tbe whole body becomes as toul as a sepulcher-full of

Tablets.

SkTELUTALL

applied, excepting
rates, they are the peers of the best and cannot be
sneered down, lied down or defamed to death. It is
an unworthy spirit which animates such defamation.
We would in no manner be understood as claiming

m

—

LIVER,

WANTED—AGENTSs^uYS,

rou

THE

By direct sympathy,

we

uie

now

CONSULTATION

LUNGS.

For

guilty of peccadillos in their business transactions. It
is not our province to defend any company because it
is in the board, any more than to assail another company which is out of the board. We do hold it, however, to be exceedingly Impudent and malicious to
denounce all non-board Companies in Ibe same breath,
because it happens that some steal away risks below
the tariff rates. Two wrongs never made a right yet,
and foul and noisy agents who talk about their
neighbors will do to remember it.— Western Insur-

DEATH,

Er;8ipcla(ous Affections.
fiutiious, Enlarged Joints of ilie Feet.Neuralgia,
Sore Throat, Paralysis, Rheumatism, Pains of all

DISEASES,
the ast.few months, on several occasions
have been informed, that it was and is the practice
Use
of certain agents of prominent National Boards companies in this city and elsewhere, (extending in fact
PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
from East to West and from North to South,) to inATRIEDAND WERE REMEDY
dulge in wholesale sweeping denunciation of the !
Sold by Druggists.
oclOflw
solvency of non-board companies without discrimination or exception. This is a contemptible method
AGENTS
for
the
“Life
and
W A TVTTPTI
A UJJ Explorations of Dr. Livingot conducting any business, and especially the fire
stone.”
a
fresh
book.
Price
Complete, authentic,
insurance business. It is the vilest way of obtaining
suited to tbe times. Address, B. B. RUSSELL, Pubpatronage, and we pity the company which li2s for lisher, Boston, Mass.
ocl0d4w
its agent any person so despicably mean, as to run
down his rivals in one general strain of defamation.
This journal has been an advocate and supporter of Prize
Stationery Package out. Sample Packlocal and National Boards lrom the day of its first
age, post-paid, for 25 c. Circulars free. J. BRIDE,
issue, though we have freely criticised blunders and 767 Broadway, New York._ oc!5f4w
mistakes in their management, and shall continuo to
Paul is one of the brightest
Tnirivr of John
w vfXU.1
do so. We^recognize the fact that among the comour humorists.—Springfield Rep.
The
k°ok
11218 been demanded by a
A
TTT.JC
■p
panies outside the National and local boards, are
XT
U XJ k? public clamor too general to be aissome which are as conservative, as
Y. Tribune.
prudent, as reXJvr VFXLn regarded.—AT.
was it Shakesptare or Bacon who
liable, as promp and as safe in their dealings with
said
of John Paul’s new book,— There's Magic in
the public,as any of those inside of these organizations
the web of it ?"—N. Y. Graphic.
We migh name several which possess oqual experienAgents Wanted for this, tbe best book of the
Free. Address
ce and talent with any of their
loyal neighbors and season. Prospectus
COLUMBIAN BOOK CO..Hartford,Conn.
oc!5t4w
some also with large and well invested assets which
have been as carefully and prudently managed as any
agents wasted

once

Congress St., opposite Park.
Oxygenized Air Treatment

Taints and Rots

GO.,

winners of TB KEE III QUEST MEDALS
and DIPLOMA of HONOR, at VIENNA,
•73, and PARIS, ’6T now offer the FINEST ASSORTMENT of the REST CARINET
ORQANS in the world, including new Btyles
with recent improvements, not only exclusively
FOR CASH, as formerly.but also on NEW PLANS
OF EASY PAYMENTS, the most favorable
ever ottered.
Organs RENTED with PRIVILEQE of PURCHASE, to almost any part of
the country. First payment $9.99 or upwards. Illustrated Catalogues and Circulars, with full particulars, sent tree on request.
Address MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.
ocioflw
Boston, New York or Chicago.

TILE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is weil equipped with tirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
CS^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AN1) SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.

condition,

WILKINSON

B.

C.

Pure air drawn as breath through the nasal organs
affected with CATARRH becomes foul, anil

MASON & HAMLIN

THE

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

Jeweler and Optician. Sole Agent for

PORTLAND,

at short

it

.Southwest

J C. FURNIVAL Agt.

361

notice.

Companies!

spare

MACHINE,

—

printed

kinds—cure guaranteed. Wni.M. €»ilcs’ JLINIItlENT IODIDE OFA1TOIONIA. 50c. and
$1.00 a bottle. Depot 451 Sixth Avenue, New York.
For sale by Fred T. Mealier & Co., and W.F. Phillips
& Co., Portland, Me.
oclOflw

these merits for all non-board companies, even as we
would not claim all the virtue3, stability and soundness par excellence for all board companies. In fact
there are some board companies which offer weak
points ior attack, quite as devoid ot superior merits
as their non-board rivals.
We hold up to public gaze
the bad and indifferent, whether of the board or nonboard specios with equal satisfaction, and shall not

has

For CATARRH tincurcd

—

During

In shoit it is the SIMPLEST, SAFEST, most
DURABLE and most ECONOMICAL Engine in
the world. We fully guarantee them in all the above
particulars. COLT’S ARMS CO. have spared no
expense in getting up SPECIAL TOOLS AND MACHINES with which to build these Engines, so that
every part is made up to gauge, and are perfectly interchangeable, the importance of which will be understood by all who are at all familiar with machinery. Thus, every Engine of a given size is an exact
duplicate of every other one of that size, and m case
of breakage, the broken part can be immediately replaced by its perfect duplicate.
The inventor of this Engine had in view, in its
construction, the great need that exists tor a perfect
Steam Engine—of small power—adapted to all kinds
of light mechanical work, and that should also combine all that is good in Steam Engineering.
The first point was, to secure a perfectly philosophical Boiler and Furnace, in order to insure the
most, perfect combustion, ana to take up the greatest
possible amount of heat in generating steam.
The second point was, to make a perfect cut-oft
Engine, working steam expansively, and keeping up
the temperature of the cylinder to prevent loss by
radiation or condensation.
The third point was. to combine and make the
whole a mechanically and scientifically correct machine; all its parts being provided with means to
take up lost motion, so that it may be used for
any
number of years, and always run smoothly. In all
these particulars as much care has been taken as in
the largest and most perfect engine ever constructed.

DR.

♦ho on/>rknrl

NON-BOARD

AGENT.

8EWOG

Ac.

Liniment of Iodide of Ammonia

No Danger from Exploiiion-No liability
to get out of Order.

A

Heads,

Northwest, West and

Cm

19

OF

Extra Insurance to Pay !

$10.

Bills,

Try

without it.

points in the

and all

of

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
I. W. PEHKINS & CO.

myl3

CATARRH

M A 1ST A G E R.
Bill

cases

FOK SALE AT WHOLESALE 15Y

And its rcsnltB.

Defamation

7 & 9 CENTRE STREET,

In

not be

VICTIMS

WI. M. MARKS,

Josiah H. Perley and Emery & Waterhouse, parties
the assignment of said fiim.
JOSEPH HARDING, late of Portland, deceased.
First and final account, presented for allowance by
Elizabeth Harding, Administratrix.
JOHN A. WATERMAN Judge.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest, WILLIAM K. NEAL, Register.

Houghton,
Maine,

Will bo opened this year to receive the

to

BY

stomach.

the

on

Milk of Magnesia

Who will die from

Hand

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, ITIilwau
kee, Cincinnati, »t. Louis, Omaha,
Magiuaw, St. l*aul, Halt Lake City,
Denver. Han Francisco,

Summer Complaints and Diarrhoea,
so common with young cliildreu, the

will be found invaluable.

deceased.
FiSIMEON ESTES, late of Pownal, deceased.
nal account presented for allowance, by Cyrus Libby,
Administrator, with the Will annexed.
RUFUS SOULE, late of Windham,deceased. Will
and petition for the probate thereof, presented by
Louisa J. Soule, the Executrix therein named.
WILLIAM H. WHITE, late of Windham, deceased. Third and final account presented for allowance by Charles Jones, Administrator.
JAMES C. BLAKE, late of Gorham, deceased.
Petition for Administration, presented by Robie
Blake, a son oi said deceased.
MERCY MOULTON, late of Scarborough, deceased. First and final account and private claim
against said estate, presented for allowance by Samuel R. Snow, Executor.
THOMAS LEONARD, late of DcerLig, deceased.
Account presented for allowance by William H. Fessenden, Administrator.
ABAGA1L CHASE, late of Portland, deceased.
Account presented for allowance by Samuel Chase,
Administrator.
JAMES E. FERNALD, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey real estate, presented by Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Administrator.
CHASE, CRAM, and STURTEVANT, of Portland, Insolvents. Petition that Byron D. Verrill may
be appointed Assignee of said insolvent firm, in place
xieury

THOUSAND

DIRECT !
iVilL connection* to Prince Edwnrd («>
(and9 tape ilrctou nud Ml. Johua, If. I’.

SIX

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I

TO

Halifax Nova Scotia,

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

l.IWK

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK !

ALLAN

To

than Siity Thousand People last
the United States alone. And more than

SIXTY

AND

—

superior to any other preparation, requiring no
them to take it, and is also pc I
persuasion to induce
culiarly adapted for females during pregnancy.
It is a positive preventive against the mod of infants

YAWNING GRAVES

w3w44

STATE

Printing

Indigestion,

IHAII,

FAXjXj AX^KAJSTG^ElVIKlNrTS.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

It is

souring

for liAccounts and petition
and convey real estate or said Daniel H.

Express

AS A

more

year in

at 9.30

trom Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50a. m.
Mail Atom Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston
and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5,45 j». m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

FOIR CHILDREN

LAXATIVE

Quebec,

a. m.

iiheumatism and Gout.

CATARRH.

0n an(l a*ter Monday, September 21st.

Mail train at 1.20 p. m., fur Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail traiu for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.43 p m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

Stomach,
Dyspepsia,

ARRAN GEMENT.

a. ui.

of the

Headache,

CAUSED BV

Killed

Eattport, Calais and St. John* Digbr
Windsor and Halifax.

trains will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a. m. for Montreal and
Auburn, and Lewiston.
Passenger train for Auburn aud Lewiston

or

Acidity

Consumption

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

ALTERATION IN TRAIN*.

iWgSii-JH

Heartburn,

STEAMERS.

Grand Trunk It. R. of Canada.
WINTER

Indorsed and prescribed by the leading physicians
throughout the country, as being the GREATEST
ANT-ACID yet presented to the medical public. It
immediately and certainly relieves

Sourness

Daily Press

Portland

—

"SUPERIOR TO CALCINED OR CAROF MAGNESIA, WITH.
BONATE
OUT THEER DANGEROUS ASSOCIATIONS/*
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6?, 541 People
Dead and Dying.

oc2dtf

Frycburg, October 1, 1874.

of said

oi

Awarded First

Portland,

Frjeburg,

-.

MILK

Startling

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

STATEMENT. MAGNESIA.

Proprietor.
eodly

uoiTftE.

nxroitB

Kilby, presented by William Gore, Guardian.
JAMES WESTON, late of Freeport, deceased.
Petition that Enoch Talbot may be appointed Administrator, presented by Greenfield Weston, a nephew

PORTABLE

Frank H.

H. HOVEY,

A.
ocl3

Freeport, deceased.

BAXTER

SALE

A

Plan.)

5, 7 and 9 Union Suuarc, Broadway, between 14th & 15th Sts., Jf. Y.

named.
MINERVA L. KILBY and DANIEL H. KILBY,
minor children and heirs of Albert Kilby, late ot

Dead and gone forever more;
And, as wizards, from the ashes
Of the rose, evoke its grace,
I recall the spectral flashes
Ot a once all-radiant face!
Rossie, August, 1874.

FOR

House.

European

anil

GEORGE W. LONGLEY, late of \Raymond, deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
presented by Luther Longley, the Executor therein

Dimly up from days of yore,
Shapes ot loveliness and longing,

MANUFACTUBED

A T a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
«Z"jL and for the County of Cumberland, on the Third
Tuesday of October, in the vearof our Lord eighteen hundred and
seventy-four, the following matters having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State 1 ress
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland
aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at said Portland on the Third Tuesday of
November next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon, and object if they see cause.
AMANDA E CLARK & AL, minor children and
heirs of George H. Clark, late of Conway, in the
State of New Hampshire, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate, presented by
Stephen Locke, Guardian.
WILLIAM P. SEW ALL, Lite of Kennebunk in
First Account prethe County of York, deceased.
sented for allowance by Edward E. Bourne, Jr., Administrator de bonis non with the will annexed
OTIS CARTER, late of Naples, deceased. First
account presented for allowance, by Lydia Carter,
Executrix.
SARAH L. MERRY, late ot Brunswick, deceased.
First account presented for allowance, by Mary F.
Curtis, Executrix.
ADDIE C. LONGLEY, minor child and heir of
Silas B. Longley, late of Raymond, deceased.
First and Final account and resignation oi Guardianship, presented by Luthor Longley, Guardian.

cheats with phantoms thronging

T1IE

Spinglci*

PcrxoDft interested in either ci the
Estates hereinafter named:

To nil

_MEDICAL

_MEDICAL.

_

PROBATE NOTICES.

The poem in the current Atlantic, called
“Nocturne,” was Bigued by the initials S. W.
S. W., wc may now say, is Mr.Samuel Ward.

Mo it

HOTELS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Turner House, \V.
etor.
Elm Iloasr,M. 11.

llil'on, Proprieto

V1NAL HAVEN, LANE’N INLAND.
Ocean Honse, F. M. Lane, Proprietor.
WILTON.
W ilton House, H« N. Green,
is

Proprieto
subscriber has
ot

hereby given, that the
NOTICE
been duly appointed Executrix of the Will

MORRELL, late ot Needham,
n the County of Noilolk aud Coni m on wealth of
Massachusetts, deceased, and'has taken upon her self
that trust by giving bonds, as the law directs. And
Ido hereby appoint Edward W. Fox, of Portland,
my Agent or Attorney in the Stale of Maine. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased,
are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to haid estate are called upon to make payment to
SARAH II. SOUTH WICK.
RUTH H.

The Superior Sea doing Steamers
JOHN BROOKS AND FALMOUTH,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

Leaving

Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 9.10 a. m.,
FRANKLIN
Portland,
3.15 p. m.; Boston 8.15 a. m., 6.00 p. m.
Daily, (Holidayx cxrepti-d) n t T a’clock P.M.
of Needham, Mas*
Kxecutiix.
•Does not stop at Scarboro, Blue Point or Old Oror EDWARD W. FOX
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
chard.
of Portland, A gent or Attorney.
days at 5 P. M.
tDoes not stop at Blue Point or Scarboro except to
oct21d!aw3ww#
Through Tickets to New York via the various (
Portland, September 1, 1874.
leave jiassengers taken West of Biddeford.
I Soumi IJncB, for sale at very low mtes.
J AS. T. FURBER, Gen. Superintendent.
taken
!
as
usual.
PRINTING
of
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,
Freight
every description ne«tl
A. B. COYL.E, JR.,Ucneral Agent.
ocl!871
executed nt Ibis Office.
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WHARF,

